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Transcription symbols and conventions

~~
{}
~~

~)
Bold

(LJnderlinc) stress
Interruption or next utterance following immediately
IPA phonetic transcription
Transcriber's comment
Segment quieter than surrounding talk, or weaker than the rest of the
sentence
Omitted part in the utterance
Marks the shifts amon~ the accents

Unless otherwise specified, the translations from Chinese are my own.
Unless otherwise specified, the contents between brackets are my own
additions or comments.



CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 What the research is about

`Identity' is the focus of this research. Identity-making discourses such as `he is
a Dutchman' and `she is a teacher' frequently circulate in our daily life. In
conferences we wear a badge with our names so that our interlocutors will have
an idea who they are talking to; while travelling abroad, people should remem-
ber to carry their ID, i.e. passports or identification cards, and be prepared for
potential police inspection - this can be crucial for groups such as Turks and
Africans in some of the Western European metropolises; upon meeting new
colleagues we often exchange information on where we come from, our
nationalities, what jobs did we do before... And as a Chinese, I find myself in a
constant task of explaining my name: which is my given name, which is my
surname,l and in what circumstances I would rather use an English name.

Indeed we are involved in identity rituals around every corner of our life.
The question it raises - the question of `who am I' - often touches something
dearest to our hearts, something we hold fast, whereas a challenge of it by
others can easily offend us. As we have seen from the examples given above,
identity means different things on different occasions -`who I am' depends on
who I am talking to, in what circumstances, and from what perspectives. Let
me illustrate this point with a metaphor (see Figure 1.1.a, b, and c).

Figure l.la gives a front view of a Coca-Cola canz and shows some of its
defining features: its cylinder shape, its easIly recognisable logq trademark, and
so forth. It can be seen as a`normal' view of a Coca-Cola can - a view that fits
in with the stereotype we usually have. However, if we watch the can again
from a bottom angle (Figure 1.1b), we get a rather different picture: its cylinder
shape is distorted, some features are exaggerated, such as the initial `C' of the
logo, while other features fall out of sight. An even more different picture is the
one shown in Figure l.lc - the same can observed from the top. At this level,
the distinguishing details of a Coca-Cola can (the logo, the design, etc.) are
replaced by a set of more abstract features of a can - metal, with an opening
ring, and a sentence urging the consumer to recycle the can. It could be a Pepsi
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can, a beer can, or even a can of beans. Observing the can from this angle, one
could not tell whether the rest of the can - its cylinder-shaped body - exists.

a b

Figure 1.1: Front view (a), bottom-side view (b), and vertical view (c) of a Coca-Cola can

Each time it is the can; the can is all of that. It is still the same can, but we end
up with different descriptions observing it from different positions; the posi-
tions are vertically ordered: observed from a lower angle (Figure 1.1b), some
details of the can are distorted, exaggerated, or neglected whereas enough
features remain for us to tell what it is. Our gaze then is moved upwards and
we obtain a`normal' stereotypical view (Figure l.la) that fits in with our ex-
pected image of a Coca-Cola can. On a higher scale when we look down from
the top (Figure 1.1 c), the defining details disappear, and what we see are some
abstract and rigid features of any metal can. Each observation is partially similar
and partially different and none of it shows a whole picture of the can - every
description is conditioned by the position from which we observe it.

The examination of social phenomena such as identity making is of little
difference from the Coca-Cola can example. Focusing solely on lower level ob-
servation - the level of local interaction - we may obtain detailed yet distorted
understandings of identity. Analysing only the `normal' view - the level of
people's discursive evaluation on their own and others' identities - we risk
overlooking the `not-so-normal' views oE identity making. Position ourselves on
the top level - the level of administrative realities - identity categorisation
becomes rigid and abstract. None of the current paradigms in identity studies
from a single level - whatever level that is - is sufficient, because social
phenomena such as identity making are never singular and homogeneous, but
always layered and multifaceted, and all aspects have to be described and
analysed comprehensively. What we need is a more sophisticated approach
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which revolves around an image of social reality as structured into different
scales, which attends to the rules and conventions that operate at the different
scale levels, and which uncovers the interplay and collaboration of different
scales in one situated event.

There are compelling reasons to develop such an approach, and perhaps the
most compelling one is the ever increasing complexity of discursive processes
of identity construction in the context of rapid linguistic as well as cultural
exchanges among various communities as a result of trans-national as well as
intra-national migrations - what we usually call `globalisation'. The empirical
data of this book are collected in China, where intense rural-urban migration
has been going on since the early 1980s. The rural-urban migration, also known
as `internal' migration, results in complicated sociolinguistic environments in
which regional accents and dialects become salient markers of identity, pro-
jecting prestige and opportunity, or stigma and social inequality. The phenom-
enal rural-urban migration in China offers an enormously rich research
potential in the discursive processes ofidentity construction; yet, there has been
limited research focused on this field so far (but see Dong 8z Blommaert, 2009;
Dong, 2009).

This book is therefore devoted to fill this gap through a close look at the
making of migrant identities in Beijing. There are two objectives in the present
study. First, I sha11 be concerned with identity construction through the
applicat7on of a three-level theoretical framework referred to in the above - a
selection of discursive scales indeed, but a salient selecrion of which all three
scale-levels articulate different types of identity building discourses. We shall
see more elaboration on this point in Section 1.3.

My larger purpose, related to the first one, is to draw attention to a series of
social processes through which we are able to gain an insight into transitions in
Chinese society and the (re-)formation of social structure. The mass internal
migration which forms the backdrop to this study, for instance, re-activates
diacritics of social class stratification in a society which used to ideologically
describe itself as egalitarian. Though the specific objects of such social
processes considered in this book are sociolinguistic forms, these forms - the
discursive practice of migrant identity making - are arguably part of, and serve
as a reflection of, the processual and dynamic social transition and reformation.

This introductory chapter has opened with a metaphor of the general
theoretical framework that will be constructed and argued for throughout the
book. The next section will provide a brief account of several basic as-
sumpuons that underpin the arguments of this book, and will further answer
the question concerning why the field of identiry study needs such a new
approach focusing on the scalar nature of social reality. In Section 1.3 I shall
elaborate on the proposed approach and explain how it has emerged from
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fieldwork and how it is theorised. It is in Section 1.4 that the book will be
mapped, and in Section 1.5 it is summed up by reflecting on what has been
achieved in this chapter.

1.2 Identity and identity studies

`Identity' has been a popular research topic in various social-scientific disci-
plines ranging from psychology, sociology, anthropology, history, to linguistics,
literature, education and others. Many kinds of identities have been studied, for
example, ethnicity, race, class, gender identity, national identity, learning
identity, etc. (e.g. Block, 2006; Buder, 1990; Cameron, 1992; De Fina, Schiffrin
St Bamberg, 2006; Gao, Zhao, Cheng c~ 7.hou, 2007; Hewitt, 1986; Kulick,
1998; Norton-Pierce, 2000; Rampton, 1999; Spotti, 2007; Willis, 1981; Wodak,
1997; Wortham, 2006, to name just a few). It is not my intentíon to give a
comprehensive account of identity studies, and such a job is indeed impossible
for the limited space of this book. Rather, I shall start with a few assumptions
and understandings of identity construction that are fundamental to this
particular study, and then briefly evaluate two defining trends of recent
discursive studies on identity construction. These evaluations will demonstrate
the need for an alternative approach.

The first point I want to stress is that identity is not something one pos-
sesses, but is constructed in social practice. This runs against the essentialist
notion of the `seli as given, core, natural, and essentially innate to the person
(Bucholtz, Liang 8t Sutton, 1999; Potter, 2003). Identities are eminently social
and performative in nature, being negotiated, enacted, constructed, perceived in
social practices; indeed we have seen various studies demonstrate that identity is
a dynamic, flexible, and changeable project (Foucault, 1984), such as research in
gender identity (I3utler, 1990), in ethnicity (Roosens, 1989), and national identity
(Hobsbawm 8t Ranger, 1983).

Second, `identity' is not seen as an individual, monolithic construct, but as a
repertoire of identities, which suggests that people perform highly complex and
ambiguous identities, shifting between as well as displaying simultaneously their
multiple identities in social interactions. Moreover, people construct identities
out of particular identity building resources (Blommaert, 2005a). As access to
such resources is often unequally distributed, identities that are built through
identity-building resources are layered and straufied. For instance, acquiring a
prestige accent can be costly, and some people may never have the capacity to
enact a highly-ranked identity due to the lack of access to the highly-ranked
accent as an identity building resource.
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Third, identities are achieved as well as ascribed. Achieved identity, also
known as subscribed identity or inhabited identity, refers to a`self-constructed
and self-performed identity... through which people claim allegiance to a
group' (Blommaert, 2005a:253); in contrast to achieved identity, ascribed
identity is an `identity attributed to someone by others... including that some-
one in a socially defined categoty' (id.:251). In this sense, an identity has to be
recognised by others in order to be established in and as social reality, and more
often than not identities are imposed by others rather than claimed by oneself.
Examples can be found in othering processes, of which the use of pronouns
such as `we', `us', `they', `them' often signals shifts of alignments to different
social groups (see also Goffman, 1981). In some varieties of northern Mandarin
Chinese, e.g. the Beijing dialect, there is a subtle difference between Zan men and
u~o men: both are first person plural `we', but the former one includes both or all
of the interlocutors, while the latter one often refers to the speaker and a third
person or third persons who may or may not be present in the conversation,
but excludes the listener. Compare two sentences:

1 a~ n men yao qu k,an diauying.
We (you and I) will go to cinema.

2 mo menyao qu kan dianyiug.
We (someone else and I) will go to cinema.

In the first sentence, the speaker uses `~an men' (meaning `we' - you and I) to
refer to the speaker and the hearer -`you and I will go to the cinema'. This
usage flags a sense of closeness and inclusion between the speaker and the
hearer. The second sentence uses `svo men' (also meaning `we' - someone else
and I) to refer to the speaker and someone else, which the hearer is carefully
excluded -`someone else and I will go to cinema, but not you'. The use of
`1vo men' signals a distance between the speaker and the hearer. In both sen-
tences we see an othering process in which the hearer's in-group identity is
either enacted and then established as a social reality, shown in the first sen-
tence, or denied in the second sentence, by the speaker's delicate use of identity
building discourses.

Having outlined several basic understandings of identity construction, I will
evaluate two major approaches of recent identity studies - Conversational
Analysis (CA) and Ctitical Discourse Analysis (CDA). Both approaches share
the basic understandings about identity construction lay out above, but are
deeply divided over some theoretical and methodological issues - notably over
the perceptions of the relationship between discourse and society. It is not a
novel task to contrast CA and CDA (see, for example, Blommaert, 2005a, and
De Fina, Schiffrin 8c Bamberg, 2006), and the division between the two
approaches is not confined to identity studies (Fairclough, 1996; Chouliaraki 8c
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Fairclough, 1999; Widdowson, 1995, 1996, 1998; Schegloff, 1999). The contrast
between both, however, ís particularly remarkable in identity studies, as the
discursive processes of identity making are precisely about the relationship
between discourse and society. Following the evaluations of these two ap-
proaches, I shall argue that, although hugely important and influential, neither
CA nor CDA is sufficient for an adequate study of the discursive processes of
ident7ty construction, and I will propose an alternative approach that is able to
address such complex and critical issues.

Let us first take a look at Conversation Analysis. In terms of conception of
the relat7onship between discourse and society, research within this tradition
typically emphasises interactional events between immediate partycipants within
the immediate local context. Schegloff (1997:168) claims that an interactional
event has to be analysed

... in its endogenous constitution, what it was for the parties involved in it, in its
course, as embodied and displayed in the very details of its reaGzation - can we even

begin to explore what forms a critical approach to it might take, and what political
issue, if any, it allows us to address.

In terms of inethodology, CA refrains from using `a political or cultural frame
of analysis' (Antaki Sc Widdicombe, 1998:5); instead, it advocates the use of
`internal analysis' - a technical analysis internal to the interactional event at
hand, that `talk-in-interact7on does provide... an Archimedean point... internal
to the object of analysis itself(Schegloff, 1997:184). In the domain of identity
studies, CA sees identity categories to be exclusively performed, practised, and
enacted by the participants engaged in the interactional events. Identities are
therefore products of the interactional events at hand and the only relevant
context is the immediate local context, although identity is one of tlte few
topics on which `non-local' context is sometimes allowed to play a role (e.g.
Rampton, 1995; D'hondt, 2001; Li Wei, 1998; Z.hu, 2008). In general, with
several exceptions that will be outlined below, CA stresses `talk-in-interaction',
and this conceptual position has a methodological consequence - that texts are
often analysed internally, and researchers are discouraged from looking at issues
on the macro levels of social reality. As a consequence, what we often see in
CA research is the replication of interactions at hand and negotiation of
identities at the level of individual interactional events.

A remarkable exception within CA can be found in Rampton's research on
sociolinl,ntistic styles and styling practice through everyday interactions in
multilingual schools in inner L,ondon, which combines CA with broadly-drawn
social theories, in an attempt to avoid a reductive analysis of linguistic processes
(cf. Rampton 1995, 1999, 2006). Another exception is D'hondt's integration of
membership categorisation into his research on quarrels among Dar es Salaam
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adolescents, which offers firm connections between conversational work and
observations of social structure (D'hondt, 2001). In both instances, we see that
the authors, despite strong allegiances to a CA framework, allow wider aspects
of context - non-situational context - to be drawn into the analysis, and allow
such broader contexts to become critically relevant to the analysis.

As for identity studies, seeing identity as performed and enacted is a well-
established understanding of identity, and it has been addressed as a first basic
assumption of this book. It will be problematic, however, to claim that
ídentities only emerge out of interactional events and are only to be analysed
internally. Examples can be found in the street corner data of Chapter 3, in
which I, the fieldworker, encountered a street vendor who ran a small business
of selling steamed dumplings as breakfast food. The conversations between the
street vendor and me did articulate a clear process of identity negotiation;
however, even before any interpersonal conversation occurred, both partici-
pants were likely to be aware of each other's identity (i.e., working class vs.
middle class, migrant vs. local). Such categories had been pre-inscribed and
circulated through public, institutional, and media discourses. They - such
identities - have been moved into place at a higher level prior to an inter-
actional event, and they condition the negotiation process at lower levels of
communicative exchanges. This example from my fieldwork data challenges
both the conceptual position of `talk-in-interaction' and the methodological
hegemony of `internal analysis', as we observe that local interactional events are
constrained by identity processes at higher levels, that participants engaged in a
linguistic exchange are not free to construct and claim any identity, and that
factors `out of interaction' have to be taken into account when researching
identities in interaction.

Let us now turn to Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). In contrast to CA's
stance on the relationship between discourse and society, CDA maintains that
discourse is socially shaped and socially shaping -

... it is an important characteristic of the economic, social and cultural changes of
late modernity that they exist as discourses... and that the processes that are taking
place outside discourse are substanrively shaped by these discourses.
(Chouliaraki 8z Fairclough, 1999:4).

The distinctiveness of CDA, argued Wodak (1997:173), lies in the relationships
between language and society, and between analysis and the practices analysed.
Such relationships include the `opaque as well as transparent structural relation-
ships of dominance, discrimination, power and control as manifested in
language' (Wodak, 1995:204).

Along this line of argument, identity studies often (although not always, see
Fairclough, 1992; and Blackledge, 2005 for examples) prioritise the political and
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ideological dimensions in the formatyon of identities, and see identities as being
socially formed, conditioned and imposed by political and ideological contexts,
particularly by power relations at institutional levels. Examples can be found in
Wodak's study of doctor-patient discourse (Wodak, 1997), in which the
dominance of `white male doctors' is unquestionably introduced as the factual
context of the discourse data, and the predefined doctor-patient power rela-
tions are imposed onto, and (more often than not), confirmed by the discourse
analysis. Unsurprisingly, what we often see in CDA research is not unveiling
hidden power relations but confirming the researcher's contextualising narra-
tives given before the data analysis (Briggs, 1997; Blommaert, 2005a; Schegloff,
1997).

As a fieldworker, however, I often observe identity building moments that
are contradictory to my expectations, expectations that are derived from an
awareness of the wider social and political contexts. As we shall see in Chapter
3, 4, and 5, the prímary school case highlights migrant identity construction in a
publicly funded school which is populated by both local Beijing and migrant
pupils. I entered the fieldwork site with a package of assumptions about what
would happen in such a school; for example, the difficulties that migrant pupils
would have in getting access to public schools in the urban areas, the potential
tension between local and migrant pupils, and the possible discriminations
against migrant pupils from local teachers, etc. Most of these assumptions came
from public and media discourses. However, I encountered overwhelming
evidence at the interpersonal level that local and migrant pupils made friends
with each other, that migrant pupils identified themselves as local, and that
local teachers invested enormous amount of extra time and attention in their
migrant pupils. It was only when my gaze moved to the level of teacher's
evaluative remarks on pupil performance that the differentiation between local
and migrant pupils started to emerge, and that the political and ideological
context became a visible dimension of migrant identity making. The fieldwork
evidence questions CDA's claims that power relations, political context, and
ideology determine how identities are formulated and perceived at the ground
level of linguistic and communicative exchanges. There appears to be a far
larger room of identity negotiation at various levels, and a great deal of
deviation from assumed identity patterns, particularly if we look at the identity
construction among school pupils (cf. also Wortham, 2006; Spotti, 2007).

To summarise, we have briefly evaluated two hugely important but deeply
divided approaches of identity studies - Conversation Analysis and Critical
Discourse Analysis. The two approaches are polarised on several theoretical
and methodological issues, which is mainly derived from the different
perceptions on the relations between language and society. In the field of
identity studies, CA's `talk-in-interaction' stance and `internal analysis' analytical
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method are in sharp contras to CDA's emphasis on the imposition of power
relations, institutional, political, and ideological contexts onto identities.

Both positions, however, have been challenged by my fieldwork data, from
which arose the three-scale analytical framework of this book. As menr;oned
above, observation at the interpersonal level (the first scale of the three-scale
framework), a level on which everyday communicative events occur, often
showed that egalitarian ideas were circulated among teachers and pupils, that
migrant pupils functioned well, and that they achieved, to some extent, an
urban identity through interacrions with local teachers and pupils. As soon as
my attention moved upwards to the metapragmatic level (the second scale), a
level on which people articulate comments and evaluations on language and
identity, the migrant pupils' newly achieved identity ctaims were often dis-
yualified by the comments and evaluations of their urban counterparts and
local teachers. Moving further upwards to the institutional level (the third
scale), a level on which discourses are circulated in the public and institutional
sphere, one would find more rigid identity categorisations - migrant workers'
rural identity was indisputably marked in their hukou, an official household
registration that groups people into rural or urban populations, and migrant
children were officially rural residents if their parents were under such a
category - it was irrelevant whether the children were born in the host city or
not, and whether they identified themselves as urban children or not. These
fieldwork observations and reflections lead to the agenda I propose in this
book, that the discursive process of identity making ought to be studied at
different scale levels, that identities of one level interact with those of another,
and that identities negotiated and constructed at one level may well be denied at
another level. I have briefly sketched this scalar framework as an introduction,
and in the next section, I will describe it in detail as an alternative approach to
what we have commonly used so far.

1.3 An alternative approach

Recall the Coca-Cola can metaphor given at the beginning of this chapter:
observed from a lower level (Figure 1.1 b) some details of the can are distorted,
exaggerated, or neglected whereas enough features remain for us to tell what it
is; moving upwards the scale, we get a`normal' view (Figure 1.1 a) that fits in
with our stereotype of a Coca-Cola can; on a higher scale (Figure 1.1 c), the
defining details are replaced by abstract and rigid features of any metal can -
each time it is the same can, but observing it from different positions results in
different accounts of description which are partly different and partly similar.
No single description is complete because each description is defined by the
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specific position we take to observe. In terms of understanding identities, I do
not attempt to offer a complete analytic model; rather, my aim is to identify and
examine different positions we can take to analyse identity construction in, and
as, a stratified social reality. This is to avoid essentialism in the study of identity,
as identity is not one essential item that one possesses, but a layered and
multidimensional process that is enacted and performed in social practice. The
alternative approach to identity construction proposed here revolves around a
scalar image of social reality, a social reality that is structured into different
scales. Each scale is characterised by norms and conventions of its own, which
allow certain things to happen, and prevent other things from being played out.
A more comprehensive analysis of social phenomena demands an investigation
of the varíous scales and their features; if we fail to attend to them we are
trapped in a unidimensional and reductionist view of social reality which
assumes homogeneity and uniformity, and assumes a single set of rules and
conventions governing the different scales and the features of these scales.
Before moving on, I shall briefly introduce and explain two notions that are
central to the three-scale framework and will appear in every analytical chapter
of this book: indexicality and scale.

Indexicality is the link between linguistic signs and social meanings. Apart
from referential or denotational meaning, an utterance also ~oints to social
meaning which is interpretive within the particular social occasion in which it is
produced. An utterance often indexes something about the speaker (gender,
ethnicity, age, social class, etc.), about the relationship between the speaker and
the hearer (employer and employee, parent and child, customer and shop-
keeper, doctor and patient, and so on), and about the social context in which it
is produced (cf. Silverstein, 1996, 2003; Agha, 2007; Blommaert, 2005a;
Johnstone, Andrus c`k Danielson, 2006). The notion of indexicality allows us to
analyse a communicative act beyond its linguistic dimension to its contextual
dimension. For the arguments in this book, indexicality is the connecuon that
links linguistic, metapragmatic, and public scales of identity construction.

.Scale is a spatiotemporal metaphor that has been used in social theories such
as history and social geography (cf. Swyngedouw, 1996; Uitermark, 2002). It is
also a key concept in Wallerstein's World-Systems Analysis, which describes the
world as a system of structurally unequal parts organised on a continuum of
layered scales (Wallerstein, 1983, 2000, 200]). In the domain of sociolinguistics,
the notion of scale is used to address sociolinguistic phenomena in globalised
social reality, in an attempt to understand society through the study of language
(Blommaert, 2005a, 2006a; Blommaert, Collins c3c Slembrouck, 2005a, 2005b).
I~or the analysis of identity construction in this book, `scale' provides an image
of society and of social phenomena that are not unified and homogeneous, but
are stratified and polycentric. Chapter 3 will elaborate further on this notion. So
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far I have used `layer' and `level', and I also will use `scale' as the core element
of the vertical and layered structure of identity construction.

The notions of indexicality and scale work together to build the scalar
framework of the present study in the way that `scale' functions as the skeleton
of the framework (i.e. the linguistic and communicative exchange scale, the
metapragmatic scale, and the public and institutional scale), and `indexicality'
connects one scale to another. Let us turn to the three scales as well as the rules
and conventions of each scale. Recall that the three scales are a selection of
various social dimensions, but it is a salient selection in that all three scales
focus on different identity discourscs. I will show that the three scales are
connected in relevant ways.

Scale one: Iinguistic and communicative exchange scale
At the linguistic and communicative scale, trivial, everyday linguistic exchanges
occur, which can be illustrated by the bottom-side view of the Coca-Cola can.
ldentities constructed at this scale often have the characteristics of being Eluid,
flexible, and ever-changing; small linguistic features index `big' social issues
such as one's place of origin, social class, race, ethnicity, gender, age, pro-
fession, etc. At the linguistic and communicative scale people often claim,
enact, and shift between different identities and such identities are ratified,
challenged, or denied here-and-now. Identities constructed at this scale are to
be distinguished from what are sometime addressed as `small' identities as in
Georgakopoulou (2006), or `situational' identities (Zimmerman, 1998). Re-
search attention in this trend has been focused on and around the interlocutors'
turn taking, code switching, choice of style, etc.; small or situational identities
are treated as intrinsic and endogenous to the local interactions between
participants and are not `transportable', as Zimmerman (1998) describes, across
interactions and situations. Identities constructed at the linguistic and com-
municative exchange scale, however, are different from `small' or `situational'
identities: although small and situational, lower-level scale identities often
reflect and are conditioned by identities at higher-level scales. The street vendor
in Chapter 3 adopts a local Beijing accent and claims an identity as such, and
the claimed identity, or what we call `inhabited identity', is taken on board by
me as the other interlocutor in the interpersonal linguistic exchanges; however,
if he, for instance, sends his children to schools in Beijing, the claimed identity
wíll turn out to be of little use, and what matters will be his identity catego-
risation in official documents. Here we see that identities at the lower scale -
the linguistic and communicative exchange scale - are fluid and flexible, but
often interact with and are conditioned by identities at higher-level scales.
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Scale two: metapragmatic discourse scale
The metapragmatic discourse scale is the scale of people's comments, evalu-
ative remarks, discourses, and reflections on their own as well as other people's
linguistic features and language use. Identities constructed at this scale typically
revolve around explicit evaluative framework which is informed by language
ideology. Different from linguistic features and communicative styles that index
identities on the linguistic and communicative exchange scale, metapragmatic
discourses make identity making processes explicit in the way that people
articulate identity comments and categorise themselves and others into social
groups. As discussed above, identities are achieved as well as ascribed. For an
idenuty to bc established, it has to be ratified by others. Some identities claimed
at the linguistic and communicative exchange scale may well be denied at the
scale of inetapragmatic discourses, whereas other identities can be imposed
upon people by others at this scale. In fact, metapragmatic discourses are often
major tools for `othering', that is, for the production of ascribed identities.
F,xamples can be found in the interactions between identities on the meta-
pragmatic discourse scale and identities on the other scales, i.e. scale of lin-
g-uistic and communicative exchanges and the scale of public and institutional
discourses. A migrant child (Hong in the primary school case in Chapter 4),
who was born and Gved in Beijing all her Gfe, has inhabited an identity of being
a local Beijing child. Her claimed identity is taken on board by me, a local
Beijing person and class observer, because of her notable Beijing accent. This
identity is challenged by her local Beijing peer students and denied by her
teacher, who comments that

'l~ev {Hong and other migrant pupils}, well, they, they have all ~own uo in

Beijing, they think they are Beijing people, but actually they are not. They are

grade 1 and have no idea who they are; they think they live in 13eijing and so they
are 13eijing people but they are not.
(Field recording, 2007-06-21-V044)

The teacher's evaluative remarks - a metapragmatic discourse - on Hong's

identity deny Hong's self-claimed local Beijing identity and attribute a migrant
identity to her instead. This example shows the interface of the first two scales

- the linguistic and communicative exchange scale and the metapragmatic
discc~urse scale. Next, let us look at the third scale - the institutional and public

discc~ursc ticalc.

Scale three: institutional and public discourse scale
VG'hile on scale one, identities were constructed through talk (situated and
topícal interactions), and on scale two, identities were constructed through eval-
uative discourses on one's own and other people's communicative behaviour,
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identities on scale three are constructed through general, unspecific, socio-
political discourses. Scale three is also metapragmatic in many ways, but it
invokes different identity criteria: general socio-cultural rules of conduct, social
norms, laws and regulations. And while the first two scales produced specific
and individualised identities, scale three produces generic, categorical identities.
The ascribed identity that Hong's teacher articulated (i.e. `they think they are
Beijing people, but actually they are not~ is based on Hong's hukou record:
although Hong speaks like a local Beijing child and she claims a local identity,
she is `actually' not, according to official documents which specify that she is a
rural resident and her place of residence is not Beijing. Such a categorisation
emerges from the institutional and public discourses at the third scale - the
scale at which media reports, legal status, policy papers, and other public
discourses function to construct or constrain identities. Recall viewing the
Coca-Cola can from the top: it is the same can yet its defining details are
overlaid by a set of abstract and rigid features that stricdy categorise it to be a
can. In legal documents, one becomes a particular type of case (an asylum
seeker, a residence permit holder, for instance), a dossier, an object of admin-
istration, and such bureaucratic identifications have a real (and often a decisive)
effect on what one can get in everyday life, such as whether one has the right to
remain in the country, whether one can move around freely, and in the case of
China's internal migrant pupils, where they are entitled to free primary
education, and whether they have access to social welfare and social protection
in the host ciry that they claim to identify with.

Examples of identity constructing discourses on this scale also include
media reports on `too many immigrants' - as what we often hear in the
Western European context - and on immigrants' difficulties in finding jobs in
the host country or region, `they are taking our jobs...'. The media discourses
convey and circulate specific messages about immigrant identities and associate
immigrant identities with a package of social meanings, such as being outsiders
to society, competing for jobs with the local people, bringing their families and
hence more immigrants, being and becoming social problems that require the
invention of new policy tools and solutions. All these messages contribute to an
institutional and public discourse scale of identity building that conditions
identity construction at the lower-level scales.

Identity construction on the institutional and public discourse scale has to
be differentiated from the detemvning role of power relations and dominant
ideology in framing identities advocated by Critical Discourse Analysis. As
discussed in the previous section, CDA emphasises that identities are formed or
imposed by political and ideological contexts, and thus often prioritises the
political and ideological dimensions in the formation of identities over local
discursive practice. The institutional and public discourse scale I propose here,
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however, refers not to the contextual effects on identity construction, but to
the identides expressed, negotiated, and perceived through institutional, public,
and media discourses, in which more rigid categorisations often occur. Iden-
tities constructed on this scale interact with those constructed on the linguistic
and communicative exchange scale and on the metapragmatic discourse scale:
an identity achieved on the linguistic and communicative exchange scale may be
denied when it travels upwards to the metapragmatic discourse scale and the
institutional and public discourse scale; and rigid categorisations on the insti-
tutional and public discourse scale may become invisible on lower scales,
although they often tacitly shape what occurs at the lower levels.

To sum up, the three-scale framework of identity construction comprises (a)
the linguistic and communicative exchange scale on which `small' everyday
linguistic features index `big' social processes, and identities established on this
scale can be fluid, flexible, and ever-changing, (b) the metapragrnatic discourse
scale on whích we encounter explicit evaluative discourses grounded in lan-
g-uage ideologies, and (c) the institutional and public discourse scale, on which
more rigid identity categorisations occur.

Having built a three-scale framework, we must be conscious that the frame-
work do not encourage a mechanistic approach. Rather, the three scales also
function in one spatiotemporally bound event. When we observe a social
phenomenon, we can only observe it in its synchronic form; what we have to
bear in mind, however, is that the synchronic event is a product of the interplay
between different scale levels, a situated event that hides the operation of the
rules and conventions of various scales. A social phenomenon always has an
observational level on which it appears as spatiotemporally bound, unique, and
simple, and an analytical level on which it appears as layered and structured.
This duality is the key argument of this book, and it motivates the metho-
dological options I will take.

1.4 Overview of the book

In this section I shall first give a brief account of the social and linguístic back-
grounds of the study, and a description of the methodology I employed in
collecting and analysing the data. Chapter 2 devotes to the extended discussion
on the research backgrounds and methodology. Later in this section, I will
survey the fieldwork cases that are deployed to illustrate the three scale
theoretical framework. The detailed presentation and analysis of the cases can
be found in the three analytical chapters: Chapter 3, 4, and 5. Chapter 6 draws
conclusions and ~~ffers theoretical, empirical, as well as methodological
reflections on thc research.
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1.4.1 Social and linguistic backgrounds
Population movements within China's borders - or internal migration - are
part of globaGsation processes, as we shall see in detail in the next chapter.
They resemble the cross-border labour migrations in Europe some decades
ago, in the sense that people `emigrate' from their places of origin for better life
opportunities, carrying their cultural and linguistic belongings with them to
`immigrant' countries such as the UK, France, and the Netherlands in Western
Europe, and in the case of China's internal migrants, to the metropolitan cities
such as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, as well as the eastern coastal
regions that are commercially and industrially developed compared to the vast
western, inland, and rural areas in China. In Western Europe, the speed of
immigration flow, immigrants' prolonged stay and eventual permanent settle-
ment, among other factors, attract much public and research attentions in
various fields such as social inequality, education, community studies (eg. Butler
8c Robson, 2003; Oria et al., 2007; Reay, 2004a, 2004b; Raveaud 8c van Zanten,
2007). Similarly, the influx of China's rural labourers into urban areas has
become an increasingly popular topic in the public as well as academic domains
(e.g. Han, 2001; Lu 8c Zhang, 2001; Zhang, Qu 8t Zou, 2003; Fan, 2004, 2005;
Lu, 2005; Woronov, 2004).

The rural-urban migration in China started in the wake of dramatic eco-
nomic reform and social changes in the 1980s. Before the reform, population
movement was tighdy controlled through hukou, as we have seen earlier. The
system was gradually relaxed from the1980s onward in response to the increase
of labourer demand from the rapid growth of manufacture and service sectors
in cities (Ma, 1999). The migrant population, according to a sampling survey
conducted by the China National Statistics Bureau, reached 147,350,000 in
2005.3 In Beijing alone, it is estimated that the migrant population was
3,570,000 by 2005, which was some 20 percent of the total population of
Beijing, and this figure is increasing by 40 percent per year.4 Migrants used to
be mainly young male farmers working in towns and cities for a few months
during a year; more recent investigations indicate that a high proportion tend to
relocate as family units and stay longer in cities than before. They often do low-
skilled jobs such as construction workers, waiters, cleaners, domestic workers,
shoe mender, etc., jobs that urban citizens tend to avoid. They, thus, almost in-
variably enter the lowest strata of the working class, in an urban area that now
also hosts a sizeable middle class. In Chapter 5, we will see that class differences
can be played out in public discourses about migrants. The huge migrant
population and the extended period of urban experiences give rise to the
`super-diversity' (Vertovec, 2006; Blommaert, 2009c) of people from various
communities of the state, carrying regional accents and dialects, and resulting in
ever more complex linguistic and sociolinguistic environments.
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Linguistic differences are a salient mark of ethnic and regional group mem-
bership and place of oril,~in ín Chína which hosts at least 56 officially recognised
ethnic groups. Many ethnic groups have their own languages; `Chinese' is an
umbrella term for the language spoken by the majority Han Chinese, which
comprises many varieties. Linguists often categorise them into seven major
dialects, and although many of them may not be mutually intelligible, they are
generally considered to be `dialects' (or fangyan', literally `regional speech~ in
China. In the actual practice of social life, people sometimes link language
varieties with particular places, as the term fangyan itself refers, e.g. Dongbei dialect
(the dialect of the north-east regions), Henan dialect (the dialect of Henan
province).

Partly due to the mutual unintelligibility among China's many languages and
dialects, there has been always a need for a common language in the centralised
state-systems that characterised China's history. Putonghua, literally `common
speech', is a standardised variety of Mandarin spoken in Beijing and its nearby
regionss (Ramsey, 1987). People acquire Putonghua through formal education,
as it is institutionally supported as the language of instruction in schools, as well
as the official language in the state's other institutions. Being a language for
public life, Putonghua is translocal and affords social and geographic mobility,
whereas dialects are mostly local and for private occasions. It is reported that
53 percent of the Chinese people are able to communicate in Putonghua (China
Daily, 26-12-2004). The identity construction of migrant pupils will be studied
against such wider social contexts of population movements, regional in-
equality, and linguistic as well as cultural diversity. Recent studies have in effect
shown that the mass migrations from rural to urban centres have led to a shift
in the sociolinguistic profile of the large cities in China. Migration, according to
these studies, clearly strengthens the position of Putonghua and puts pressure
on local dialects and language varieties (I'sou, 2009; Lei, 2009; Yu, 2009; Xu,
2009; Van den Berg, 2009).

1.4.2 Methodology
This research draws upon my ethnographic fieldwork among migrant workers
and their children in Beijing in 2006 and 2007. The ethnographic study of
language finds its roots in anthropology, which offers a distinct ontology and
epistemology and situates language deeply in social life. An ethnographic
approach is what Hymes (1980) calls a`descriptive theory': an approach that is
theoretical because it provided description in specific, methodologically and
epistemologically grounded ways. Although ethnography can be used in
different theoretical frameworks, it is important to remember that ethnography
is an approach designed to answer anthropological questions and yield ethno-
graphic data accordingly which are fundamentally different from data collected
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through most other approaches (Blommaert 8c Dong, 2009a). Knowledge
gathering in ethnography is a dynamic procer.r, in which the ethnographer is also
actively involved.

In this way, an ethnographic study can be seen as an archive of research,
which documents the researcher's own journey through knowledge. Contrary to
most other approaches, ethnography is not to simplify and reduce the complex
and sometimes messy social reality, but to describe, explain, and make sense of
it. For an ethnographer it is not enough and often not possible to follow a
clear, pre-set, linear research plan and fit it onto the social reality he or she sets
to investigate; the researcher is in a mutual relation with the researched, in
which both parties interact and adapt to the existence of the other one, and that
is a`relation that will change both' (Hymes, 1980:89).

What we have seen so far, is that ethnography is designed to answer anthro-
pological questions, is a dynamic process of knowledge gathering, and tries to
capture the complexity of social actions. All these features make ethnography
the right choice for this research which is essentially an anthropological inquiry
into the complex processes of identity construction within a kaleidoscopic cir-
cumstance of globalisation and migration. There is one more important reason
for me to follow an ethnographic approach in studying identities - what we are
to find out may not be found out by asking (Hymes, 1981). Most people
perform cultural and social behaviour, such as identity negotiations, without
actively reflecting on it; more often than not people take things they do or
things that happen to them for granted. When we see everything as normal,
natural, `that's the way it is', we usually do not have an opinion about it, nor do
we make it into an issue that can be comfortably put in words when we are
asked about it. Ethnographic fieldwork, however, aims to find out things that
people are often not actively aware of, things that belong to the implicit
structures of their life.

The present ethnographic research deploys a range of inethods to find out
the identity making ptocesses that are involved in every part of our life yet
without our active awareness that this is actually something we do. During the
fieldwork, I collected public discourses such as newspaper reports, Intemet
downloads, and government po6cies about migrant workers' and their
children's presence in cities. These public discourses are properly ethnographic,
if we consider Beijing as a huge fieldwork site and the researcher a usefull tool
for data collection through various means such as watching, reading, and
listening. I then immersed myself in a neighbourhood populated with both local
urban citizens and migrants; when access to the schools was available, I spent
an extended period of time in the schools, observed class sessions, com-
municated with pupils and teachers, and in the meantime, gave the pupils and
teachers a chance to get used to my presence. Pupils' homework writing,
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teachers' blackboard display, and school documents were also among the data
that I collected. Later in the observation, I started to interview pupils, teachers,
and headmasters about their perception on migrant pupils' identities. These
data are organised around the scalar structure: scale one - linguistic and com-
municative exchange scale where small, everyday linguistic issues occur and
carty social meanings which index identities in a bigger social context; scale two
- metapragmatic discourse scale where people reflect and comment on migrant
identities; and scale three - institutional and public discourse scale where ril,rid
identity categorisations occur.

1.4.3 Linguistic and communicative exchange scale
Chapter 3 focuses on identity construction on the scale of everyday linguistic
exchanges. In Chapter 3, I will start with an introduction of the central notions
for data analysis of this chapter -`space', `scale', and `monoglot ideology'. In
the successive Chapter 4 and 5 more concepts will be introduced, and together
they - the central notions for each chapter - will fotrn the theoretical toolkit
for this book. `Space' actively and systematically defines the patterns in which
people communicate with one another, and the positions people take in
orienting towards the topics and the interlocutors. The term `scale' is used here
as `spatiotemporal scope' that explains the indexical nature of spaces which are
ordered and stratified in a vertical continuum. A monoglot ideology emphasises
the singular, unified image of a standardised, denotationally defined `language'
(Silverstein, 1996; Blommaert, 2005a).

Three examples will be presented in Chapter 3. The first example will
demonstrate a monoglot language ideology in which Putonghua emerged as a
homogeneous image that overlays the 6nguistic diversity; in the second
example, this monoglot ideology disyualifies a migrant worker's linguistic re-
sources as peripheral, and the peripheral accent projects a peripheral identity -
the migrant identity; in the third example where a street vendor displays
complicated linguistic patterns involving characteristics of three language
varieties: Beijing accent, Putonghua, and an accent from southern China.

1.4.4 Metapragmatic discourse scale
Chapter 4 will study migrant identitíes through metapragmatic discourses and
illustrate the interacr;ons between identitíes made on this scale and identities
constructed on the Gnguistic and communicative exchange scale. This chapter
will begin by distinguishing the notions of speech community and language
community, which will lead to an evaluation on the concept of ethnolinguistic
identity in the complex linguistic and sociolinguistic society of China. The
concept of monoglot language ideology will be used again in this chapter, and
Putonghua will be discussed in the light of what Hymes (1968) calls the `one
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language-one culture' assumption, which results in an imagined singular, clear,
stable ethnolinguistic identity.

Four examples will be presented in this chapter. In the first example I ob-
serve a drawing class at a Beijing public primary school during which a migrant
pupil articulates a metapragrnatic discourse on her own and her fellow-pupils'
identities; the second example is a group interview among migrant pupils about
their perceptions on their own home dialects and accents; the third example
shows comments of a local Beijing pupil on his migrant classmate's way of talk,
and the fourth example documents a teacher's evaluations on her pupils'
identity, language, and performance.

1.4.5 Institutional and public discourse scale
The making of migrant identity through institutional and pubhc discourses will
be addressed in Chapter 5. Public scale discourses often invoke general, generic,
and rigid identity categories. The chapter will begin with an introduction of
Foucault's notion of `abnormality' in the sense that people who are perceived as
the other, who are culturally deviated from the assumed self-presentation of how
u~e are, are often abnormalised by our reconstruction of their characteristics
against our own categories (cf. Blommaert 8c Verschueren, 1998). The media
and public discourses often play an active role in forming and circulating such
abnormahty. Other central notions of this chapter include `stigma', `normality',
and `modernity'. This chapter will present three examples: the first example is a
periodical article on advising potential migrant workers to practise and to
achieve a good proficiency of Putonghua before entering the cities; the second
example documents Internet debates on a news report on migrant workers in
the urban space, and the third example is an interview with a school manager.

1.5 Summary

This chapter aims to make clear (1) what this research is about, (2) why we need
such a research, and (3) how it is researched. To summarise, this research is
about the making of migrant identities in Beijing and it is an ethnographic
study. lt starts with theorising a three-scale framework, which is the central
theme of this research. Why do we need one more way of thinking about
identity among the already diverse trends, approaches, and theoretical work?
There have been well-established and influential approaches in the field, which
have generated a great deal of research on linguistic processes of identity
construction. We have mentioned two major approaches of discursive studies
on identity making - CA and CDA. CA emphasises the fluid, ever-changing
nature of identity locally-performed between participants. In contrast to CA,
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CDA advocates the determining role of the wider social context in the process
of identity construct7on, which often leads to a quick interpretation of the dis-
course coupled with the analyst's preconceived assumptions. Both approaches,
as I have argued early in this chapter, are inadequate in examining identities,
particularly in today's world characterised by globalisation and population
movements. In the ever more complex social and linguistic environments, we
need an analysis, such as the three-scale approach presented here, that does not
try to reduce complexity but to accurately describe ít.

The three-scale approach is illustrated through fieldwork data on internal
migration processes within China. China is certainly not the only place where
one can observe internal migration as part of and being conditioned by
globaljsation. 1-íowever, the rapid re-formauon in social structure and its diverse
sociolinguistic landscape, along with the country's increasing part~cipation in
the World-System, offer a unique research site in studying the linguistic pro-
cesses of identity construction and in exploring the usefulness of the three-scale
structure in the globalised world.

As for the `how' question, this research follows the ethnographic tradition
and deploys a range of inethods including observation, interview, and collection
of written as well as electronic discourses. These data are organised around the
three-scale structure, and much of this introductory chapter was devoted to
explain how the newly theorised approach will work in researching identities.
Thus, this chapter has established the theoretical framework and has answered
the `what', `why', and `how' questions. Chapter 2 will give a detailed account of
the social and linguisdc background of China, and continue with the research
design. The three scales will be presented in the three analytical chapters:
Chapter 3, 4, and 5 respectively. hinally, theoretical as well as empirical
conclusions will be drawn in Chapter 6.

Notes

Contrary to Western convention, Chinese people put their surname first and `first
name' second, whjch often causes confusjon in the West.
"I~e Coca-Cola can metaphor is used in Blommaert 2005a in a different way.
"I~e latest fil;ures are available at:
hltp:~~nnvaa.rtatr.gou.crt~~gb~rk~icgb~qzqrk~icgb~t20060316-402310923.htm, last viewed
on 15~07~2009.
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a Data source: Beijing Statistics Bureau, available at:
http:~~~nvw.cpirc.o~cn~news~rkxw~n-detail.a.r~i?id-6574, last viewed on 15~07~2009.
Note that Li (2004) argues that the Nanjin~ dialect was the standard pronunciation
until the late 18~h century.
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CHAPTER Z

Social and methodological backgrounds

2.1 Introduction

Now that we have defined the main drift of this book, let us turn to the social
and methodological backgrounds of the study, so as to prepare the reader for
an active engagement wíth the research and the arguments in the subsequent
chapters. This chapter will first locate the research in the wider social,
sociolinguistic and institutional contexts of urban China; second, it will zoom in
on the ethnographic fieldwork I conducted among the internal migrants in
Beijing, and will document the data history.

The main body of this chapter is therefore split into two sections.
Section 2.2 will set out the backgrounds of the study, focusing on three aspects:
the recent wave of internal migration as the social context, the linguistic and
sociolinguistic landscapes of China, and the education provision to migrant
children in cities as the institutional context. The account of internal migration
will not merely focus on migration itself, but on the political, economic, social,
and historical settings around it. The linguistic and sociolinguistic diversity form
a necessary background for any understanding of the discursive process of
constructing identities among China's internal migrants. As children of migrant
workers are the major informants of the study and the two fieldwork sites are
schools, the education provisions to migrant children are examined as a crucial
institutional context of their identity construction.

In Section 2.3, our gaze will narrow down to the specific backgrounds of the
fieldwork. The section will start with a theoretical discussion on the ethno-
graphic approach at the methodological and the epistemological levels. It will
then document the data history in a three-stage sequence: before, during and
after fieldwork stages, and will then give a detailed account of the micro-
context of the field sites, the everyday rituals of the pupils and teachers, my role
as a fieldworker, the key incident approach, and the data collection instruments.
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2.2 Social and sociolinguistic backgrounds

2.2.1 Migration
Migration is usually seen as people emigrating and immigrating, people leaving
their place of origin and settling elsewhere for an extended period. In Western
Europe, migration is traditionally concerned with transnational population
movements, such as Turks and Moroccans in the Netherlands, South Asian and
Caribbean people in Britain, West-Africans ín hrance, which are to a large
extent derived from the decolonisation processes and foreign labour policies of
these host countries between the early nineteen fifties and mid-seventies
(Spotti, 2007). As for China's internal migration studied in this book, the
populat~on movements occur within the country's national borders: from rural
to urban areas, from the western inland to eastern coastal regions, from small
towns to provincial capitals and medium-sized cities and to the metropolitan
cities of Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou, etc. The `super-diversity' described
in urban Antwerp (I3lommaert, 2009c; cf. Vertovec, 2006) can be observed in
one of my fieldwork neighbourhoods in Beijing, a street that is populated with
both Beijing local people as well as migrant workers from various provinces.
They enter into interactions on a daily basis, with their respective languages,
language varieties and other cultural resources. There is a dry clean shop run by
a family from the North-east region, a Korean restaurant,' a grocery store
owned by an Anhui young man; neighbourhood cleaners, street vendors, and
workers of the construction site across the street are from various corners of
the country, and one can often guess, more or less, their place of origin from
their accents. Those who have `immigrated' to Beijing for several years may
have been well established - they may own property (i.e. an apartment) or a
business (such as a grocety shop), whereas for new arrivals low-skilled jobs
(cleaners, domestic workers, etc.) are usually their only choice.

The scale of the internal migration, as mentioned in Chapter 1, is more than
10 percent of the country's total population, and this percentage is much higher
in metropolitan areas. The migrant population counts for at least one fifth of
Beijing's total population, for example. If the decolonisation processes and
foreign labour policies gave rise to the transnational migration in Europe, what
has caused China's phenomenal internal migration? The answers to this
question may give us an insight into China's social structure in a transitional
mode over the past decades. The drive behind the mass migration lies in rapid
social and economic changes and the uneven regional development. Since the
launch of economic reform policies in 1978, China's Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) has been growing on an average of 9.4 percent per annum, with a six-
fold increase from 1984 to 2004 (Kuijs 8c Wang, 2005). The average household
income in 1985 was ~280, and it has risen to ~1,290 in 2005. The United Nation
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Development Programme (CJNDP) Millennium Development Goal (MDG)
report indicated that China's MDG in poverty reduction had been achieved by
halving the proportion of population Gving in poverty on the basis of the
85 million in 1990, thirteen years ahead of schedule (UNDP, 2003). In terms of
global development, China contributed at least one-third of global economic
growth in 2004 (CJNDP, 2005). The reform transforms the urban manufacture
and services industries, however, the rural areas are further lagged behind in the
country's overall booming economy.

China's rural economy was underdeveloped prior to the economic boom.
When the People's Republic was established in 1949, the nation inherited an
economy which was devastated by a hundred years of foreil,m invasion and
twenty years of civil war. The economy was largely agrarian at that time, and
was characterised by land scarcity and agricultural labour surplus. In order to
speed up the growth of the urban industrial sector, the nation adopted several
policies, the most notable one being `price-scissors' policy in the 1950s: the
food price was kept lower than the would-be market price, so that labour cost
would be low in relation to the industrial price. This would generate high
profits to be reinvested in heavy industry (cf. Knight 8c Song, 1999 for a more
dctailed account). As such, wealth was transferred from the agricultural sector
to capital-intensive heavy indusrrial sectors in cities, and farmers' made less
income than they would do otherwise.

This policy was gradually replaced by the reforms aiming at a transition
from a planned to a market economy; however, rural citizens did not benefit as
much as their urban counterparts from the economic boom, and the gap
between the poor and the rich has not been narrowed: the urban-rural income
ratio was 3:1 in the late 1990s (Knight 8c Song, 1999:29), and the GDP per
capita was more than ~14,000 in Shanghai in 2002, which was ten times than
that of Guizhou, one of the poorest provinces in western China (UNDP, 2003).
The UNDP report indicated that the Gini coefficientz of China was 40.3, which
was similar to that of the US (40.8) and the UK (3C.1).

The rapid urbanisation and industrialisation have attracted millions of
villagers to cities from rural and underdeveloped regions of the country. The
informants of the current study are all among this group, some of them have
found better opportunities for life, many more are still struggling to feed
themselves and their family. Before the 1980s, population movement was
strictly controlled by the hukou household registration system mentioned in
Chapter 1. The tradition of household registration can be traced back to the
Han dynasty's bian hu ~hi (which means `a system of synthesising everybody in
term of household~ and has been part of China's histoty for centuries. The
peculiarity of the current registration is that it makes the access to social welfare
and social security dependent on people's place of belonging and to people's
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rural~urban categorisation. Moreover, it became a marker of social status and
social class, ín the sense that urban industrial working class was considered a
vanguard social force, at least before the 1980s, whereas the social status of
farmers had been, and even more so now, at the lowest strata of the society.
Hukou became an instrument of controlling population movements through the
distribution of everyday supplies in the planned economy era of the 1960s and
1970s (Knight 8c Song, 1999). Although it tied people to their place of origin,
this function has been gradually weakened since the 1980s and migrants can
move to and work in another locality without changing their household
registration records. However, possessing a non-local hukou still means that one
is not entitled to the welfare and socia] benefits from the local government of
destination or host cities of migration. This is particularly relevant to the
current study of identity construction of school-aged children in Beijing: being
a non-local hukou holder, a migrant child is usually demarcated from his or her
urban local counterparts notably by having limited access to public funded
school education, as we shall see later on in this chapter. Migrant workers, thus,
become effectively a new urban proletariat, ranked lower than the local resident
working class.

Although I consider the relaxation of hukou an important social factor that
made the mass population movements possible, the essential cause of the
migration, as I argued earlier in this chapter, lies in the rapid economic growth
in part of the country and the wídening gap between the rich and the poor; the
rural-urban divide, rooted in the countty's policies over a span of five decades,
is ever more prominent as a result of the economic boom. The rural-urban
divide is, however, not the only dimension of China's uneven development.
Another dimension is the economic contrasts between the western inland
regions, such as the Sichuan province, and the eastern coastal industrial areas
such as the Ihejiang province. Figure 2.1 shows this contrasts between the vast
western inland (marked in dark grey), and the eastern coastal areas (marked in
medium ~,rrey: Jiangsu, Íhejiang, and Guangdong provinces). The economic
situations of the areas in shallow grey are somewhere in between. This map also
shows a third dimension of the uneven development: a vertical continuum of
spaces with a few metropolis such as Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Shenzhen
(marked also in medium grey) at one extreme, a huge number of towns and
small cities on the other extreme, and provincial capitals and medium-sized
cities in between. In all three dimensions, as we shall see in data analysis later
on, population movements typically happen from the rural to the urban areas,
from the western inland to the eastern coastal regions, and from smaller to
bigger cities. This phenomenon can be explained by Wallerstein's `centre-pe-
riphery' analysis (Wallerstein, 2000), and we shall see that in detail in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.1: The uneven development of China

All of these dimensions are at the infra-state level, but bear an influence from
the supra-state level. For instance, the influx of migrant workers into the
eastern coastal regions reflects China's increasing participation in globalisation.
The mass internal migration can be studied as part of the world labour move-
ments, along with transnational movements of capital, information, technology,
in globalisation. Thus apart from the social and economic factors from within,
globalisation and supra-state level influences fom~ another layer in China's
internal migration: foreign investment pours in to the coastal regions such as
the Yangtze River Delta Region and the Pearl River Delta Region,3 to take
advantages of the easy sea~air port links and cheap labour cost. The manu-
facturing sector of these regions surges at a startling speed - the Pearl River
Delta Region alone produces nearly 5 percent of the world's goods, much of
which is fuelled by foreign direct investment, and the products enter the
overseas markets without círculation inside China. The rapidly expanding
industrial and manufactory sectors attract hundreds of thousands of labourers
from inland China. Although their wage is minimal compared to what the
foreign enterprises would have to pay in their own countries, the money the
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workers make is by all means significant compared to what they can get from
tillin~ the land. Fven if thc workers' labour cost rises year by year, there is a
huge reserve of youn~ people of various educational levels from the inland who
are ready to fill up vacancies. In this sense China is positioned at a low~
peripheral level in the global chain, despite its impressive export fip,ures. `I'his
economic pattern results in a high consumption of human, natural, and other
resources, combined with relatively low profits - the biggest portion of profits,
of course, l,~c~es to those on the higher level of the global chain, those who own
the core technolos~7ies and retail channels in the West. The millions of youn~
people, nevertheless, have a chance to leave their home villages and move to
the cities for an adventure, to make a better life, and with or without awareness,
to take part in the ~lobalisatíon process. The phenomenal internal migration
gives rise to an ever more complex linguistic and sociolinguistic environment,
as migrant workers of various communities relocate with their ba~;age of
linguistic and cultural resources, interact with each other, and exchan~e the
indexical values of their regionally marked varieties.

2.2.2 Linguistic diversity and the standardisation of Putonghua
L.inguistic diversity, rather than uniformity, is the rule in China, a nation with
f,7reat cultural and linl;uistic diversity among its more than fifty ethnic l,rroups.
Many ethnic groups traditionally speak their own languages, including
Mongolian, Turkic, and Tungus (such as Manchu) of the Altaic lanl,ruages in
North China; Ïhuang, Dai, Kam, Li, Mulan of the Tai (lhuang-llon~ lan~uages,
the Tibeto-Burman langual;es (such as Tibetan, Burmese, Naxi, Yi, Qian~, and
the Miao-Yao languages in South China, plus many more unclassified or
isolated lanl,ruages such as Korean in the northeast and Bai in the south of the
country (Hu, 1995). More than thirty written and nearly one hundred spoken
languages are officially registered to be minority languages and have official
status in their respective autonomous regions, counties, or districts. The
Chinese policies encoural;e the use and development of minority languages in
their minority areas ("Lhou, 2003). The 1954 Constitution4 (Article 3) says that
every nationality has the freedom to use and develop their languages, and the
freedom to preserve or reform their tradition and custom; the 1984
Autonomous Ref,~ions I,awS (Art~cle 21) says that the minority lan~uage has the
priority when the autonomous government is dealin~ with ethnic minority
people in the area, althoul;h the rninority langua~e and Putonghua (see later in
this chapter) are co-official languages of an autonomous area. In an ethnic
minority area, the policies are materialised, for example, through bilinl;ual (i.e.
the minority lan~uage and Putonghua) primary education, and throul;h bilin~ual
TV programmes, broadcasting, and publicat~ons.
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Language choice, however, is hardly ever free from power relations and the
work of language ideology, even with the best official stance of preserving
minority languages. For example, one may function well without Putonghua in
private domains within the minority region, but those who attempt to be
mobile physically outside their minority regions, and to move upwards in the
social hierarchy, can rarely succeed without mastering Putonghua. After all,
senior middle school and college education are mostly accessible in Putonghua,
and this language choice tacitly excludes to a large extend those who only speak
minority language or dialect. It is hardly surprising that the linguistic landscapes
of ethnic minority languages are gradually changing within the wider social
context of mass internal population movements, and together with various
Chinese dialects, they form an image of linguistic super-diversity in metro-
poGtan areas and other migrant host cities.

The term `Chinese' (Zhongiven or Hanyu) often refers to the language spoken
by ethnic Han Chinese, although some scholars argue that it should cover all
languages spoken in China, including the ethnic minority languages. In this
book, `Chinese' serves as an umbrella term including various dialects and lan-
guage varieties. Linguists often distinguish seven major dialects: Guan (Manda-
rin, typified by Beijing dialects), Wu (typified by Shanghainese), Xiang, Gan, Kjia
(also known as Hakka among Cantonese speakers), Min (including the
Taiwanese variety), and Yue (also known as Cantonese) (Hu, 1995; Ramsey,
1987; Kratochvil, 1968; DeFrancis, 1984; Chen, 1999).

The debate of whether the many varieties should rather be studied as
separated languages has been in the 6eld as least since the time of Leonard
Bloomfield (whose views were later challenged by Wang Li). The degree of
diversity among Chinese dialects, as Norman (1988) states, is analogous to that
of the European languages of the Roman family: the differences between
Beijing Mandarin and Chaozhou vernacular are not less than those between
Italian and French. The language versus dialects debate lies in the funda-
mentally different definitions of `dialect' between the Chinese tradition and the
western tradition: `mutual intelligibility' serves as the central criterion in the
westetn tradition,b whereas common orthography, shared literature, historical
roots, cultural heritage, and political unity, play a decisive role in labelling a
variety as a`dialect' or a`language' in the Chinese tradition. Consequently, what
in the Western tradition would be seens as difference between languages (e.g.
Spanish, French, and Italian) would in the Chinese tradition be seen as
difference between dialects (Kratochvil, 1968:15-16; Ramsey, 1987:17-18).

No matter which definition of `dialect' one follows, the degree of linguístic
diversity within the Chinese language is not to be underestimated. In such
linguistically complex environments, Putonghua represents yet another layer of
complexity. It is a standardised form of Mandarin spoken in Beijing and its
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nearby regions. The established view holds that there was no unified pronun-
ciation in China until the early twentieth century (e.g. Norman, 1988; Ramsey,
198~. The linguistic standard prior to that is said to be the written Classical
Chinese which, perhaps the oldest script in the world, had been in uninter-
rupted use for over two thousand years (Chen, 1999; Guo 8c Gao, 2003).

The modern Putonghua is closely related to Mandarin, the `language of the
officials' of the Yuan (1260 AD - 1368 AD), Ming (1368 AD - 1644 AD), and
Qing (1644 AD - 1912 AD) dynasties, the so-called `Mandarins' in early
European missionary expressions (Coblin, 2000). The prevalent view among
both linguists and lay persons is that Mandarin ltas been very similar to, if not
exacdy identical with, the language of Beijing over approximately 800 years.
Recent research challenges this view and argues that `for most of its history
standard Mandarin had Gttle to do with Pekinese' (Coblin, 2000:53~. Accord-
ing to Coblin (2000), the Beijing-based pronunciation was rejected by intellec-
tuals and officials as Altaicised `Tartar-Chinese', a stigmatised variety with
characteristics of the northern nomadic languages. Instead of Beijing Mandarin,
it is argued that the Nanjing-based pronunciation was the standard Mandarin
until at least the late eighteenth century (Li, 2004).

How was a once alien and stigmatised language gaining ground, and how did
it eventually replace the then official pronunciation? It is now safe to say that
the two varieties of Mandarin (i.e. the Beijing-based versus the Nanjing-based)
co-existed and competed against each other at some time before the late
eighteenth century and the Beijing-based Mandarin finally prevailed in a gradual
but dramatic phonologícal shift (Dong, forthcoming~. It is important to note
that Mandarin is neither a singular entity nor a language with linear develop-
ment; rather, it was and is polycentric and multifaceted. Its enregisterment as
the official language of the Mandarins in the late eighteenth century testified to
not only the competition between the two varieties but also the power relations
between the political groups (Dong, forthcoming).

Mandarin had been the language of feudal officials in the imperial court for
centuries; it was, however, never a national language. The search for a national
language was felt urgently in the late nineteenth and the early twentieth century,
an era of social and political transition from an `old', `backward' feudal China to
a new and `modern' state. The belief of the connection between a unified
national language and national strength was convincingly presented by those
colonial powers that then occupied China: France, England, Germany, Russia,
Japan all had well-defined national languages (Ramsey, 1987:4), although the
formation of truly hegemonic national languages was only a nineteenth century
process. Guoyu, the immediate predecessor of Putonghua, was launched in 1926
soon after the Nationalists overthrew the feudal Qing dynasty and seized
power. Guoyu was defined as `the pronunciation of educated natives of Beijing',
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or of elite Beijing accent, to be the national standard (Li, 2004:103). This
definition is largely shared by Putonghua which `is modelled on the pro-
nunciation of Beijing, draws on Northern Chinese as its base dialect, and
receives its syntactic norms from exemplary works of contemporary vernacular
literature' (I-Iu, 1987:15), defined in 1955 and revised in 1956 by the People's
Republic. Note that the word `educated' in the 1926 definition disappeared
here, due to anti-bourgeois sentiments following the success of the Communist
Revolution (hi, 2004); instead, the language of grassroots `ordinary people', or
common speech, characterises the new standard pronunciation with a demo-
cratic aspiration similar to Swahili as `the language of the people' in Tanzania
(Blommaert, 1999).

Putonghua is often understood as a phonological standard, but it also has a
syntactic and lexical dimension. As its 1956 definition indicates, Putonghua
`receives its syntactic norms from exemplary works of contemporary vernacular
literature'. The `vemacular literature', known as baihuawen (literally `unadorned
Chinese~, is the modem standard written Chinese. It emerged around the Tang
dynasty (618 AD - 907 AD), and replaced Classical Chinese (u~enyanu~en) to be
the written standard in the 1920s and the 1930s (Chen, 1999). The difference
between baihuawen and rvenyanwen, to put very briefly, lies in that the former is
close to spoken Mandarin, whereas the latter, although refined and elegant, is
largely divorced from speaking. People might speak in dramatically different
dialects, but in the formal domains such as education and administration, they
had used rvenyamven as a common written medium until the early twentieth
century. Some regional vernaculars, particularly Wu, Min, Yue (Cantonese), do
have written forms developed to various degrees, but they are mostly confined
within the domain of popular culture and are generally held to be of low
prestige. By the 1950s, along with the standardisation of Putonghua, baihuarven
served as the syntactic basis of the standardisation of Putonghua. Although this
syntactic and lexical dimension is involved occasionally, Putonghua in this study
is mainly seen as a phonological phenomenon.

The linguistic diversity and the sociolinguistic evolvement of standard
Putonghua sketched above serve as important backgtounds of this research -
the discursive process of migrant identity construction will be positioned in
such a diverse and complex linguistic context, and the languages as well as
dialects used by migrant workers and their children are in daily interactions with
those of local urban citizens, and in particular, with standard Putonghua. In the
country's formal education domain, where the majority of data collections took
place for thís research, Putonghua is the language of instruction. In order to
understand the making of identities among migrant children, we shall take a
look at the institutional context of urban education, particularly migrant
children's access to urban public schooling in the next section.
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2.2.3 Education provision to migrant children
Among China's 150 million internal migrants, children form a young but im-
portant sub-group, as their education and living conditions have caused much
public concern and media debate. The common concern is that urban public
primary and secondary schools have inadequate capacity to accommodate the
influx of migrant children, and therefore migrant parents have either to pay
higher fees for their children to be admitted at public schools, or send them to
privately-run migrant schools. Some parents have to leave their children to their
relatives or boarding schools in their hometown because they find the living
and schooling costs of their children in cities barely affordable. Debates over
migrant children's education are centred on two issues: (1) who should pay for
their education, and (2) what is the role of privately-run migrant schools. This
section will attempt to understand migrant children's position in China's
education system through addressing these two issues.

Who should pay for a child's compulsory education?~ Definitely the state.
The answer is simple and correct, but at ground level, things are a good deal
more complicated. Who pays for children's education determines where they
are entitled free or subsidised schooling. China's Compulsory Education Law
says that regional governments (i.e. city districts, towns and villages) are respon-
sible for the compulsory education of the children in their administration areas.
Three bodies finance a child's compulsory education: the central government,
the regional government, and together with the child's family.s Both central and
regional governments' funds are allocated through the regional government to
the public school according to the number of school-aged hukou children in the
school's neighbourhood area. Note that it is not the number of children the
school admits, nor children who reside in the area, but hukou children who have
their household registration in the area. Recall what we know about hukou from
Section 2.2.1: possessing a local hukou means that one is entitled to welfare and
social benefits from the local government. As most migrant workers move into
cities without having their hukou changed,`' the government budget for migrant
children's education still goes to the schools of their hometown, i.e. the school
of the neighbourhood where their hukou is registered. This is why an early
policy concerning migrant children issued in 1998~c' said that the local govern-
ment of a migrant's hukou locality should prevent chíldren of migrant workers
from migtation. This policy means that every child should attend schools in
their hukou neighbourhood, as long as a legal guardian is available.

It was soon proved unpractical, and impossible, to have a child separated
from the parents for a long period; in fact, more and more migrant workers
stayed for a prolonged period and brought or set up their families in cit~es. In
order for their children to have formal and quality education, migrant parents
were often required to pay higher fees than the children of local hukou-holders
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by urban public schools, on grounds that the school did not receive the subsidy
from the local government for a pupil without local hukou, and the higher fees
were to make up the portion of the local government's subsidy. The higher fees
were often unaffordable for migrant workers who on average had a lower ín-
come than their urban working class counterparts. To meet the surging demand
of schooling for migrant children, privately-run migrant schools emerged in the
early 1990s. lt is believed that their original drive was simple: migrant workers
spontaneously set up schools, or more precisely, private classes and tutoring,
because their children had no schools to go to. A headmaster of one of the
earliest migrant schools saw `children running wild in vegetable plots and
romping beside their parents' vegetable stalls; even fifteen-year-old children had
no school to go to' (Han, 2001:4). She thus decided to set up a school so that
the children from her hometown would have a chance to read and write.
Because of the large demand from migrant families, her school expanded
rapidly and admitted pupils not only from her hometown but also from almost
every province of the country. This case reported in Han (2001) was typical of
how migrant schools emerged and developed in the early 1990s.

These early migrant schools were quickly converted into enterprises,
because of the new business opportunities of ineering the demands for edu-
cation from migrant populations, and the number of such schools increased
dramatically in the 1990s. In China's education system, government funded
public schools are the major education provider, and there are a growing
number of private elite schools offering expensive education services; however,
the privately run `migrant schools' we are talking about here are not among
such elite schools. On the contrary, facilities and teaching of such schools were
generally poor, because to operate on lower fees than those of subsídised public
schools, and still make a profit, migrant schools had to compromise school
conditions and teaching quahty (Han, 2001; Lu 8~ Zhang, 2001; Woronov,
2004; Zhang, Qu 8c Zou, 2003; Zou, Qu 8c Zhang, 2005). With a few excep-
r;ons where the proprietors were able to invest in property, most schools were
built in temporary classrooms or rented cheap spaces such as warehouses which
might have no windows (Han, 2001); the lighting and ventilation were poor;
blackboards were made from pieces of wood painted with black paint; pupils'
desks and chairs were of different sizes in one classroom, whilst some schools
even improvised desks and chairs from `wooden planks propped up on bricks'
(Han, 2001:6). Classrooms were often over-crowded. In the sample of Han
(2001), 11 percent of classes had more than seventy pupils, and there was a
class packed with eighty-four children. Many schools had no playground and
their pupils had to have their physical exercise class in the street.

The description in Han (2001) was about migrant schools eight or ten years
back; my fieldwork visits to many migrant schools between 2006 and 2007
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showed that increasingly more migrant children made their way to public
schools, and that not every migrant school was still poorly equipped. Never-
theless, problems remain. For example, teaching quality was a big concem,
because many migrant schools, willingly or not, often employed unqualified
teaching staff in order to keep costs low; qualified teachers, who were by no
means many in these schools, were often very mobile - they tended to see the
teaching post as a temporary `springboard' and would leave it for a better job
readily. The frequent change of teachers had at least two unfavourable impacts
on pupils: first the teaching tended to be inconsistent, and second, they were
discouraged by their teachers' attitudes towards pupils and pupils' academic
careers.

Policy-makers were aware of the unrealistic attempt to discourage children
from migrating, as well as the potential negative impacts of underachieving
migrant schools on pupils' development. More importantly, migrant children
were effectively segregated from their local counterparts and the mainstream
urban communities by the way the education system functioned. They might be
stigmatised by having to attend these `second-class' schools, and mutual mis-
trust might grow between urban and migrant children who had little chance to
get to know one another. A series of poGcies was devised to ensure migrant
children's right of education in cities and to regulate privately-run migrant
schools. For example, the 1997 regulation~ ~ governed the standards of
privately-run migrant schools; the 2001 regulation1z stipulated that public
schools in cities should be the major education provider to mig-rant children;
and the regulations issued in 200313 said that migrant children should pay the
same tuition fees as local pupjls and public schools should reduce or waive fees
of migrant children if necessary. Cities such as Beijing vowed to accommodate
most migrant children within the publicly-funded education system and to close
down uoderachieving migrant schools. This ambition, however, is not easy to
achieve. One of the reasons that discourages migrant children from joining
public schools is the concern of being discriminated by their urban peer
students and teachers; many migrant children in my fieldwork schools said that
they believed their regional accents would (in the case of migrant middle
school) or did (in the case of public primary school) differentiate them from
local Beijing pupils whose speech they perceived to be `accent-less'.

A more determining reason is that, from a macro level, urban public schools
have to enlarge and increase their capacities to accommodate the huge number
of migrant pupils whose education costs are not covered by public subsidy.
Regulations has been devised but these regulations are rarely backed up with
financial support, i.e. the regulations only say that urban govemment should
educate migrant children in their administrative areas, without saying how much
funding they would receive to implement the task. In short, although more and
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more migtant children join public schools with their urban peer students, and
one of the fieldwork sites in this research is such a school, migrant children's
education in cities remains a social concern, a reflection of a transitional society
in which inequality occurs along with the making and remaking of new social
and class fractions.

The fieldwork of this study was conducted in these wider social, socio-
linguistic, and institutional backgrounds of mass labour migration within the
country, intense linguistic exchanges among various communities, and the
education concerns of migrant children in cities as well as their interaction with
local urban children. So far we have dealt with rather general information of the
research at a macro and societal level; in the next section we will zoom into the
ficldwork.

2.3 Methodological backgrounds and the ethnographic fieldwork

This section will focus on the experience of doing ethnographic fieldwork in
the migrant communities of urban Beijing between 2006 and 2007. Before
narrowing our gaze to the fieldwork sites and the data collection, a brief
account of some basic but fundamental understandings of ethnography is in
order. Therefore this methodological section comprises of three parts: a
theoretical discussion on ethnography, a description of the fieldwork journey,
and a summary of research instruments and data selection procedure.

2.3.1 Ethnography and language study
Ethnography is often seen as a research method for collecting particular types
of data, sometimes as another name for description, or even something that can
be said about `context'. In such discussions, talk is sometimes separated from
its context, and whereas the study of talk is a task for linguistics, conversation
analysis or discourse analysis, the study of context is a matter for ethnography
(see Blommaert 8c Dong, 2009a, for a fuller discussion and references). lt is
against this narrow view that the argument of ethnography is positioned here:
rather than a matter of description, ethnography can be seen as a full intel-
lectual programme that involves a perspective on language and communication,
including an ontology and an epistemology, both of which are essential for the
study of language in society.

To understand ethnography, we have to understand its history, a history that
reveals its intellectual origins inscribed in its techniques and patterns of
operation. Ethnography has its origin in anthropology. That means that ethno-
graphy contains ontologies, methodologies and epistemologies situated within
the tradition of anthropology. `It is anthropology's task to coordinate knowl-
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edge about language from the viewpoint of man' (Hymes, 1964:xiii), which
means that language is studied as something that has a certain relevance to man,
and man in anthropolol,ry is seen as closely linked, conditioned or determined
by society, community, the group, and culture. One important consequence of
thís anthropological background to ethnograph}' is the ontology, the definition
of language itself. Language, in this tradition, is seen as a socially loaded and
assessed tool for humans, which enables humans to perform as social beings, a
resource to be used by human beings in social life, means available to human
beings in societies. These resources can be deployed in various circumstances,
but when this happens it never happens in a neutral way. Every act of language
use is an act that is assessed, weighed, and measured socially.

This view of language leads to the epistemological level of ethnography.
Knowledge of language facts is processual and historical; this lifts single
lanf,n~age acts to a level of relevance much higher than language acts, which in
turn become indexical of wider dimensions and contexts, and these wider
dimensions are part of ethnographic interptetation. Fabian stresses the dynamic
process of knowledge gathering in ethnography, emphasising that ethnographic
work also entails active involvement from the ethnographer himself. This
provides ethnography with a peculiar, dynamic and dialectical epistemology in
which the iRnorance of the knower - the ethnographer - is a crucial point of
departure (l~abian, 1995). Consequendy, ethnography attributes gteat impor-
tance to the history of what is commonly seen as `data': the whole process of
gathering and moulding knowledge is part of that knowledge; knowledge
construction is knowledge, the process is the product (see Blommaert, 2001,
2004; Ochs, 1979).

To summarise, the anthropological roots are central to ethnogtaphy, which
situates language deeply in social life and offers a distinct ontology and episte-
mology to ethnography. l,anguage in ethnography is something very different
from what it is in many other branches of the languages sciences, and so is the
status of gathering knowledge. Despite possible relocations and redeployments
of ethnography in different theoretical frameworks, the fact that it is designed
to fit an anthropological sct of 9uestions is important for the understanding of
what ethnography can and cannot perform. As Hymes says, `failure to
remember can confuse or impair anthropological thinking and research, setting
up false antitheses and leaving significant phenomena unstudied' (Hymes,
1964:xxvii).

2.3.2 Data history
As we have seen in the previous section, ethnographic fieldwork produces an
archive of research, and this archive documents the researcher's own journey of
knowledge construction. Tlvs section therefore aims to provide such an archive
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on my fieldwork journey. For the sake of clarity, this section is organised in the
sequence of three sta~es: prior to fieldwork, during fieldwork, and after field-
work; however, each stage comprises of several sub-parts, and these sub-parts
are often overlapping and simultaneous, whereas the three sta~es are necessarily
seyuential (see Blommaert 8c Dong, 2009a, for a more detailed discussion).

The stage prior to fieldrvark involves two major activities: preparation and
documentation. Preparation starts as soon as one begins research, develops an
interest in a particular topic or field, and works on a proposal. It often entails
reading of a good deal of theoretically and methodolo~,~ically informative works,
which helps direct the researcher's attention to particular phenomena and
aspects of social reality. At a certain point of preparation, the researcher has to
decide whether to include ethnographic fieldwork. The decision for ethno-
graphic fieldwork means that the researcher has to subscribe to the general
epistemological and methodological principles of ethnographic studies: the
research results can not claim to be representative, it will not be replicable
under identical circumstances, nor will it claim to produce `uncontaminated'
evidence, etc. Instead, it is interpretive research in a situated, real environment,
based on interaction between the researcher and the researched, hence, funda-
mentally subjective in nature,14 aimed at describin~ complexity, and yieldin~
hypotheses that can be replicated and tested in similar, but not identical,
circumstances.

Having decided on the ethnographic approach of doing fieldwork, my main
task for fieldwork preparation was to understand and study the possible macro
as well as micro contexts in which the fieldwork would occur. l~or the study of
migrant children's identity construction, macro-contexts involved historical,
political, institutional, social structural, and cultural aspects around the issue of
internal migration, whereas micro-contexts included changeable, accidental,
unpredictable contexts that defined the situation. The task of understanding the
macro-contexts was fulfilled through collecting documents on government
policies, media reports, and academic research reports. The intensive docu-
mentary research took about five months prior to my departure for the field,
whereas the access to the special archives in China's national library had to be
done upon entering the field.

The documentary research facilitated me with answering two important
yuestions: (1) whether the topic was worth researching, and (2) whether it was
researchable. The documents suggested that identity construction of China's
internal mig,rants was worth researching because it was big and at the same time
specific enough as a research topic, promising in term of findings, and had a
potential of addressing empirical and theoretical issues through fieldwork.
Indeed the linguistic process of identity construction in the context of China's
internal migration had been hardly touched in the field of sociolinguistic
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studies, although a body of research on cross-border immigration could be
found in the Western European and the Northern American contexts. The
topic was also researchable, for (a) there did not seem to be any legal or
political barrier for researching the topic, (b) entering migrant communities
would not put the researcher in danger according to the descriptions in related
research reports, and (c) privately-run migrant schools had been objects in a
number of studies in the domain of education and that meant that such schools
were accessible for researchers.

In addition to documentation, a crucial task I accomplished in the prep-
aration sta~e was to build up initial contacts with established Chinese re-
searchers from the field of migration studies. We corresponded via internet for
half a year prior to my fieldwork, and the researchers not only provided me
with useful insight on the research topic, but also agreed to help with the access
to mil;rant schools. I was then almost ready for fieldwork.

The stage durin~fieldivork was, however, chaotic and unpredictable. The first
surprise I had to face is that my contact person happened to be away from
I3eijing and were unreachable by any modern communication means. I thus
decided to conduct some carpet-searching and mobilised everybody I knew to
look for accessible mígrant schools. Fortunately several migrant schools were
found, and I decided to negotiate my access with the headmasters for con-
ducting research in their schools. Most headmasters refused my request bluntly;
only one of them had a little chat with me and confided that no migrant school
would let me in because the local government was determined to close down
those privately-run migrant schools which could not satisfy the safety, hy~iene,
and teaching standards set out by the local government, and according to him,
less than l0 percent of such schools could reach the standards. It turned out to
be an unfortunate time to seek access to migrant schools when headmasters
were afraid and suspicious of any stranger. I thus set off looking for and
successfully found a migrant school officially recognised by the local educa-
tional authority which should not be in fear of being closed down. However,
the headmaster was very careful with involvinl; in any research because it was
hard for the school to be recol,mised and he did not want to do anything that
mi~ht upset the local educational authority. I could do fieldwork in his schoo)
only if I held a recommendation from the local educational authority. After
many twists and turns, I had a chance to meet officials from the local edu-
cational authority and to present my research plan, which appeared to interest
the officials; they needed time to consider the proposal. The consideration,
however, seemed taking forever. Almost three months passed in the search-
and-wait mode. I took solace from Ni~el Barley's experience (Barley, 1987:60):
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Fieldwork seems to consist of long periods that are impossible to reconstruct
afterwards because nothing happened, alternaàng with days of intense acàvity when
one àdes a rollercoaster of good fortune and disaster.

It was a period of deep frustration, disappointment and confusion, in which
nothing seemed to happen. I had to look elsewhere for research opportuniàes
before school access worked out; to encounter and manage small talks with
migrant workers in streets seemed a plausible solution, and this is the origin of
the street corner data in Chapter 3 which turned out to be an informative case
on identity construction at the scale of linguistic interaction. I include the
searching of fieldwork sites in the during fzeldu~ork stage, rather than the prior to
fieldu~ork stage, because it was part of the learning process: as a fieldworker, I by
defnition arrived as an outsider, although Beijing is my place of origin. The
preparation had provided useful knowledge, but such tacit codes as the fear of
being closed down was hardly predictable from preparation.

The good luck began when my contact person returned. Through their
connections I quickly got access to a privately-run migrant junior middle
school. The founders of this school were among the very first ones who set up
private migrant schools in the early 1990s. It was initially a small primary school
with only two staff - the founder and his wife, and some fifteen pupils; with the
huge demand of schooling from migrant communiàes, their school quickly
expended into hundreds of pupils and had to split into several branches. Now
the enterprise was furrher expanded into a boarding junior middle school for
migrant students. The primary school and its branches had been recognised by
the local authority, but not the middle school. My role was a voluntary teacher
of a grade 7 class and I taught English three times a week. In return, I could
freely interview the teachers, students, tape my class sessions, and participate in
school activiàes such as term-end celebration; I was not allowed to sit in and do
class observation. I stayed in the middle school three days a week.

Soon after, a second fieldwork site - a public primaty school - was worked
out. It was an unexpected gain from a telephone chat with an old friend of
mine; her sister turned out to be a teacher at the public school which admitted
both local and migrant pupils. We talked about my research and she promised
to try and see whether her headmaster would be interested. A few days later she
came back with the positive response that I could do research in their school; in
retum 1 should offer teacher training sessions. I therefore visited the public
school two days a week for class observation and interviews, with an extra
afternoon every other week to hold teacher training seminars. The public
primary school was an ideal site to observe interaction between migrant
children and their local urban peer-students as well as to interview the teachers
for their evaluation on migrant pupils.
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The longer I stayed in the schools, the less the observer's effect became a
issue. But there is always an observer's effect. A fieldworker never belongs
`naturally' or `normally' to the field she investigates, but is always a foreign body
- when she enters a classroom, the whole classroom changes, and a lot of what
the fieldworker will witness are reactions, adjustments and adaptations to thís
change. It is essential for a fieldworker to realise that: she is never observing an
event as if she was not there. The fieldworker is there, and that makes it a
different event. The observer's effect was obvious at the beginning of my
fieldwork in the public primary school - the headmaster was keen to do
research and asked me to set up and to lead a research team of four teachers
plus the headmaster herself, insisting that the research team should do class
observation with me. It is not hard to imagine how the class would look like
with six observers sitting at the back and watching: the teachers were nervous,
students yuiet, classes rehearsed. In the first few days the observation was
fruitless - what we observed was miles away from what it usually was. The four
teacher researchers quickly dropped out because of their teaching duties, and
the headmaster stopped class observation about a month later. By then the
teachers and pupils had been familiar with my presence and the fieldwork
started yielding rich data from observation of the interactions between migrant
and local Beijing pupils, as well as from interviews of teachers and pupils on
their evaluation of accent and identiry.

This during fieldsvork, stage took some ten months, of which the first three
months or so were spent on searching for accessible schools as well as
collecting street corner data; the rest of this period, except school holidays, I
was in fieldwork sites at least five days a week, three days in the migrant junior
middle school and two days in the public primary school. The `products' of
fieldwork ínclude hundreds of pages of fieldnotes, around forty hours audio
taped conversations and interviews, copies of pupils' homework, photos of
class and school activities, classroom displays, teachers' blackboard displays,
two yuestionnaires - one is on the teachers' evaluation of pupil performance
and the other on migrant parents' opinions of their children's schooling - and
booklets of school regulation, etc. I was then loaded with fieldwork data and
decided to continue to the next stage - the afterfieldlvork stage.

The boundary between the durin~fieldivork stage and afterfieldtvork stage was
not clear-cut, because much of the interpretation of the data had already been
done in the field, on a daily basis, while I was trying to make sense of the data.
Another reason that the afterfieldu~ork stage could not be clearly distinguished
from the durin~ fieldivork, stage was that the learning process continued even
when I stopped visiting the fieldwork sites. For example, preparing data,
especially going through and transcribing audio recorded interviews, was part of
the learning process and was an extremely humbling task: to listen to myself as
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the interviewer hastening to the next topic, or talking while I should have
remained silent so as to leave more room to the interviewee, producing a
comment that was not particularly encouraging, or too `encouraging' (even
misleading) for the interviewee to give an answer that I might subconsciously
hope for, etc. The reflexive activities on recorded interviews could not be left to
the afterfieldwork stage, but was a continuous job, for a fieldworker must go
through recordings at the earliest possible time in order to know what could be
improved next time or next day (a summary of the fieldwork achieves and data
will be given in Appendix 1).

The main task of the after fieldn~ork. stage is to prepare data for further
analysis and interpretation. The data are organised systematically alone the line
of the `key incident approach' (Erickson, 1977; Green 8t Bloome, 1997; Wilcox,
1980; Kroon 8c Sturm, 2007; Bezemer, 2003; Spotti, 2007). The key incident
approach, according to Erickson (1977)

involves pulling out from field notes a key incident, linking it to other incidents,
phenomena, and theoretical constructs, and writing it up so others can see the
generic in the particular, the universal in the conerete, the relation between part and
the whole.

In other words, the key incident approach is to identify microscopic incidents
that link to other incidents and that index issues at bigger, higher, and macro
levels. An incident is counted as `key', says Wilcox (1980:9), `in that it represents
concrete instances of the working of abstract principles of social organization.'
These include recurrent events and incidents that have sustaining influence
(Green 8c Bloome, 1997:186). Kroon and Sturm (2007) give an example of the
key incident approach by presenting an observation of a spelling lesson to
primary school pupils in a Dutch case study. The incident, although of limited
nature, is placed in relation to other incidents of the research project, and
together they point to general tendencies of language education in the Dutch
social context and beyond. In the present study, the data selection is conducted
according to the key incident approach in order to make it a sound and salient
selection and to strike a balance between different types of data.

2.3.3 Research instruments and data analysis
The instruments used for data collection include participant and non-
participant observation, group and individual interview, questionnaire, and
document collection. These instruments can be found in various kinds of
research but they are used here from an ethnographic perspective, i.e. the
understandings of ethnography laid out in the first part of this section are the
starting point of deploying these instruments.
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Obrervation was used as soon as I, the ethnographer, entered the fieldwork
sites. In the current research the fieldwork sites include the urban areas of
Beijing in general, and the two schools in specific. In the general fieldwork site
of Beijing streets and public areas such as market syuares and playgrounds, the
observation attention was focused on signboards of migrant shops, the
presence and movements of migrant workers in the urban space, their encoun-
ters with local Beijing people, etc. The aim of observation at this stage was to
get an overall - but perhaps superficial - image of how migrants lived and
worked in the urban society.

Having established this general image (and when the access to schools
worked out), the observation focus moved into the specific sites, the two
schools. The observation in the schools began by trying to see all the teachers
and staff, discovering the whole of the school, making walks in the neigh-
bourhood so as to understand where the pupils came from. These initial obser-
vations generated `patterns of expectation': when I entered the classrooms I
knew more or less what I would encounter there. In the privately-run migrant
middle school I did participant observation of a grade 7(aged between 12 and
15) classroom, where my role was a teacher, and in the public primary school I
did non-participant observation in two classrooms, grade 1(aged between 6
and ~ and grade 4(aged between 10 and 11). ln both sites, I focused on pupil-
pupil and pupil-teacher interactions. Additional attention was given to the
primary school because migrant children were mixed with local pupils and local
teachers, which made it a parucularly interesting and fruitful fieldwork site.

In short, the observation, recorded by fieldnotes, photos, and sometimes
audio recordings, was conducted at various levels - the social level (streets,
markets, neighbourhood playgrounds, etc.), institutional level (schools), class-
room level, individual level - and at different times and places - the classrooms
during class periods, the breaks, the staff offices, and so on. The bits and pieces
of incidents I gathered at these different levels, times and places gradually made
connections to each other and to the issues at the macro, political, societal level.

Another important instrument in this research is interuiesv. In the privately-
run migrant middle school, individual interviews were conducted with the
headmaster, the deputy headmaster, teachers, and students. With the head-
master and the deputy headmaster, the interviews were designed to obtain
overall information of establishing and managing a school for mig-rant pupils in
the urban space, the academic outlook of their pupíls, and the issue of
`integrating' their pupils into urban mainstream society which involved their
identity construcuon. The interview questions for the teachers were grouped
around four topics: the family backgrounds of their pupils, their school per-
formance, their language use, and their identities. Nine teachers were inter-
viewed, about forty minutes for each. The intetviews with the students focused
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on (l) their experiences of leaving their places of origin and moving to Beijing,
(2) their perceptions of the migrant school, (3) their ideas about Beijing, (4)
their home dialects and their language choices, and (5) their identities. The
interviews were all scheduled for the second half of my fieldwork because by
then the interviewees had become familiar with me and were more outspoken
with sometimes difficult questions such as `do you think yourself as a Beijing
child?' A total of sixteen students were interviewed; the interviews took about
ninety minutes each. Most student interviewees came from the grade 7 class
which I taught, with one exceprjon who was from a grade 9 class.

In the public primary school, I also interviewed the headmaster, the deputy
headmaster, teachers, and pupils - local Beijing pupils as well as migrant pupils.
For the headmaster and the deputy, the interviews rcvolved around the fact that
this was one of the few pubGc schools in Beijing that were able to admit
migrant pupils without charging a higher fee than that for local pupils. Their
talks were informative in explaining why migrant pupils still had limited access
to publicly funded education given the increasing efforts of equal education
from the central and local governments. The teachers of the primary school
were particularly vocal; they offered richer information than my interview
questions aimed for. The interviews with them emphasised four issues:
inequality and discrimination between migrant and local pupils, comparison of
language usage between migrant and local pupils, the identities of migrant
pupils, and pupil performance evaluation. Six teachers were interviewed, and
some of them were interviewed a few times; the length of the interviews ranged
between ten and fifty minutes. As for the pupils, I carried out both group and
individual interviews. F~rom my fieldwork experiences, primary school children
could feel intimidated when interviewed alone, and became quiet, shy, and
straight to the point (or not to the point at all). Instead, group interviews often
turned out to be friendly `group chat' and thus became a useful tool of elicitíng
theír ideas on various topics starting from their experiences in Beijing, their
evaluation on the language of themselves and their local counterparts, to the
often difficult questions about their identities such as who they thought they
were and what it meant to be a migrant child (Spotti, 2007, has been an
inspiration in the use of such group interviews). Each group interview session
was managed within thirty minutes. Individual interviews were included later on
to allow pupils to further explore the topic of identity construction. The pupils
of individual interviews were those who participated in group interviews and
appeared to have more to say but could not do so because of the time balance
among group interviewees. Twelve pupils were interviewed individually and the
interviews lasted between twenty to forty-five minutes.

All interviews were structured around topics, rather than detailed into lists
of questions, in order to provide the interviewees with the biggest possible
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room to respond. Most interviews were audio-recorded; when audio-recording
was impossible, either because of the interviewees' objection, or because of
equipment failure, the interviews were reconstructed in fieldnotes. My role as
an interviewer was intended to be a curious listener al;reeing to what they said
and asking for their elaboration from time to time. As we shall see in the
analytical chapters, however, my own identities such as being a`Beijing native
speaker' were sometimes involved in the interviews and even potentially
influenced the interviewees' response. My role as an ethnographer will be
reflected in data analysis and summarised in the conclusion chapter.

A third research instrument was document collection. This means of data
collection was used as soon as the preparation of the fieldwotk started; it ran
through the whole period of fieldwork and continued into the analysis and
write-up phases. In terms of content, the documents were systematically col-
lected at three levels: the macro level of government policies, official statistics,
media reports, and webpa~es; the institutional level of school guides, campus
notice board displays, photographs of school ceremonies and celebrations; the
individual level of pupils' homework, teacher's blackboard displays, my drawing
of classroom arrangement, etc. These documents, whether visual or textual,
electronic or hand-written, are undiscriminatorily treated as ethnographic data,
because, as I have ar~,nied earlier, they are part of the research archive which
documents my fieldwork journey. Some of these documents form discursive
data on the public and institutional scale. The current research also deployed
two questionnaires, one for the teachers to give an initial evaluation on pupil
performance and the other one for students' parents, aiming at their voices on
the family environments, their involvement in the students' academic life, and
their expectation of the students' development. Both questionnaires consisted
of mainly close questions and two open questions at the end.

2.4 Summary

This chapter has set off to address two issues: first, the social, sociolin~uistic,
and institutional contexts of the research, and second, the methodolo~ical
backgrounds, the data collection instruments, the key jncjdent approach, as well
as the data history. The social context is the phenomenal mil;ration within
China that began in the early 1980s and continues to this day. The internal
migration is an important social background for the study of discursive identity
construction, as it results in more intensive linguistic exchanges among various
communities in China as well as more complicated sociolinguistic environ-
ments. The linf,ruistic landscape of China has always been complex. The classi-
fication and description of China's lanl;uages and dialects can not be read as
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reducing language to be a static and unchangeable property; rather, languages
and language varieties are seen as resources ordered and stratified in a polyglot
linguistic repertoire. The institutional backgrounds of this research are the edu-
cation provisions for children of migrant families. This chapter has questioned
the educational difficulties of migrant children in the urban areas and explored
the origins of privately-run migrant schools. Migrant pupils' linguistic features,
together with other factors, may act as an active marker for differentiating them
from local `accent-less' Beijing pupils in school contexts.

The ethnographic fieldwork was conducted in these complex social, socio-
linguistic, and inst7tutional contexts. The second part of this chapter has argued
that ethnography has to be seen as a full intellectual program rooted in anthro-
pological origins. At the ontological level, language is seen as a socially loaded
and assessed tool for humans, a social and culturally embedded resource to be
used by human beings in social life. At the epistemological level, knowledge of
language facts is processual and historical, of which single language acts are
lifted to and become indexical of wider dimensions and contexts. Consequently,
ethnography attributes great importance to data history, and the whole process
of gathering and moulding knowledge is part of that knowledge. This chapter
also has documented the data history of the fieldwork in the sequence of `prior
to fieldwork', `during fieldwork', and `after fieldwork' stages, illustrated the key
incident approach, and summarised the data collect7on instruments. Having
looked at the social and methodological contexts, we shall continue to the
analytical chapters (Chapter 3, 4, and 5) which present and analyse fieldwork
data within the three-scale framework proposed in Chapter 1. The next chapter,
Chapter 3, will deal with migrant identity making on the linguistic and com-
municative exchange scale.

Notes

Korean, or chaoxian~u is also an ethnic minority group in China.
The Gini index measures inequality over the entire distribution of income or
consumption. A value of 0 represents perfect equality, and a value of 100 perfect
inequality. It is believed that there can be social tensions if the Gini coefficient
exceeds 40.0.
The Yangtze River Delta generally comprises the triangular-shaped territory of
Shanghai, southem Jíangsu province and northern 7hejiang province of China; the

3
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Pearl River Delta covers the low-lying areas alongside the Pearl River estuary, Hong
Ikong and Macau.
The 1954 Consitute is available at:
http:~~news.xinhuanetcom~~iliao~2004-02~18~content 1320274.htm, last viewed on
15~07~2009.
The Central People's Uovernment of the People's Republic of China:
http:~~uavlv.goucrt~test~2005-07~29~content 18338.htm, last viewed on 15~07~2009.
Recent criticism of the intelli~ibility criterion argues that mutual intelligibility may
ultimately depend on such extra-linguistic factors as exposure and experience (Li,
2004).
China has a nine-year compulsory education system that covers from primary
school to junior secondary school, about age six to fifteen.
'1'he policy of completely free compulsory education has been implemented in some
rural areas and cities are gradually moving toward it.
It is usually extremely difficult to change one's huk.ou from rural to urban categories,
or from smaller cities to bigger cities.
Provisional Kegulations on Schooling for Mi~rant Children, issued by the Narional
Education Committee and the Ministry of Public Security of China in 1998. The

National Education Committee is today's China Ministry of Education.
KeRulation.r on l~unnin~ Privute .School, issued by the State Council in 1997.
Decisions on Refornr and Development of Baric Education, issued by China's State Council
in 2001.
The Notice about Mana~ing and Providin~ Services to Migrant Workers in Urban Areas,
issued by China's State Council in January 2003; Instructions on F~urther Imf~roving

Comfiulsory f:'ducation Provision to Mi~rant Children in Urban ~rea.r, in September 2003.
The disunction between `objective' and `subjective' is a false one: the subjective is
the basis of any form of `objectivity' (Bourdieu, 1990). Bourdieu's Disknction, for
example, is consistently ethnographic in perspective, but aridly factual and statistical
in argument.
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CHAPTER 3

Identity construction on the linguistic and
communicative exchange scale

3.1 Introduction

Having established the general theoretical framework of this study in Chapter 1,
and the social contexts as well as methodological backgrounds in Chapter 2,
this chapter is set to examine the discursive process of establishing migrant
identities on the lowest scale - the scale of everyday linguistic exchanges. To
recapitulate, the three-scale general framework suggests a way of understanding
identity construction as a multilayered object: on the scale of local linguistic
interaction, identities are fluid and ever-changing; on a higher scale, that is, on
the metapragmatic discourse scale, identities are not only inhabited by oneself
but ascribed by the evaluation of others; on the top scale identities become
more rigid and abstract than those on the two lower scales, and labels such as
narionality, ethnicity, gender are in many cases stable categories.t

In what follows, I shall begin with a discussion of the `central' notions of
this chapter -`space', `scale', and `monoglot ideology'. Chapter 4 and 5 will also
start with theoretical discussions of `central notions' respectively, followed by
elaboration and application of those notions in data analysis. In the second half
of this chapter, I shall use the central notions of this chapter in three examples
to illustrate identity construction on the linguistic and communicative exchange
scale. The first example is a newspaper clip about a migrant child's story, the
second one is a fieldnote extract on my observation of a one-time interaction
between several urban residents and a migrant worker, and the third one is a
transcript of audio-taped conversations between a migrant worker and me who
had been a regular customer of the migrant worker's breakfast business.
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3.2 Central concepts: space, scale, and monoglot ideology

3.2.1 Scale and space
`Scale' is the core element of the vertical and stratified sttucture of identity
construction established in Chapter 1. In the present chapter, the notion of
scale, in line with its application as a spatiotemporal metaphor throughout the
book, specifically refers to a spatiotemporal scope that explains the indexical
nature of space and time that are ordered and organised in a vertical con-
tinuum. The notion of scale has been developed and was deployed in several
disciplines including history, human geography, urban studies, and anthro-
pology (cf. Harvey, 2001; Lefebvre, 2003; Swyngedouw, 1996; Uitermark, 2002;
Wallerstein, 1983, 2000, 2001), before its extension into sociolinguistic domains
(Blommaert, 2005a, 2005b 2006a; Blommaert, Collins 8c Slembrouck, 2005a,
2005b). lt is easy to see `scale' as a spatial notion; however, it has a temporal
dimension which is often overlooked. I shall address this concept first from its
spatial aspect and second from its temporal aspect.

If we approach `scale' as a spatial concept, we can distinguish, from I-Ienri
Lefebvre's works in the urban studies sphere, a construction of levels and
dimensions, comprising the global level (G), the mixed level (1~, and the
private level (P), theorised in the French context (Lefebvre, 2003). The global
level, according to Lefebvre, is defined as an institutional space in which the
State and its political power operate; the mixed level can be called `the level in
between', the urban level, or the level of `city', a mixture of those belonging to
Level G, such as ministry buildings and cathedrals, and those belonging to
Level P, e.g. private buildings; the private level is the level of `habitation', blocks
of flats, detached houses, shanty towns, etc. Lefebvre's arguments of the state
as spatially organised at the scales of local, national, international are taken on
board by David Harvey and later Erik Swyngedouw whose social geographic
case study on the closing of Belgian mines in the 1980s demonstrates a`re-
scalin~' process of the state as part of a wider and more globally presented
restructuring of the political economy (Swyn~edouw, 1996). He concludes that
the way in which the regional space is reconfi~ured into a more competitive
place in the world economy is characterised by the `re-scaling' of the state, i.e.,
the more prominent role of governance at both local and supra-national level,
and the rise of `glocal' state - the elite coalitions between the political and
financial forces at both the local and the supra-national levels. In a summaty of
the recent re-scaling and scalar or~anisation literature, Uitermark (2002) cites
Swyngedouw (1996) and argues that spatial scale is not something pre-given,
but a process that is always contested and temporal, and appears to be the
outcome of social strug,gles for power and control. Illustrated with evidence
form the Netherlands, Uitermark (2002) proposes that every instance of
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`jumping scales' presupposes the capacities of performing such a move.
Whereas some have the capacity, others don't. Furthermore, a power increase
of those who can jump scales is often at the expense of those who cannot,
those who are trapped in their space (Uitermark, 2002; Swyngedouw, 1996). A
simple example may illustrate this: one is empowered by possessing a car and
being able to shop in suburban supermarkets; however, this leads to the rising
prices in the neighbourhood grocery stores, and so in turn disempowers those
who have less mobility and rely on such small stores.

Jumping scales, therefore, involves not only a move across space but also
the differential degrees to which people have control over such flows and
movement - `power geometry', as it is called by Doreen Massey (1994): there
are people who have mote control over the moves than others, people who can
initiate and shape such flows of movement, as well as people who are on the
receiving end of it, and people who are practically imprisoned by it. In short,
people and social groups are positioned in different relations to the flows and
interconnections. In theorising a`global sense of place', Massey describes
Kilburn High Road in North-West L.ondon where one could buy Indian saris,
chat with a Muslim newsagent, while having to be interrupted by aeroplanes
carrying passengers from another continent flying just overhead. The sketch of
Kilburn High Road, an ordinary neighbourhood in London, inevitably brings
into play almost half of the world (what is particular here, as Massey points out,
is perhaps the considerable role of British imperialist history that not every
country shares) which invokes a`global sense of place'.

These recent theorisations of scale as a spatial scope in various fields of the
social sciences are important for rhe development of the notion in socio-
linguistics, and such theoretical development in sociolinguistics also contributes
to wider discussions about scale and space. Let us now turn to the notions of
space and scale theorised in the domain of sociolinguistics (Blommaert, 2005a,
2006a; Blommaert, Collins 8c Slembrouck, 2005a, 2005b), which are formed
within a language ideologies framework (notably Silverstein, 2004, and
Blommaert, 2005a). In this and related work, space is seen not just as a neutral
background but as agentive in sociolinguistic processes. People who are highly
linguistically competent may feel incapable of performing basic communicative
tasks such as asking for directions and catching a taxi when they are in a foreign
country, or indeed in a place where the linguistic conditions are noticeably
different. Such communicative problems occur not because these people lack
the competence to communicate or interact per .ce, but because the space which
organises patterns of language in particular ways has changed (Dong 8t
Blommaert, 2009). Such a change of space results in a mismatch between one's
linguistic repertoire and the linguistic competence required in that space, and
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therefore incapacitates them in the communicative event (Blommaert, Collins
tk Slembrouck, 2005a).

Space, therefore, is not neutral. People speak in and from a space that
projects particular social values, social order, authority, and affective attributes
(Scollon Sc Scollon, 2003; Blommaert, 2005b). In such a space people take
different positions and orient toward the topics and the interlocutors by
systematically organising the patterns of speech, and therefore construct their
identities in the performative process through social and linguistic interactions
(I3utler, 1990; Goffman, 1974a, 1981; Blommaert, 2005a). Thus, space is not
passive, but constitutive in shaping the way people connect to one another, in
shifting linguistic patterns and styles towards particular topics, and hence in
inhabiting as well as ascribing individual identities in interaction. People main-
tain their language competence, or even expand their ling-uistic repertoires and
improve their communicative skills, but because they are `out of place' and
travel across spaces, they are incapacitated and experience the changes of value
attached to certain linguistíc resources and patterns, value of the prestige or the
stigmatised, the high or the low, the `good' language or the `bad' language.

Therefore a space is meaningful in relation to another space; spaces are
ordered and organised, layered and stratified, and processes belonging to one
scale enter processes at another scale (I3lommaert, 2005a:23). The notion of
`scale' introduces a verizcal spatial metaphor into sociolinguistics: an image of a
continuum on which spaces are hierarchically stratified and ordered from local
to global with intermediary levels between the two poles (Blommaert, 2006a).
As we have seen, the vertical move from one scale to another, from local to
translocal, from momentary to timeless, from individual to stereotype, from
specific to general, involves and presupposes access to particular resources, and
such access is often subject to power and inequality. The notion of scale is
developed as a critical extension of traditional horizontal concepts of
`distribution', `spread', `trajectories', `networks' and `flows', in the way that scale
is value-loaded, power-invested, ordered and stratified. The link between lower
and higher scale-levels is indexicality. A momentary linguistic exchange is
uniquely situated in its specific context yet we could understand it because it
points to those things at a higher scale-level such as shared patterns of under-
standing, frames, norms, traditions. The vertical image of scale does not
invalidate horizontally distributed space; rather, it offers a complement with a
vertical dimension of constructing space.

So far we have discussed the notion of scale as a spatial metaphor. Let us
now turn to the temporal aspect of this notion. As Wallerstein put it, `time and
space are irremediably locked together and constitute a single dimension, which
I shall call TimeSpace' (Wallerstein, 1998:1). A communicative actíon, or every
social action, occurs both in time and in space, and often in multiple space and
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time frames, such as the five categories of TimeSpace that Wallerstein dis-
tinguishes: episodic geopolitical TimeSpace, cyclico-ideological TimeSpace,
structural TimeSpace, etemal TimeSpace, and transformational TimeSpace (see
Wallerstein, 1988, 1991, 1998, for detailed definitions of the terms). Each cate-
gory defines TimeSpace at a different level, and a social event often attributes
different meanings when positioned in different levels of TimeSpace categories.
Scale thus offers not only a vertical metaphor of space, but also a stratified
spatiotemporal image of social phenomena. In social interaction, a move from a
lower scale of TimeSpace to a higher scale, say, from locally situated to trans-
local, from momentary to historical, often invokes a move across strarified
positions in social order.

Scale, thus, need to be seen as a concept that connects space and time in a
fundamental way. Scale is also a key concept in Wallerstein's World-Systems
Analysis, which describes the world as a system of structurally unequal parts
organised as `centres' (high level of capital accumulation, service economy, pro-
duction of finished goods), `semi-peripheries' and `peripheries' (low level of
capital accumulation, production of basic resources, dependent on the centres)
(Wallerstein, 1983, 2000, 2001). In the domain of sociolinguistics, the centre-
periphery model can be expressed, for example, through `central accents' such
as British English and American English, and `peripheral accents' such as
lndian or Nigerian English (Blommaert, Collins 8c Slembrouck, 2005a). Central
accents project central identities, peripheral accents project peripheral identities.
People consume enormous time and energy to acquire English with a British or
American accent, but very few are attempting to acquire an Indian or Nigerian
accent (Blommaert, 2009a). Similar processes can be observed in Chinese:
Putonghua being a`central accent', the medium of instruction in schools and an
accent that affords mobility across spaces, whereas regional accents are pri-
marily used at home and in informal occasions. In all of these instances, we
observe how particular varieties not only indicate regional origin but also pro-
duce indexical meanings of layered, stratified space - of centres and peripheries
- and hence of identities that `belong' to such spaces.

These scaling processes are vaGd at a world level, within a state (e.g. urban
vs. rural regions), within a city (e.g. business centres vs. disadvantaged areas),
and among neighbourhoods. Spaces are positioned against one another un-
equally. Some spaces are prestigious, while others project stigma. A move from
rural to urban areas in the Chinese context, for instance, is a move from the
periphery to the centre, and central spaces may be difficult and costly to enter.
The idea of what is central and what is peripheral in European or Northern
American contexts may be reversed from those in the Chinese context, i.e.
people who can afford it tend to move from cities to the countryside, but the
essence of the scaling processes remain the same - either in the Chinese
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context or in the European~Northern American context we observe that such
movements are across time and spaces as well as across scales of social
structure (Blommaert, Collins 8c Slembrouck, 2005a). The concepts of spatial
analysis and scaling processes play key roles in understanding how migrants
organise their linguistic repertoires, connect and interact with one another and
with others in urban communíties, and the phenomenal rural-urban migration
in China offers an enormously rich research potential of movements across
spaces and scales, in real terms as well as symbolically. 1 shall continue with one
more concept - monoglot ideology - before presenting and analysing the data
of my fieldwork.

3.2.2 Monoglot ideology
A monoglot ideology, or `a culture of monoglot Standard', as Silverstein (1996,
1998) calls it, is characterised by the hegemonic domination of a`standard
language' in a language community. The concepts of language community and
speech community will be discussed in Chapter 4; here, briefly, language
community according to Silverstein (1998) refers to people who possess and~or
display allegiance to a shared denotational code of language known by names.
Standardisation of a language is an activity through which certain valued lin-
guistic practices, or forms of codes, are explicitly recognised and institutionally
supported to be the standard; the realisation of the `standard language' is
singular, in the way that only one clear set of rules and conventions is allowed
to be the standard, and other forms are measured against this standard. The
notion of `standard' or `standardised' language has long been in the field of
linguistic investigation - Leonard Bloomfield addressed this notion in 1927
(cited in Silverstein, 1996) and regarded the establishment of standards as a
result of the functions of hegemonic institutions, for example, the operation of
those who control the channels of exemplary usage of language through
writing, printing and reading. Hence, `dialects' are the languages or language
varieties that lack the institutionally enforced writing system, normauve
grammar, etc. Within this monoglot standard, `best' users of a language are
those who speak the standardised form, and to many speakers of standardised
language, as Silverstein (1996:206) points out, the standardised language seems
to be the `natural', the code of `superiority', a`superposed' register, whereas
varieties other than the standardised one `do not quite seem to be "real"
language'. The standardised language is often imagined to be `neutral', or
`accent-less' under the monoglot ideology; it is, note, always evidently accented,
and perhaps the most noticeably accented one that indexes a baggage of
identitíes of its user, e.g., social class, education level, family background,
sometimes age group and geographic origin (Blommaert, 2006a). Producing
non-standard languages, often seen as `incorrect' at least in schools or other
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hegemonic institutions of the State, indexes an inadequate level of intelligence
or mental slowness, and bespeaks special, or what Blommaert (2006a) calls
`abnormal' identities, a term borrowed from Foucault's psychiatry studies
(Blommaert, 2006a; Foucault, 2003).

The monoglot ideology can be illustrated by `Standard English' in the US.
Silverstein (1996) demonstrates the naturalisation and commoditisation of
Standard English in the American society. He argues that Standard F.nglish has
become the `unifying emblem' of the nation-state, and possession-of-Standard
is often turned into an asset that can add to a person's overall value or worth.
Furthermore, possessi~n-~f-Standard is even seen as a measure of freedom and
equality - to free people from `unwanted' accents and to give them direct and
equal access to the `truth' such as in elections - an idea that has already existed
at the time of French Revolution. In many of Silverstein's collected newspaper
and magazine articles, regional accents are presented in a seemingly amusing
way. However, as Silverstein points out, the popular presentation of an accent
or a dialect, especially phonologically, underscores the defects of the accent or
dialect, and disqualifies it in relation to Standard English. Similar cases can be
found in the first example of this chapter where the Sichuan child is laughed at
when introducing herself, as well as in the next chapter where a school pupil
suggests that his fellow student can give an example of `funny' accents.

The monoglot ideology is also studied in Dutch immersion classes for
immigrant pupils in three inner city primary schools in the Flemish part of
Belgium (Blommaert, Creve 8c Willaert, 2006). In their case study, Blommaert
and colleagues observe that the Dutch speaking teachers estabGsh an ideo-
logical link between literacy (often in spelling) and learning, and regard literacy
as the prerequisite for any efficient learning. The Gteracy competence that the
teachers value is the specific `standard Dutch-language literacy in the Latin
alphabet', and other forms of reading and writing skills that the pupils have
acquired in, for example, Arabic, Cyrillic, or English, are treated as low value
and in some cases as `value-less'. `Grassroots literacy' and basic writing skills
developed in linguistic contexts other than standard Dutch are disqualified and
denied of the adequate literacy competence, although the pupils effectively map
graphemes onto phonemes through their non-Dutch literacy skills. Such skills,
under the monoglot ideology that emphasises the standard Dutch language as
the only valued linguistic resource, are misrecognised (Bourdieu, 1990; Spotti,
200`~. Misrecognition is a power tactic that forces the inferior party to adjust
and adapt to the niles of the superior one. The superior, in turn, has no
obligation to reciprocate this accommodating move. The immigrant pupils are
in effect declared and treated to be `language-less' and illiterate on the basis that
they do not possess the specific literacy skills in the standard Dutch writing
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system in the `homogeneous space of a monoglot linguistic community'
(Blommaert, Creve ác Willaert, 2006:53).

This `homogeneous space' of monoglot ideology is not only observed in
schools but also in other state insututions. Maryns (2005) reports her research
on the monolingual language ideologies in the Belgian asylum procedure, and
shows how the asylum applicant, a speaker of West African Krio, is compelled
to use English as a lingua franca in a crucial interview with Belgian officials.
Such an imposed code fails to establish a shared account between the inter-
viewer and the applicant, which detriments the applicant's chance of producing
a clear and consistent account of personal persecutions; this may eventually lead
to a negative decision from the official on the asylum application. In the bu-
reaucratic-insututional space, the applicant's Linguistic resources are misrecog-
nised and as the inferíor party she has to adjust to the rules of the superior one,
i.e. to be compelled to explain her case in English, which only partly belongs to
her linguistic repertoire. In her attempts to do so, her fuller repertoire - Krio -
comes into play, and the content she produces in Krio is misinterpreted,
meanings are ig~nored, crucial information has disappeared in the gap between
what the applicant can produce in English, the language valued in the monoglot
ideology, and what is qualified as an acceptable asylum interview by the
hegemonic institution.

It is important to mention a related notion, that of `monolingual habitus',
theorised by Gogolin (1998) ín the German and Dutch school contexts.
Inspired by Bourdieu's concept of habitus (Bourdieu, 1984, 1987, 1991),
Gogolin proposes that monolingual habitus `is the basic and deep-seated
obsession that monolingualism in a society, and particularly in schools, is the
one and only, overaQ forever and always valid normality' (Gogolin, 1998:159).
Similar to the notion of monoglot ideology, `monolingual habitus' also
addresses the fundamental connections between the establishment of one
national language and the disyualification of societal multilingual recourses. The
two concepts differ considerably too; remarkably, `monolingual habitus' is the-
orised from the perspective of the individual, referring to the monolingualism
socialised into the individual, whereas `monoglot ideology' is posiuoned on a
societal level, emphasising `societal plurilingualism', a`culture of monoglot
Standard', and the `hegemonic dominance' of Standard English (Silverstein,
1996:284). The two notions, as I can tell, are the two sides of one coin, and can
be applied together fruitfully in identity discourse analysis.

So far we have looked at three notions: space, scale, and monoglot
ideology~monolingual habitus, all of which are important for the reader to
engage with the data presentation and analysis in the next section. Moreover,
the three theoretical concepts also function as useful analytical tools for
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studying ídentity construction on the metapragmatic scale in Chapter 4 as well
as the institutional and public scale in Chapter 5.

3.3 Space, accent, and identity construction

3.3.1 Putonghua and monoglot ideologies
As we have seen, monoglot ideologies often overlay the societal linguistic
diversity that characterises every real social interaction. In China, public
discourses on homogeneity of monoglot ideolos~ries often revolve around the
unquestioned status of Putonghua, despite of the mass populauon movements
which p;ive rise to increasingly intense linguistic exchanges among various social
and cultural communities. To understand the dominance of Putonghua in the
making of migrant identities on the linguistic and communicative scale of
everyday interactyon, let us examine a newspaper clipping taken from Ningbo Ri
Bao (Ningbo Daily), the official newspaper of the Ningbo city. Ningbo is an
emerging industrial and commercial centre in Zhejiang province of the Yangtze
River Delta Region in the eastern coastal part of the country. As shown in
Chapter 2, the booming manufacturing and trading industries of this region
attract millions of migrant workers from rural areas. This story is published as a
stand-alone píece in the section of `readers' stories' of their own life in Ningbo.
It is told by a primary school student who comes from Sichuan province in the
western inland region with her parents and attends a local Ningbo public
school.

Example 3.1: '... one day I would speak good Putonghua'

Putonghua makes me a member of this city.
Last summer I arrived in this city with my parents from Sichuan. I was curious
about and excited by everything I saw in the streets: skyscrapers, broad streets, and
flashing colourful lights in the night. But I felt that all of these were strange and far
away from my life, because I was an outsider of this city, a person from elsewhere, a
child of migrant workers.
After many twists and turns, my dad found a local school for me. On the first day
of the semester, my dad and I came to my new school. `Wow!' the school was
spacious and beautiful in my eyes. My teacher, Miss Zhang, was a pretty young lady
who spoke perfect Putong,hua. Her Putong,hua sounded very nice! She asked me to
introduce myself in front of the class, but I couldn't - I couldn't speak Putonghua,
how could I introduce myself? Miss Zhang was very kind and asked me to do so in
my own dialect. I said `good morning, I am a child from Sichuan...' {with marked
Sichuan dialect, i.e. ~~3IÉ ~ P~ ~ ~ I~1~~ arr rhi lai~i Sichuan de wa~i, rather than
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Putonghua ~~3ÍÉ ~~} I ~ l~J~~ mo .rhi lai~i ,Sichuan de hai~i} 2 then was interrupted
by a loud laughter from the class. I was so embarrassed that I just wanted to run
away from the class. You know, I used to be a top student in the school of my
hometown; how could I be lau~hed at like this! Miss Zhang helped me again `what
she used is standard Sichuan dialect.'
After the class, Miss Zhang found me and told me that I should learn Putonghua
otherwise 1 would encounter many difficulties in my life... Having her kind words
in mind I was deternuned to study hard so that one day I would speak good
Putonghua... Now I have finally get rid of my language barrier and become part of
the city.
(Ningbo Daily, 31~10~2006, Issue 11407, p. 6)3

Analysis and interpretation
The story describes a child's migration experience: she travels from Sichuan
province to Ningbo city of "Lhejiang province, i.e. from the periphery to a
regional centre. It is not clear whether she is from rural areas of Sichuan or not,
but as discussed earlier, western inland regions, including Sichuan, are generally
poorer and economically less developed than eastern coastal regions. The
Sichuan accent is therefore an accent of the periphery - a marginal accent. And
this marginal accent enters a space in which a`central' accent dominates, i.e.
Putonghua. There, it triggers laughter and shame. What is probably a marker of
comfortable in-group identity in Sichuan has been `downscaled' as a marker of
rural, peripheral, and stigmatYSed identity in Zhejiang.

The accent is also one of the markers of the city's boundaries. The migrant
child is not7ceably attracted by the new space, but does not identify herself as a
member of the city. Here she encounters accent as the most salient marker of
space boundaries - Ningbo is defined by the difference in linguistic variety - as
well as a label of her migrant identity. Almost immediately after entering the
school she notices that the teacher speaks `perfect Putonghua'; then she feels
incapable of introducing herself because of not speaking Putonghua. The order
of indexicality in which the child has entered has become clear now, and the
child is `language-less' (cf. Blommaert, Collins 8t Slembrouck, 2005a). Her
Sichuan accent clearly projects stigma when she introduces herself and she is
embarrassed by her peer students' laughter. One trusts that the children do not
laugh at her deliberately out of an unfriendly intention; they probably sincerely
find the Sichuan accent `amusing' and hence react without any disguise of their
feelings. The local children's spontaneous reaction to her accent, however,
precisely points to a social reality that linguistic forms are organised unequally
in this particular space, and the Sichuan child's accent is neither usual nor high-
ranked in this space: it is an `abnormal' accent, bespeaking an `abnormal'
identity. This echoes what Silverstein (1996) observes that the evaluation of an
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accent as `amusing' or `funny' is an ideological utterance highlighting the
`defects' of the accent and measuring it against the standard form of the
language.

The teacher suggests the Sichuan child to learn Putonghua in order to
integrate with the local urban communities and to have a better chance in life.
Notice that differently from Beijing, Ningbo has its local dialect which belongs
to Wu dialects, whereas Sichuan dialect is a variety of Mandarin and is much
closer to Putonghua than Wu dialects, as we have seen in Chapter 2. The
teacher does not require the migrant child to leam local Ningbo accent, but
Putonghua, for the purposes of social integration. This is what CTogolin (1998)
calls the `monolingual orientation' of teachers' professional habitus, which
means that `it is part of the teachers' profession to traditionalize mono-
lingualism in the official national language'. Gogolin observes this phenomenon
in the German context, and she also compares it with a Dutch classroom
observation which describes a Dutch teacher who, although acted out of the
best intention, organised her classroom as a result of her monolingual habitus
(Kroon 8c Vallen, 1991; Kroon, 1986; cited in Gogolin, 1998). Here in the
Sichuan pupil's case, the monolingual habitus is internalised into the child
through the teacher's professional practice. The connection between knowledge
of Putonghua and opportunities in life (`otherwise I would encounter many
difficulties in my life~ is a matter of scale: Putonghua is the language of the
government and for public life, it considerably enhances the social mobility
across scales, from private to public and from low to high in society, of those
who speak it, whereas it functions as a barrier for those who do not speak it.
Here are three varieties of the Chinese language in action, which questions the
language ideology of Chinese being linguistically homogenous.

To summarise, the text describes the child's migration trajectory, from
Sichuan to Ningbo, as well as the trajectory of the making of identities. At the
beginning of the text, she labels herself as `an outsider of this city, a person
from elsewhere, a child of migrant workers' and explicitly categorises herself as
a migrant child; this identity is reinforced by her experience of being laughed at
for her accent by her local counterparts at school. Her teacher later talks to the
child and asks her to leam Putonghua for her integration into the local society;
as Silverstein (1996) points out, the teacher's function reproduces the
hegemonic domination of Putonghua over the societal linguistic diversity. At
the end of the text, the child claims that `I have finally get rid of the barrier of
my language and become part of the city'. Having adapted successfully to the
superior variety, she achieves, or is in the process of achieving, a new identity,
the identity of being a local child.
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3.3.2 Being silenced by accent
As mendoned above, Putonghua incapacitates those who have limited compe-
tence in the standardised variety, diminishes mobility, and therefore projects
stigmatised identities. Rather than an opportunity, it functions as a constraint
for those who don't speak it The effect is `misrecognition' in the sense of
Bourdieu (1990): despite the intrinsic value of people's symbolic resources,
their value is not recognised in particular social contexts, and speakers are left
without resources. A monoglot ideology such as the one described in Section
3.3.1 can function, thus, as a silencin~ instrument that misrecognises the
resources that some people possess.

The example that follows (Example 3.2) is drawn from fieldwork observa-
tions in a public swimming pool in L.iu 'Lhuang Street,4 a busy street on the
frin~e of Beijing. This is a newly developed urban area, highly mixed with local
Beijing residents and migrant workers. The northern part of the street is
dominated by local middle-class, whereas the southern part is a migrant
community (see also Section 3.3.3 below). The swimming pool is run for the
local residents, but because of the admission fee, it clearly targets the middle-
class consumers living in the northern part of the street, whereas it excludes the
migrant community down south of the street. The cleaners of the swimming
pool, note, are migrant workers.

Example 3.2: '...none of the listeners understood...'

While several young customers stood beside the pool chatting, a middle-aged
female cleaner approached them and spoke to them while pointing agitatedly
towards the floor. Because of her marked accent, none of the listeners understood
what she had to say. From the tone, pitch, and emphases jn her speech, it was clear
that she complaíned about something the customers did. 'I'he listeners looked at
each other puzzled, perhaps annoyed and offended, and then pretended not to hear
anything (the loud music could be an excuse) and kept silent. After the cleaner had
given up and left, the customers asked one another what the cleaner was talking
about. After having established that no one had understood her, they giggled and
changed the topic.
(l~ieldnotes, 2006-10-0~

Analysis and interpretation
The cleaner is a fully competent speaker of her own dialect, and is most
probably able to communicate in Puton~hua at least on a basic level, because
otherwise she would have little chance to be employed in the space - an urban
community in Beijing. The space actively values local Beijing accent and
standardised Putonghua, whereas it disqualified the cleaner's accent as valueless.
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This example echoes and expands what we saw in Section 3.3.1, and in both
cases, people with marked regional accents are positioned in spaces that rank
their accents low through a scaling process: their language varieties only have
limited, local validity; once it is `exported' to middle-class, urban and central
environments it loses function and value, it becomes misrecognised: the
customers do not understand what the cleaner wishes to address, but choose
not to use any communicative technique to find out the meaning, and therefore
the interaction terminates - or strictly speaking, little interaction takes place in
the encounter. The termination of communication from the listeners' side may
result fmm the difficulty of understanding the speaker, but this explanation is
too superficial to address the listeners' silence and ignorance. A more plausible
explanation would be that the cleaner's accent, her inability of speaking in the
valued variety of the space, perhaps together with her appearance, project her
identity as a migrant worker whose speech is not so important that the listeners
have to find out the meaning in the local interactive occasion (or the lack of
such interaction). Large patterns of social structure - migration and the social
positions it produces - seem to collapse here in patterns of interaction: mis-
understanding here is not a matter of just difference, but of difference within a
system of inequality. The monoglot ideology described earlier appears to have
produced a monolingual habitus (Gogolin, 1998) among people that effectively
makes the migrant worker's speech senseless and meaningless.

3.3.3 Navigating accents and space
In the face of such obstacles as discussed in Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, migrants
have to navigate in order to make themselves understood as subjects. Often,
such work involves a creative deployment of a wide range of varieties and
discursive tactics. The interaction discussed in the following also took place in
the same neighbourhood, Liu Zhuang Street. Ten years back it was a rural area,
but with the rapid urban expansion, it has been turned into an urban com-
munity with many new residential developments that are particularly popular
with young people (who mosdy move from central Beijing to this peripheral
area of the city, because of the reasonable property price and the efficient
transportation links). The influx of new inhabitants creates business oppor-
tunities for migrants who relocate to Beijing as low-skilled and poorly paid
workers. Due to the difference in economic patterns, the migration in Beijing is
rather different from that in the eastern coastal regions: in the coastal regions
migrant workers are typically employed in the industrial and manufacturing
sectors, such as textile and shoe making, whereas in Beijing, they mainly work
in the service sector, e.g. garbage collectors, cleaners, domestic workers, break-
fast makers and sellers.
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Beijing attracts millions of migrants. This street, Liu Zhuang Street, has
probably an even higher concentration of migrant workers compared with
central Beijing, because of its proximity to migrant communities' areas: south of
the street, big and brand-new buildings gradually give ways to small, shabby
houses, with a more rural look and lower hygiene standards in term of facilities
such as the lack of running water. The broad clean street turns into a narrow
one covered with dust. In that part of the street, I see no more smartly dressed
young people rushing to the tube station; instead, I will see old people dragging
their legs and moving slowly and women washing clothes or feeding children.
This is a mixed space filled with the rich and the poor; Liu Zhuang Street is a
ready example of the centre-períphery model: the northern part (the part with
many new developments and near to the tube station) is the centre, and the
southern part (migrant area) is the periphery, while the street itself is the
periphery in relation to central Beijing.

In what follows I shall present and analyse a transcript of an audio-taped
conversation (Example 3.3) between a migrant worker and me, the researcher,
to illustrate how space shapes the way people connect and interact with one
another and how spaces are ordered and organised in relation to one another
through a centre-periphery model. We have this conversation in Beijing, and I
(a native of Beijing) thus represent the `centre', while the migrant represents the
`periphery'. In the transcript, the migrant whom I shall call Xiao Xu, sells
breakfast (bao~i, steamed dumplings) outside one of the newly developed
property complexes in I~iu Zhuang Street. I have been a regular customer since
Xiao Xu started the breakfast business two months before the recording. In
Appendix 2, a transcript is given in Pinyin, the official spelling system of
Mainland China since 1958, and the words that carry accent swifts are marked
with phonetic symbols. Here, I will provide the English translation.

Example 3.3: The street vendor

{traffic noise, people talk unintelligibly}
1 Xiao Xu: ~which ones~ (of the steamed dumplings) would you like? {weak and

slow voice, noticeably trying to pronounce in local Beijing accent}
JD: what kinds do you offer?
Xiao Xu: here we have...

5... {conversations about the kinds of steamed dumplings he offers}
JD: you are doing a good business: so many people get their breakfast from you.
Xiao Xu: {laughing voice} ~only~` good in the morning; no one comes in the
afternoon {still making efforts to speak in Beijing accent}.
ID: the morning business is good enough. Have you put the shrimp one in?

10 Xiao Xu: {nod with smile} that's good - we brought shrimps from hometown.
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JD: seriously?! Where is it?
Xiao Xu: {proud, smile} they are shrimps from the Yan~tze river... good
shrimps {noticeably higher and faster, with clearer accent}
... {conversations about how they brought the shrimps from their hometown}

15 JD: you speak good Putonghua, did you learn that from school {smile}?
Xiao Xu: ~just so-so~. Some (customers) couldn't figure out what I said {end
with laughing voice, indicating this is a humble response}
JD: I found your Putonghua is really good, 1 have no problem understand you.
Xiao Xu: well, we learnt Putonghua in school. I studied u to high school

20 {switches from noticeable southern accent to near-Putonghua} ~`are you~` a
Beijing person?
{smile, and switch to certain characteristics of Beijing accent}
JD: yeah, I am from here.
Xiao Xu: ~from here~` {low voice, Beijing accent}

25 JD: did you all use Putonghua in school?
Xiao Xu: we learnt (Putonghua) but also talked in our own dialect.
JD: then how comes your Putonghua is so good {smile}?
Xiao Xu: L.. I was here before {switch to Beijing accent, higher, long, jolly
voice, indicating he was pleased by my comment on his Putonghua, and

30 was proud that he was not a stranger to the city of Beijing}
JD: Do you understand what people speak here in Beijíng?
Xiao Xu: usually I can, when people talk in their dialects, I can't {switches
back to Putonghua}.
JD: - sure. I can't if they use dialects.

35 Xiao Xu: - they use dialects when order steamed dumplings, for a few minutes I
don't know what they are telling me {end with laughing voice, amused}
JD: that's right; also there is very mixed, you can find people from everywhere,
and many dialects...

(Fieldwork recording, 2006-10-23-VO1~

Analysis and interpretation
Let us take a close look at what happens in the transcript. The most noticeable
thing here is the shifts of accents in Xiao Xu's discourse, and the shifts appear
to be thematic and systematic. First, Xiao Xu greets his customer and attempts
to talk with a Beijing accent in the beginning of the conversation from line 1 to
line 11 - notice that he uses toneless [ma] which is rare in southern dialects but
common in Beijing accent. This can be seen as a commercial talk in which a
seller uses business techniques to narrow the gap between him and his
customers; at this stage, Xiao Xu doesn't know whether this customer is a local
Beijing person or not. It would make more sense if he used Putonghua; he
decides to greet his customers with an attempt to adopt the local accent. Here
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he speaks in a space - a commercial space of an urban street in Beijing which is
presumably filled with local people. This space is peripheral in relation to
central Beijing, but central in relation to his hometown. The space thus actively
shapes his choice of linguistic forms - the accent he perceives as Beijing accent.
Also notice that here (in contrast to other parts of the conversation) he uses a
low and slow voice, probably signalling the effort he invests in producing this
`central' accent.

The second turn appears when Xiao Xu talks about the shrimps he brought
from home in line 12. His voice is higher and faster in this part, along with the
shift from his perceived Beijing accent to a more southern accent when the
topic of the conversations drifts to his hometown, in which a le~cical difference
is most obvious: eat~taste is [ch'ri~] in Putonghua or Beijing accent but [ k'e~] in
Xiao Xu's southern accent. This shift of style (in the sense of Blommaert,
2005a:231 and Rampton, 1999:423) echoes the observation in the first turn: low
and slow voice in the perceived Beijing accent, whereas high and faster voice in
his provincial accent. The shift of accents occurs simultaneously with the style
shift when the conversations travel across spaces: from Beijing to his home-
town in southern China. The shift of accents introduces one more space into
the conversations: a far away place where Xiao Xu comes from. The spaces are
ordered and organised through a scaling process: Beijing the centre and his
hometown, a peripheral place in relation to Beijing; he conducts business in the
centre, and uses some of the materials from the periphery.

The third shift occurs in a talk about Xiao Xu's Putonghua in line 19. In this
part, I direct the conversation in such a way that Xiao Xu has to talk about how
he talks, and how he perceives others talk in this particular space. He reflects
that his Putonghua is average, but his laughing voice indicates that he is rather
proud of his repertoire and skills in Putonghua. He also points out in line 19
that he has a high school education background which may give him the access
to prestige varieties of Chinese, a semiotic resource from which indexical
meanings and values can be derived. As argued above, semiotic resources are
layered and stratified; in Xiao Xu's homctown, high school education can be a
high-scale resource, and access to such a resource has enabled and enhanced his
social mobility. Acquiring Putonghua from his education also facilitates his
move across spaces: it is a linguistic resource that affords mobility. However,
recall that resources in different spaces are not readily exchangeable, because
spaces are positioned in relation to one another unequally, organised through
scaling processes. Xiao Xu's movement across spaces is a7so a movement
across scales of social structures. In this fragment of linguistic exchange, Xiao
Xu noticeably switches from a southern accent to near-Putonghua, when the
conversations change from the shrimps to how he perceives his talk. This
accent shift is probably due to an attempt of proving his capability in
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Putonghua, which occurs simultaneously with the spatial change in the con-
versation.

Xiao Xu raises a question immediately afterwards, and says: `~are you~` a
local Beijing person' in line 21, reverting the question-answer pattern, which is
established during the conversations. Notice that `are you' is much weaker and
quicker than the rest of the sentence, which is, in one sense quite close to
Beijíng accent by merging `are' into `you' so that the two syllables almost sound
like one, but in another sense, making this question less threatening by weak-
ening `are you'. It can be offensive and may trigger a negative feeling between
the interlocutors if `are you' is emphasised here, implying a challenge of the
researcher's position in judging the migrant's linguistic ability. By weakening
`are you' and merging `are' with `you', Xiao Xu mitigates the potentially
threatening and challenging intention in the utterance.

Xiao Xu's question is interesting in several senses; firstly, about space and
scale: recall that Putonghua is standardised based on the Beijing Mandarin; this
projects the prestige status of Beijing accent linguistically as well as socio-
historically. It coincides with Beijing being one of the centres of the countty, if
not the centre, in a polycentric and stratified system of symbolic spaces as well
as spaces in reality. Therefore Beijing is a space of higher scale than where Xiao
Xu comes from, and the Beijing accent, upon which Putonghua is standardised,
marks this space as a non-neutral non-egalitarian place. The access of the rare
resource, i.e. high school education, and hence the acquisition of the standard
language variety buys Xiao Xu a ticket in the move across space and scales into
Beijing.s

More interestingly, Xiao Xu's question displays a performative process of
identity construction on a linguistic and communicative level. As discussed in
Chapter 1, identities are achieved as well as ascribed, i.e. one's self-constructed
and claimed identities (so called `achieved' or `inhabited' identities) have to be
recognised by others - ascribed or attributed identities - so as to be established
in social reality (Blommaert, 2005a, 2006a, 2006b; Hinnenkamp, 1991; see also
Butler, 1990, and Goffman, 1981). Here the conversations prior to the question
`are you a Beijing person' trigger the dialogical practice of establishing
individual identities. Before Xiao Xu's question, the conversations are about his
hometown, his Putonghua, and his education background. 1, being a local
person and thus representing the `centre', assume a role of judging Xiao Xu's
accent, although in a friendly and encouraging way, enacting the indexical
meaning on wider and bigger sociolinguistic issues such as the place of origin,
education level, and social categorisation. Xiao Xu's question leads the
conversations into an explicit social interaction in which identities are claimed
and ratified in a performative and mutual process.
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Xiao Xu's individual identity is not a singular and stable category but a
repertoire of multiple identities that are organised unequally in relation to the
access of the identity-building resources: it is a spectrum of possible categories
that have been produced through access to the semiotic resources which con-
struct identities and carry layered value. As the semiotic resources are stratified,
so are the identities. Identity in one space may not be readily converted into its
counterpart in another space: one may be an important figure in his village, but
become nobody in a big city. The access to high school education projects a
prestige identity in Xiao Xu's hometown, but does not project a similar identity
ín Beijing, the central space in the centre-periphery model.

There are several layers of Xiao Xu's multi-identities displayed in the con-
versation: when he speaks about the shrimps from his hometown, he switches
to a marked provincial accent which indexes his identity of coming from that
particular place; him being of provincial and I being central. During his talk
about his Putonghua, he shifts to a near-Putonghua accent which enacts his
identity of high social mobility and hence an elite identity. But this identity is
E]uid and shifting: as mentioned above, identity does not travel easily across
spaces, and therefore he is in a process of seeking ratification of his identity in a
new and up-scale space.

In line 24 he repeats my answer `from here' in a low voice, trying to repro-
duce the utterances in the same way that I do, with an [r) attached to `here' (~be
f er in Chinese) to make it a marked Beijing accent. This echoes his fourth shift
of linguistic style in line 28 `1 was here before'. Here Xiao Xu switches from a
low, weak voice in line 24 to a higher, prolonged and jolly voice, indicating a
positive response to my comments on his Putonghua, but also emphasising that
he learnt Putonghua partly from the interactions with local people, that this is
not his first spatial movement from his hometown, and therefore he is not one
of the `others' when interacting with a local person. `Othering' is a process of
social categorisation of other people. It is closely related to identity con-
struction, as `in order for an identity to be established, it has to be recognised by
others' (Blommaert, 2005a:205). Given the fact that Xiao Xu owns the
business, plus his earlier experiences of the city, he may have achieved a new
local identity, or at least an identity of burgeoning entrepreneur in Beijing. This
is confirmed in the later conversations between him and me about how he set
up the business and what he plans to do in the future. This newly achieved
identity needs to be recognised through a performative process such as this one
in the central space.

The next part is on how Xiao Xu perceives other regional accents and
dialects. He indicates that his Putonghua is usua7ly enough to understand
people who speak in Putonghua, but not those when they use their respective
dialects. Simultaneously he switches back to near-Putonghua and puts emphasis
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on `their' in the utterances `talk in their dialects', to imply that `they' use
dialects, `I' or `we' don't. This is again an othering process in which he catego-
rise people who use dialect as `others', whereas him and me as `us'. Later in the
conversation (not transcribed here) he speaks about this experience of working
in Shanghai, one of the central spaces of the country similar to Beijing and
another popular destination for migration in southern China, and comments
that local Shanghai people of lower-class can not or are not willing to speak
Putonghua, because of inadequate education or low awareness of the impor-
tance to speak Putonghua. His comments confirm the observations of the
othering process when he describes thar nther.r talk in their dialects whereas he
and I use Putonghua. Here education is again a rare resource, so is Putonghua,
and both project prestige identities. The way Xiao Xu organises his accents in
interaction with me, his local customer, reflects the centre-periphery model of
spaces, from Liu Zhuang Street to central Beijing, from Beijing to Xiao Xu's
hometown. And the spaces are ordered in the hierarchical social structure
through scaGng processes.

So far we have examined in detail what happens in the fragment of the
conversations. To summarise, we can distinguish a series of accent shifts in
Xiao Xu's utterances. The shifts start from line 12 on, and stop in line 31, each
time in a mix with a near Beijing accent. The fragments prior and after that part
are spoken in a near Beijing accent (lines 1-11) and Putonghua (lines 32-38).
These shifts in accent are part of a bigger series of shifts in the conversation:
the three units are topical as well, and the topical shifts correlate with the accent
shifts. They later also correlate with identity shifts: Xiao Xu speaks differently
and a.r a differentperron in each of the units (Blommaert ác Dong, 2009b).

Table 3.1: Summary of the shifts

Unit 1(1-11) Commercial Putongua, Beijing accent Breakfast seller
Unit 2(12-31) The South and Beijing Southem accent, Beijing accent A migrant from the South
Unit 3(32-38) Neighbourhood Putongua Local resident

In the first unit, he is a breakfast seller, which is a commercial identity; in the
second topical unit he speaks as a migrant who comes from the South and has
acquired Putonghua at school; the shift to the topic of the other, more recent,
migrants in the area triggers again another role. He now aligns with his
interlocutor and appears to define himself as an inhabitant of the local Beijing
neighbourhood. The migrant identity has been replaced by a local identity, and
he expresses a sense of belonging in and entitlement to a place. He is from an
earlier generation of migrants and in contrast with newer migrants, he is a local
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man. Here we observe complexes of linguistic patterns, i.e., accents and com-
municative styles, systematically deployed towards topics and interlocutors, and
an equally complex articulation of identities. On the linguistic and com-
municative scale, a range of identities - from a dumpling seller, to a migrant
from the South, and a local man - are enacted, performed, claímed, negotiated,
challenged, ratified; the ídentities are rather fluid and situational, ever-changing
as Xiao Xu takes different positions according to the topics and the spaces of
the interaction, and the shifts in positioning articulate different categories of
identity. The positioning is what Goffman (1981:128) called `footing' - the
alignment one takes up to oneself and others in a communicative event - and
the shift in footing flags a change in the alignment during the interaction.

3.4 Summary

What I hope to have illustrated in this chapter is migrant identity construction
at the level of local interaction. To recap briefly, I discussed three analytical
notions: space, scale, and monoglot language ideology. They were not to be
seen as preconceived concepts; rather, they were theorised in sociolinguistics,
sociology, linguistic anthropology as well as other related domains and shed
new light on the identity building process in linguistic exchanges and
communicative events. I then presented and analysed three examples to
illustrate the linguistic processes of identity making on the first scale of the
general theoretical framework laid out in Chapter 1- the linguistic and
communicative scale. The first example pointed to a connection between the
acquisition of Putonghua and better opportunities in life, which reflected the
monoglot ideology of language: Putonghua enabled social mobility of those
who spoke it, whereas it functioned as a barrier for those who did not speak it.
This was also observed in the second example, in which the migrant worker's
linguistic resources were disqualified as peripheral. In both examples we saw
that the monoglot ideology produced a monolingual habitus that made some
people's speech meaningless - in the first example the Sichuan child
introducing herself to local pupils, and in the second example the cleaner
attempting to communicate with middle-class customers.

However, migrant workers were not always sílenced by the collective mono-
lingual habitus. I do not intend to suggest, either through the examples of this
chapter or through those of the following chapters, that migrant workers were
always discriminated against because of their accents; they could nevertheless
navigate these obstacles by deploying the different codes and registers tactically
in their social encounters. Such cases could be found in the third example that
Xiao Xu displayed complicated linguistic patterns involving characteristics of
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three language varieties: Beijing accent, Putonghua, and an accent of southern
China. This example illustrated the fluidity and flexibility of identities
constructed on the linguistic and communicative scale, through Xiao Xu's
various identities from a breakfast seller, to a migrant from the South, and then
to a local resident, as he deployed a range of linguistic patterns oriented towards
the shifts of topics. As discussed in Chapter 1, ídentities constructed at this
scale are rather shifting and situational; such identities, however, often point to
and are conditioned by those at higher-level scales - the metapragmatic
discourse scale, and the public and institutional discourse scale. The next
chapter will therefore focus on the making of migrant identity on rhe second
scale - metapragmatic discourse scale - and demonstrate how claimed identities
are challenged, ratified, negotiated, ascribed through people's explicit evaluative
remarks.

Notes

An earlier version of this chapter, entitled `Space, scale and accents: Constructing
migrant identity in Beijing', is published in Multilin~ua.
'I'he differences in lexicon usage between Putonghua and Sichuan dialect are
summarised as follciws:

~r,~ , ts3 YN~tlng'~~ ~~ i~,- ` tn writiínsi ;~~,!,~;~~~'
c

Putonghua ~ wo ~~ haizi

Sichuan Dialect 1~ an 1~~ wazi

Meaning in English I child

3 The newspaper is available online at:
httf~: ~ ~n~uou cnnb. com. ctt~gb~ node2~ netvrpaf~er~ nbrfi~ 2006~ 10~ node69731 ~ node69749~inde
x.himl, last viewed on 15~07~2009; the complete account of the story also can be
found in its original fotm of Chinese characters in Appendix II.
Both the street name and the migrant's name are kept anonymous.
This is not to say that only those who have high school education are mobile, many
do migrate without much schooling; however, it does, together with the acquisition
of Putonghua, facilitate the mobility in Xiao Xu's case.

a
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Identity construction on the scale of
metapragmatic discourses

4.1 Introduction

This chapter reports on the study of identity construction on the second scale,
the scale of inetapragmatic lingtistic practice. This scale deals with meta-
pragmatic discourses on migrant people's language and identity. The data are
extracted from my fieldwork conducted in a Beijing public primary school
between January and August 2007. Schools, and the educational system in
general, are among the key insritutions that embody dominant social values and
reproduce socíal structure in a seemingly neutral form - a form often perceived
as common practice. In Beijing schools, as in other parts of China, an increas-
ing number of migrant pupils from various social and linguistic backgrounds
enter into interaction with their local counterparts and with educational prac-
titioners on a daily basis. The microscopic linguistic differences between
migrant pupils and local pupils and teachers that occur in such interactions
often index metapragmatic factors at a language-ideological level and serve as a
ground for the dialogical process of identity construction among pupils.'

To explain how migrant identities are negotiated and established on the
metapragmatic scale, I will deploy the notions of ethnolinguistic identity and
speech community (Gumperz, 1968; Silverstein, 1996, 1998, 2003; Rampton,
1998; Blommaert, 2005a, 2006b) as the central analytical tools to examine
empirical data from my ethnographic fieldwork in the educational arena. In
what follows I shall first introduce these central notions and second present
four examples of migrant identity construction through evaluative metaprag-
matic remarks of migrant pupils as well as Beijing local pupils and teachers.

4.2 Central concepts: speech community and ethnolinguistic identity

The notion of speech community has an intellectual history of more than a
century. It runs from Herder's assumption on the automatic relations between
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language and community (i.e., a people, nation, ethnic group), to the De
Saussure's collective `mass of speakers' (De Saussure, 1996), and Bloomfield's
frequency of communication - a behaviourist definition of speech community
(Bloomfield, 1933). The linguistic anthropological approaches have increasingly
provided arguments for revising the definition of speech community. In this
current of changes, )ohn Gumperz' fieldwork in a North Indian village and a
Northern Norwegian town demonstrates that the quality of interaction is
equally important as the frequency of contact, if not more, in language con-
vergence and differentiation processes. A speech community is defined by
Gumperz as `a field of action where the distribution of linguistic variants is a
reflection of social facts'. This definition emphasises multilingualism and
linguistic repertoires rather than presumed uniformity (Gumperz, 1968:383;
Gumperz, 2003; Gumperz 8c Hymes, 1972).

The rise of language ideology as a separate field of enquiry in linguistic
anthropology facilitates the understanding of the concept of speech community
by dtawing in key insights from the social-scientific study of ideology (cf.
Kroskrity, 2000). In a lang~age ideology approach, Michael Silverstein (1998)
distinguishes speech communities from language communities, arguing that
language communíties are ideological constructs; they entail people's allegiance
to a shared denotational code of language known by names (e.g. F.nglish,
French, Chinese). By contrast, speech communities are practical constructs,
comprised of speakers that display joint orientations towards `presupposable
regularities' and such sharedness of indexical values can result in the con-
sttuction of identities and communities (Silverstein, 1998; see also Blommaert,
2006b). Therefore a language community is a specific kind of speech com-
munity, in which people display a shared orientation toward the presupposition
of normative usage resulting in ethnolinguistic identity associated with the
denotational code, e.g. `I am a native speaker of Chinese', or `I speak Mandarin'.

Fthnolinguistíc identities such as `I am a native speaker of Chinese' are
often taken for granted, but when we look into the so called `Chinese language'
closely, things become more complex on the ground. As we have seen in
Chapter 2, many languages and dialects are spoken in this part of the world; the
linguistic classification of languages and dialects is, however, very problematic,
as it notably overlooks the intra-linguistic differences within a language or a
dialect. One may find it difficult to count the varieties within Min dialect, for
example, as once a Min speaker reflected that the local vernacular varied so
greatly that she could not understand people of another village ten miles away
from her own (Fieldnotes, 2006-03). In the actual practice of socia) life,
languages and díalects are often linked with particular places, such as Henan
dialect - the dialect(s) spoken in Henan province. This categorisation is also
problematic, as an informant whose place of origin was Henan province
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pointed out to me that his own accent was closer to that of his Anhui classmate
than the Henan ones, because his home village was near to the borders of
Anhui province (Fieldnotes, 2008-04-11). These examples show that `language
community' is an ideological construct based on imagined linguistic boundaries,
and the practical alignment in actual communicative activities has little to do
with language names. The identities constructed through such communicative
activities are not as homogeneous and static as ethnoling.uistic identities would
suggest: the Henan informant was a speaker of Henan dialect by the definition
of ethnolinguistic identity, and he believed that he was a native speaker of
Henan dialect, but the actual idenrities articulated by his linguistic practice were
multiple - talking in Henan dialect with those who were from the same
province would project a regional identity; using his particular variety of
`Henan' dialect with his friend, the Anhui classmate, would signal a shift in
orientation towards shared indexicalities of that specific locality; moreover, the
Henan informant told me the story in Putonghua which enacted idenuty
aspects - being well-educated and of high social mobility. The above-discussed
notions of `speech community' and `ethnolinguistic identity' will be used in the
next section, as these notions allow us to look beyond the established language
names and categories such as `language' and `dialect' into the actual language
usage and the identities they index (Dong 8c Blommaert, 2009; cf. Hymes,
1996).

4.3 Language ideology, speech community, and identity

4.3.1 The school
The school under study is located in a narrow and old lane of central Beijing.
The area used to be inhabited by local people, but gradually many of them have
moved to newly built complexes on the outskirts of Beijing because the
property price in central Beijing area keeps rising and the old single storey
houses are uncomfortable and inconvenient (usually without such facilities as
private bathroom, washroom, and running water). The area is now largely
occupied by urban low-income households who originally lived here, and
migrant families who rent rooms from those who moved out. Migrant families
rent rooms or flats in the area often because they do low skilled jobs in or offer
service to the neighbourhood, working as cleaners hired by the neighbourhood
committee (juweihur), or fruit and vegetable sellers in the nearby markets. The
rent may cost less on the outskirts of the city, but the transport costs are
considerable, and many of their jobs require an early starting hour (for the
vegetable sellers the day begins at around two in the moming). The children of
migrant families who rent rooms or flats in the neighbourhood are admitted
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into Beili School, which is subsidised and managed by the district educational
authority (qu jiaorvea).2

As discussed in Chapter 2, many migrant children's education is often
hindered in cities; the Beili School is, however, an exception which receives
financial supports from the local educational authority for admitting mig,rant
pupils who do not possess a local hukou. This school therefore offers a rare
fieldwork site of observing linguistic interactions between the migrant pupils
and their local Beijing counterparts as well as of obtaining the evaluative
remarks on mi~rant pupils' ling,uistic features and identities from the local
teachers and the local pupils. There are around 200 pupils in the school, of
which about half are mip,rant children. They were mostly born and raised in
Beijing, although none of them managed to obtain a Beijing hukou. I observed
that the migrant pupils almost always use Putonghua and someumes with
Beijing local accent in school.

4.3.2 Migrant pupils' metapragmatic discourses on their languages and
identities

As discussed above, ethnolinguistic identities are often seen as natural; it is also
observed in China, despite of its linguistic complexity with many languages and
lanvuage varieties. Such identities function within ideologies of homogeneity
and uniformity - mono~lot lanp~ttage ideologies that overlay the societal diver-
sity. Often monoglot ideologies, produced and circulated through meta-
pragmatic activities, are dominant in schools, and schools at the same time
reproduce such ideologies. To understand the construction of migrant identities
at the metapragtnatic level within monoglot ideologies, let us look at the
followin~ data.

Example 4.1: 'We all speak Putonghua'

The settin~ was a drawin~ class, the pupils were asked to draw their friends in

~roups of three or four. I joined one of the ~roups and a pupil of that group drew
me, but another one commented that what she drew didn't look like me because of
the hair style - it was the hair style of countryside ~rls and mine was not. The girl
who drew me was not pleased with this comment, and said `So what? We are all
from the countryside. Aren't you a rural ~irl too? Don't for~et you came from the
same place as me.' I felt the debate heating, interrupted them and asked `is there any
difference, countryside and city?' in an attempt to ease the tension, and the pupil

who drew me replied `isn't it enouf;h that we are all Chinese? See we all speak
Putonghua' {with a clear emphasis on the words `Chinese' and `Puton~hua'}. Then

we changed the topic and commented on drawings.
(Fieldnotes, 2007-06-14)
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Analysis and interpretation
The pupil who drew me was one of the migrant pupils, and the other pupil who
commented on the hair style came from the same province. They were both
about ten years old. It was amazing to see a ten-year-old being offended by
identity comments and articulating a clear discourse on language and identities.
There were several layers of identities displayed in the account. First, the girl
who commented on the drawing distinguished me from the rural population
and ascribed me an urban identity. Here the ways people dress, move, and talk
collecuvely served as identity markers. The comment was made in a friendly
and innocent way, but it triggered the dialogical practice of establishing group
and individual identities. The pupil who drew me reacted with a series of
provocative questions with no need to answer. This can be seen as the second
layer of the identity discourse: her yuestions pointed to an awareness of the
rural-urban divide - that the pupil who drew as well as the pupil who com-
mented were from a rural area that ranked low in relation to Beijing, whereas I,
the fieldworker, am someone from `here'. From a talk with their teacher at the
beginning of my fieldwork, I learned that the school and teachers tried to create
an egalitarian atmosphere that there was no difference between the migrant and
the local, in order to protect the migrant children from being alienated or
discriminated against. As a consequence, the teacher concluded, the students
had no knowledge on who were urban and who were not. It is well-intended to
neutralize the rural-urban divide, but such a divide is a social construct and
school (pupils and teachers alike) by no means functions in a social vacuum.
From this episode, it was clear that the pupils as young as ten years old had a
good understanding of their identity categorisations to be first of rural origins
and second, rural people immigrated to cities: both identities (i.e. the identities
of being of rural origin and migrant identities) were stigrnatised and stigma-
tising, in the sense of Goffman (1974b). Stigma is an undesirable difference
people bear, when measured against the `normal' (see a more detailed account
of this notion in Chapter 5).

The pupil's final comment was particularly informative. Recall what she said
`isn't it enough that we are all Chinese? See we all speak Puton~hua'. Imme-
diately prior to this utterance, I interrupted the two pupils and asked whether
there was any difference between countryside and city, and the tone of this
question implied a negative answer - no difference between the two. This
interruption was intended to ease the tension, as noted in the field diary, but it
brought the rural-urban divide explicit in this interactional event and un-
expectedly triggered the final comment. Although she was aware of her (and
the other pupil's) special identities, she `jumped' the scale and blurred the rural
and urban identities by overlaying them with a narional identity - being Chinese
people. The `scale-jumping' movement from a rural to a national identity was
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made through the language - Putonghua, what Hymes (1968:25) calls a`one
language-one culture' assumption which argues that `the ethnographic world
can be divided into "ethnolinguistic" units, each associating a language with a
culture.' Here Putonghua is assumed to be the medium of `the Chinese culture'
which is seen as a homogeneous whole, and through this language people
acquire another layer of identity - the ethnolinguistic identity. ln this episode,
claiming the ethnolinguístic identity of being Chinese can be seen as a tactic of
avoiding the stigmatised migrant identyties.

It was clear that the pupil who drew me was aware of her rural origin and
most probably also aware of the negat7ve image such an identity projected.
However, she overlaid this migrant identity with a national identity and this
utterance pointed to a recog~nisable ethnolinguistic identity category through the
claimed belonging to a homogeneous language community. These two identity
categories, mig-rant identity and ethnolinguistic national identity, were neither
contradictory to nor exclusive of each other; rather, they functioned at different
scales: at the scale of rural-urban contrast functioned the migrant identity, an
identity that was to be discouraged (by the school and the teachers) from
mentioning and was to be obscured, if not erased (by the migrant pupil); at the
scale of collective membership to a homogeneous community functioned the
ethnolinguistic identity; through jumping to this scale by using and emphasising
the national identity the migrant pupil bypassed the stigmatised `migtant
identity'.

Notice that the obscuring of migrant identity with a national identity was
taken for granted by a migrant pupil, rather than a local pupil or a teacher in the
social space. Her move towards a homogeneous `national' identity layer was an
ideological move, or an internalisation of the social structure in people
(Bourdieu, 198~. In the migrant pupil's identity discourse, the pupil took on
board the migrant identiry (`Don't forget you came from the same place as
me'), if unwillingly, but she nevertheless made sense of the world around her,
of the social strata she was caught up in, perhaps also of her escape of the
`unwanted' identity, through the scale-jumping phenomenon we observed in
her metapragmatic discourse demonstrated in this example.

This migrant identity construction on the level of inetapragmatic discourse
can be further illustrated by another example of a group interview among
migrant pupils during a class break. The group of pupils, also aged ten, were
from the same class of the first example.

Example 4.2: 'We all speak dialect at home'

During the break some pupils chatted with me. They were cheerful and loud, raising
their voices and competing with each other for my attention. I asked them where
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they came from, and whether they could show me their dialects; a girl told me that
she came from Jianga~i province, and she could speak Jiang~ci dialect, but refused to
do so in front of ine. Why? I asked. `I'here is nothina for me to use my dialect'
{with a prolonged and emphasised `nothing' indicating reluctance and shyness}.
Laughter from the children. A boy joined in, pointing to another girl and said she
could speak Zhejiang dialect. The girl said `Hmm, no, I can't (speak Zhejiang
dialect). I was born in Beijing, of course I speak Putonghua...' A third girl said `I
am from Henan province. I speak the dialect at home with my mum...' The boy
said `We are all like that - we all speak dialects at home with our parents.' I begged
the children to show me just a little bit of their dialects, s~ that I could learn. 71ie
Jiangxi girl said something in her dialect, laughing. 1 asked her to repeat it so that I
could follow, but she laughed and refused to try it again. Why? Because it doesn't
sound good.' But why? `It sounds terrible, it sounds like a foreign language. If I talk
to others like this, they would think I talk in a foreign language...' `I'he northeast
accent is most funny,' the boy said, `if you want to leam dialects, teacher, you'd
better find Fangfang, because she is good at that.' Fangfang is a local Beijing child,
the class representative. By then most of the pupils had left me.
(F'ieldnotes, 2007-OS-30)

Analysis and interpretation
This extract reconstructs conversat~ons between the pupils and me, the class
observer. The pupils were very articulate, surrounded me and tried to talk with
me during class break, but the Jiangxi girl became unusually shy when I asked
about her dialect; she refused to perform it in front of ine at the beginning.
Being reluctant for a while, she displayed her dialect very briefly, in response to
my gentle but persistent request. Jiangxi province is located in central south
China, and is one of China's poorest provinces. When asked to repeat it, she
was determined not to do so, and declared that the dialect sounded `terrible',
`like a foreign language'. The Jiangaci pupil's comments on language use in-
dicated that she had a good idea of the differences between her home language
and Putonghua, and also that the differences were not neutral. In her evaluative
remarks, the dialect was ranked low through a scaling process, although un-
consciously, and was labelled with negative features. Her reaction points to a
social reality that linguistic forms are organised unequally within monoglot
ideologies, and such monoglot ideologies qualify Putonghua as the `correct'
language whereas other dialects as improper and inadequate.

The monoglot ideologies were made clearer in the Zhejiang girl's comment
`I can't (speak Zhejiang dialect). I was born in Beijing and of course I speak
Putonghua...' This utterance showed that Putonghua was unquestionably the
language and there was no room for dialects in the social space. The assump-
tion in the Zhejiang girl's comments was that she was born and grew up in
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Beijing; here everyone spoke Putonghua and it was only natural that she spoke
Putonghua. The assumed naturalness of Putonghua overlaid linguistic diversity
in everyday encounters, such as what the street corner example (Example 3.3)
demonstrated, and it indexed the homogeneity and uniformity in the social
context of Beijing city.

Following the Jiangxi pupil's negative qualification of her dialect as `terrible'
and `foreign', the boy suggested that I should learn northeast dialect from
Fangfang, a local Beijing pupil, because the northeast dialect was `most funny'
and Fangfang was good at it. This was particularly informative in two ways.
First, the northeast dialect was described as `funny', which seemed not as
negative as the Jiangxi pupil's evaluation of her dialect; however, whether being
`funny' or `terrible', the dialects were abnormalised - being seen as not normal;
rarely anyone would suggest Putonghua to be `funny' or `terrible' - Putonghua
is just `normal'. This utterance echoes Silverstein's (1996) observation that
presenting an accent or a dialect in an amusing way highlights the defects of the
language variety, and in fact disqualifies it. Second, being migrant children and
native speakers of dialects to various degrees, the group of pupils were almost
all hesitant in and embarrassed by showing me their home language, but
directed me to a Beijing pupil for the knowledge of dialects. It was clear that
their home ]anguage, i.e. the dialects of their parents, was not something that
could make the migrant pupils proud. In contrast, Beijing Mandarin is the
original form of Putonghua, and the Putonghua spoken by Beijing people is
often assumed to be a standard. The Beijing pupil, as someone who can speak
dialect and who is known as being a non-dialect speaker, was put in the
position to give examples of regional dialects, precisely because she was a native
speaker of the prestige variety which secured her identity as a Beijing person,
and this also gave her the authority of, with some talent in mimicking accents,
telling others what a dialect was like.

In this example several varieties of Chinese language are in action, which
questions the language ideology of Chinese being linguistically homogenous.
Moreover, the migrant children's metapragmatic comments on their language
use (i.e. home languages, dialects, Putonghua) show us the ways that languages
as well as identities are evaluated, negotiated and constructed. The identities
studied in the first and the second examples are inhabited identities, i.e.
identities that are self-constructed and self-performed. The next two examples
will instantiate how migrant identities are also ascribed by local pupils and
teachers.
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4.3.3 Local Beijing pupil's metapragmatic discourses and migrant
identiry construction

As discussed in Chapter 1, identities are inhabited as well as ascribed. Ascribed
identity, as opposed to inhabited identity, is another aspect of the identity con-
struction process addressed in this chapter. Identities that are attributed to
someone by others are within the domain of ascribed identities. Example 4.3 is
a metapragmatic discourse of a local Beijing pupil on how his migtant classmate
talks. In his metapragmatic evaluation, the migrant pupíl's linguisdc features
(e.g. accents) are related to identity issues and the social category of `migrants' is
ascribed to the pupil.

Example 4.3: ' She is a migrant and can't get it right'

Interview with Jun, a local boy, during class break on 12 June 2007. Xing is Jun's

migrant classmate.

1 JD: Do you share a table with Xing?
Jun: Yeah.
JD: How is her Chinese, her pronunciation?
Jun: Pronunciation, v~ bad.

5 JD: Is her (pronunciation) unclear?
Jun: Yeah, like, we say `cuo', she says `chuo'.
JD: Does she have an accent?
Jun: She is a migrant child.
JD: So (that's why) she is not very clear ( in her pronunciation)?

10 Jun: I am from here.
JD: I know you are from here {with a smiling voice}. But do you think that

(her accent) influences her performance in Chinese lessons?
Jun: Yeah. People from other places are always unclear.
JD: Do you help her with her pronunciation?

15 Jun: Yeah I do help her, but she just can't make it ri~ht! She (is) a migrant and

can't get it right.
JD: Do you feel ( there is) any difference between her and us?
Jun: (I feel that) they migrants speak differently; very often I can't figure out

what she is savin~.
20 JD: Difficult to communicate?

Jun: Yeah. Once I was sitting and doing something, she came to me and said,

"XXXXXXX" {unintelligible talk}
JD: {laughing voice} but you couldn't understand...
Jun: I couldn't! She was very ~`silly~` {low voice as if to tell me a secret}.

(Fieldwork recording, 2007-06-12-V049)
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Analysis and interpretation
The íntervicw was taken during class break after several weeks of non-
participant observation in the class. There were twenty-one pupils, twelve girls
and nine boys, five local and sixteen migrants. Most of them were eight years
old; the classroom was organised in rows, with two pupils sitting in pairs so that
they could work together. There was a blackboard at the front of the classroom
and teachers stood between the blackboard and the pupils. Jun was a local boy
who sat next to Xing. They had a lot of interaction in and out of class. The
section immediately prior to the interview was a Chinese lesson (yuu~enke) in
which the teaching was focused on the pupils' pronunciation of Chinese
characters - the teacher wrote Chinese characters on the blackboard and chose
pupils to read the characters loudly. The pupils were all eager to get a chance by
raising hands and shouting `teacher, teacher...' or `ask me, ask me...'. Xing
caught the teacher's attention, stood up and read a character loudly but with
incorrect pronunciation. The pupils were disappointed by her; almost everyone
in the classroom shouted to correct her, and )un was the loudest. They shouted
because they had all volunteered to read the character: Xing got the chance to
do so but she did not make good use of the opportunity. Xing was embarrassed
and her facial expressions indicated a clear sense of inadequacy.

This epjsode triggered my interview wjth Jun, a local Beijing boy speaking
with a marked Beijing accent. After a few casual yuestions, I started asking for
his comments on Xing's language. In line 4 he assessed Xing's pronunciation to
be `ve bad', and emphasised `very'. The utterance was in a clearly identifiable
Beijing accent, and together with the particular emphasis on `very', it carried
connotation that something was mc~re than `very bad'. Then I pushed him for
more details and he gave an example that what he pronounced as `cuo' (starting
with consonant [ts~, meaning `wrong~, Xing would pronounce as `chuo'
(starting with consonant [ch'rj, meaning `more~. Many dialects do not dis-
tinguish the dental sibilants (~, c, s) from the retroflexes (~hi, ch, sh). As Robert
Ramsey demonstrates, the distinction is a mark of standard Putonghua and the
mastery of such subtle differences is much admired by people livjng outsjde of
the capital; they are often unable to pronounce these sounds in the right way
and most do not even try to jmjtate the `correct' forms. In practice people get
along without the distinctions (Ramsey, 1987:43-44).

However, the small linguistic feature indexes big identity issues. Immediately
after his descrjption of how Xing talked, [un pointed out that Xing `is a migrant
child'. This didn't answer my yuestion `Does she have an accent?' Instead of
commenting on her language, Jun stuck an identity label of `migrant identity' on
Xing, linking her accent directly with identity. This direct link between accent
and identity is a classic example of indexicality, in which an accent points to an
identity (cf. Silverstein, 1998; Blommaert, 2005a; De Fina, Schiffrin t3c Bamberg,
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2006; Coupland, 2007 for indexicality, accent, and identity). I kept on asking
Jun about Xing's way of talking: `so that she is not very clear (ín pronouncing
words)', but once again Jun put the inquiry on linguistic aspects aside and
focused on identity `I am from here' in line 10. This comment is interesting in
several ways. First, Jun dodged my question for the second time, which
indicated that the idea that Xing was a migrant was strong enough to make him
ignore the questions of a class observer who was regarded and respected as a
second teacher in the classroom.

Second, there were jumps in his answers: in line 8 he said `She is a mi ant
child' and in line 10 `l am from here'. What was missing in his cornments could
be interpreted as `She is a migrant child' and therefore she speaks with an
accent, and `I am from here' a local Beijing person who speaks the `right' lan-
guage and is thus in a position to judge Xing's accent. This interpretation is
confirmed by his later comments in lines 13, 15, and 16. In this sense, Jun
answered my questions by relating linguistic features with identities again, and
the identities were not equal - Jun was a local child and had the access to the
prestige resource of the Beijing accent. Xing's identity was ranked lower as the
semiotic resources she had access to and deployed were stigmatising. The two
identities - migrant identity and local Beijing identity - are organised uneyually
in relation to access to the identity-building resources - a regional dialect and a
Beijing accent - and as the semiotic resources are stratified (i.e. the Beijing
accent is ranked higher than Xing's dialect), so are the identities.

The utterance `People from other places3 are always unclear' (line 13) classi-
fied anyone who was not a local Beijing person as `others' (Rampton, 1999,
2008). ln this classification the enormous diversity of the Chinese language was
overlaid by the idea that all non-Beijing speakers shared a similar feature of
being `always unclear'. Jun generalised his perception of one migrant's language
to all immigrants and, rather artificially, distinguished `Beijing speakers' and
`non-Beijing speakers' as two language communities, whether or not the latter
group share the same indexicaGties.

Jun assumed the position to assess Xing's language again in line 15 and
commented that it was difficult to `help' her, and she simply could not manage
the `right' form, because, note, `She (is) a mi ant and can't get it right' (line 15
and 16). Jun's lang,uage was taken for granted as the correct form of language
and as a standard against which Xing's language was measured, disqualified, and
to be corrected. This utterance again evoked the indexicalities between language
and identity - Xing entered a space where `central' accent dominated, i.e.
Putonghua or Beijing local accents; her communicative ability was mis-
recognised, and she had to adjust and adapt to the rules of the dominant ones
(i.e. native speakers of the Beijing dialects whose accent indexes a local identity)
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of the social space. The dominant ones, in contrast, have no obligation to
reciprocate this accommodating move.

In line 17 I asked Jun to describe the differences he perceived between his
and Xing's language features `Do you feel (there is) any difference between her
and us'. Notice I used `us' in the yuestion and hence introduced the idea of Jun
and me the researcher being `us' (i.e. local Beijing people) and by the same
token Xing being one of `them' (i.e. migrants) as opposed to `us'. It also
tri~ered Jun's use of `they' to refer to migrants in line 18. This is one of the
occasions (as addressed in Section 2.3), that ~oing through audio recorded
interviews was an extremely humbhng task: to listen to myself as the inter-
viewer producing a comment that was not particularly encouraging for the
interviewee to give her opinions, or too `encouraging' (even misleadin~ for the
interviewee to ~ive an answer that I might subconsciously hope for. The analyst
(I) played backwards the recording again and again and wondered why the
interviewer (I) used the word `us', not `you'. The utterances of the interviewer
definitely played a role in the conversations and this role should be adequately
reflected in the analysis. I, the researcher, fieldworker, interviewer, am also a
`native speaker' of a Beijin~ dialect, and my accent articulates a local Beijing
identity. Althoul;h being a trained ethno~raphic researcher, I am still caught up
in ideolo~ies, even ideologies that I critique. The linguistic and non-linguistic
products of these ideologícal processes appeared in the fieldwork, for example
the `us' in line 17 and the `{lau~hing voice}' in line 23, both of which was
meant to emphasise ahgnment and to create an unthreatening atmosphere for
the eight-year-old; these verbal and non-verbal signs, however, undoubtedly
influenced the interviewee's comments, probably had led the interview into a
different direction from it would be otherwise, and functioned in reproducing
the dominant socia) value and hierarchy. This is a learning process, as we have
seen in Chapter 2, and what an ethnographer could do is but to document such
occasions and to be refle~cive on my own role in the research.

As for the yuestion `Do you feel (there is) any difference between her and
us' in line 17, Jun did not comment on Xing's langua~e but, again, responded in
a generahsin~ way -`they migrants speak differently... I can't figure out what
she is saying' in line 18 and 19. By referring to `they mig-rants' he was speaking
from the top of the `pyramid', not on one person's lanl;ua~e, but on mil,7rants as
a whole who speak differently and with whom Jun found it difficult to
communicate. He showed his frustration on breakdowns of communication
between himself and Xing by a loud enunciation `can't fig~ure out what she is
savin~'. Xing was the one who caused the `problem'.

ln line 21 and 22, Jun half-jokinl;ly imitated Xing's language by unintellil,~ible
talk `XXXXXXX' in which Xing was disqualified as `language-less' - it was
f,~ibberish rather than langua~e. `Langua~e-less' is a term used in Blommaert,
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Collins and Slembrouck (2005a:210) to describe a Bulgarian immigrant woman
who was labelled as `speaking no language' by local mainly Dutch-speaking
people. Here the gibberish noise made by Jun is a simílar observation. The
analysis between line 18 and 24 should take into consideration my use of `us' in
line 17 and my `laughing voice' in line 23, and be caurious that these might
signal proving and encouraging attitudes from me on Jun's comments towards
Xing. However, throughout the transcript, we can still see how Xing's lanl,nzage
was evaluated and disqualified, and how she was grouped into a community of
`non-Beijing speakers', through the identity discourses articulated by her local
counterpart on the metapragmatic level - the second level of the general
framework. One might wonder how Xing and Jun could still get along with
each other and `had a lot of interaction in-and-out-of class' when Jun was rather
discriminating. It is worth mentioning here that Jun also sang praises of Xing
every now and then about her being an easy-going person, being helpful to
others, and being clever in such subjects as math and drawing. Throughout the
semester I observed many occasions ofJun and Xing being good friends.

4.3.4 Local teacher's metapragmatic discourses and migrant identity
construction

Having examined how a local pupil perceived the language and identity of his
migrant classmate, let us look at a teacher's evaluations on her migrant pupil's
linguistic forms and idendty, which had an impact on the performance
appraisals of this pupil. Teachers are the powerful party in teacher-pupil
relations, whose appraisals of the pupils' performance are often crucial for
pupils' academic careers as well as their future development. The following
cxtracts are taken from a feedback interview with Miss Zhang, a Chinesc
language (yuwen) teacher of gtade 1(aged 7-8) and a native of Beijing, on a
questionnaire about her students' language use and academic performance
distributed to her and her colleagues by me at the beginning of the fieldwork.
In the feedback interview she was invited to elaborate the comments she made
and to give examples where necessary.

Example 4.4: 'They think they are Beijing people'

Interview with Miss Zhang in the staff office on 21 June 2007. Hong was a pupil of
Miss Zhang.
JD:Oh so Hong is a migrant child; but once I chatted with her and she said she was

local, so I had the idea that she is a local...
Miss Zhang: Thev, well, they, they have all grown up in Beijing, they think they aze

Beijing people, but actually they are not. They are grade 1 and have no idea
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who they are; they think they live in Beijing and so they are Beijing people
but they are not.

(hieldwork recording, 2007-06-21-V044)

I went through the questionnaire with Miss Zhang and was surprised that she
marked Hong as a migrant child. A few days prior to the interview Hong and I
had a talk in which she said that she was a local child and she even went to a
local kindergarten4 before attending this school. I had no doubt about what she
told me as she spoke with a Beijing accent to my ear. But here her self-ascribed
local identity was denied and she was ascribed a`migrant identity' although she
grew up in Beijing and acyuired a local accent. In line 3 Miss Zhang emphasised
`they', in the same way that Jun did in Example 4.3, and extended her comment
to the migrant population as a homogeneous community. Being a local person
and a teacher, Miss Zhang was in the position to judge Hong's identity and to
decide that she was not a local although she herself thought she was. The
evaluation of Miss Zhang (MZ) on Hong's language and performance is given
below.

l JD: ...then does she have an accent?
MZ: She doesn't disánguish `n' and `I. People from Sichuan all speak like this.

{another teacher interrupted and told a story about her experiences in
Sichuan}

5 JD: {poináng to the questionnaire} Well, here, `her accent has a big impact on
her performance', did you mean the `n' and `P disáncáon?

MZ: Yes. Her Pinyin, you see, tasks such as `read Pinyin and write down words',
she has never done well.

JD: - in Chinese lessons...
10 MZ: - She has difficuláes in Pinyin.

JD: But her overall remarks are average {poináng to the quesáonnaire item
where Miss 'Lhang selected the middle one out of a five-point Likert scale}...

MZ: Yes average.
JD: So you meant her overall performance?

15 MZ: Because pronunciation is only one aspect that influences her study; but things
such as her intelligence, her col,miáve ability, are quite good which make up
for it.

JD: Otherwise she could do better (in the evaluaáon)...
MZ: 1Jxactly.

(Fieldwork recording, 2007-06-21-V045)
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Analysis and interpretation
Having noted Miss Zhang's comments on Hong's identity, 1 interviewed her
about Hong's language. Miss Zhang mentioned that the linguistic feature of
Hong was the lack of distinction between dental nasal [n] and dental lateral [ 1].
It was uncertain to me whether it was an influence of accent or a result of
unclear pronunciations that is particularly common among children this age.
Miss Zhang perceived Sichuan dialect speakers as a uniform community
through this linguistic feature (the incapability of distinguishing [n] and [ 1]) -
`People from Síchuan all speak like this' in line 2 and 3. Later I asked Miss
7.hang whether rhere were regional differences in the linguistic features among
the migrant pupils in her class and she responded that she did not think there
were salient differences -`I didn't notice much difference' (Fieldwork
recording, 2007-06-21-V045). Why did Miss Zhang on the one hand comment
that all Sichuan native speakers shared the feature of undistinguishing [n] and
[ 1], but on the other hand noticed little differences among the regional
varieties?

This is not difficult to understand if we look at it from a language ideology
point of view: the information she gave reflects the language ideology that self-
evidently marks Putonghua as the correct language. The feature of not dis-
tinguishing [n] and [ I] is an `incorrect' feature, measured against Putonghua,
and dialects that have this feature are therefore `incorrect' speech varieties.
Given the specific position of Beijing Mandarin - being the original form of
Putonghua - the Putonghua spoken by Beijing people is often believed to be
standard, accent-less, uncontaminated, whereas the Putonghua of someone like
Hong is accented, and to be corrected (but both Beijing Mandarin and
Putonghua are of course accents, and indeed very remarkable accents). The
distinction is made between Putonghua and dialects, and the overwhelming
linguistic differences among dialects become invisible. This is what Irvine and
Gal (2000:38) call `erasure': dominant ideologies making some features of reality
invisible. In our case of Miss 7.hang's evaluation, the languages of migrants are
seen as homogeneous, and its variation is disregarded and ignored.

One small feature of language has become emblematic of individual and
group identities, and the migrant identity, ascribed to Hong, has amplified the
linguistic feature - it might have gone unnoticed if this particular phonetic mix
happened in the speech of a Beijing child. But here Hong was labelled as a
migrant child and thus `her accent has a big impact on her performance' in
line 5. It was marked `4' on the five-point Likert scale. This option was next to
the extreme end of the scale `very big impact' (the five points are: no impact, a
little impact, some impact, big impact, very big impact), and therefore Miss
Zhang's questionnaire answer to this item indicated that the `impact' was
considerable. Her interview elaboration on the questionnaire choice, howevet,
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showed that the negative impact was perhaps very limited. She mentioned that
tasks such as `read Pinyin and write down words' were negatively influenced by
Hong's accent (line 7 and 8). Figure 4.1 below is an example of such tasks.

Figure 4.1: An example of'reading Pinyin and write down words' task

The first line in bold is the instruction of the task: `read Pinyin and write down
words'; Pinyin is given above every square-shaped blank, and corresponding
characters are supposed to be filled in the squares. Unable to distinguish (n] and
[ 1] might be a`problem' in Hong's Chinese, but not in her other subjects nor
her intellectual capacities; it was limited to the use of Pinyin, and did not affect
other aspects of her Chinese such as grammar. Even in the use of Pinyin, the
damage of the absence of (n]~[ 1] distinction was actually limited, because one
Chinese character rarely stands on its own; a word in Chinese often consists of
two or more characters. If a pupil is uncertain about the consonant of one
character, he or she still has a chance to get the word right because of the cue
from the other character in the word. Nevertheless, migrant pupils can have
lower than average performance in this kind of task which specifically tests
their mastery of the `standard' pronunciation; however, this should not have a`big
impact' on a pupil's performance, as Miss Zhang indicated in the questionnaire.

From line 11-18 Miss Zhang commented on Hong's general performance
and pointed out that Hong was intelligent and cognitively able to achieve good
learning results. If she spoke `better language' she could have received a better
general appraisal from the schooL It is safe to say from the interview that the
linguistic features of the migrant child influence the appraisal she receives. The
migrant child was different, as she spoke differently; the differences indexed
identities of being rural, lower working class, and migrant. Within the monoglot
language ideology, all these indexicalities were not made explicit; it simply took
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the form of being `incorrect'. Her language was `incorrect' - not distinguishing
~n] and ~ l] resulted in her failing of pinyin tasks; she should replace her
`mistakes' with the `correct' language, otherwise her performance would be
negatively influenced by the `incorrect' language.

The evaluation of Hong's performance was done in a seemingly neutral way,
with recognition of her cognitive ability, and indeed in many occasions I
observed support and encouragements from both local teachers and pupils
towards migrant children in the school. This interview, however, demonstrates
that Hong's language played a role in the appraisal and as her teacher poínted
out, she could be a`better' sn~denr íf she spoke the `correct' language. Why
does the interview result not fit into the general observation? This may be
answered by applying the notion of scaling in our explanation. When the
teacher recognised Hong's intellectual capacity, expressed support and encour-
agement to the migrant pupil, she functioned from an interpersonal scale of
teacher-pupil interactions. In contrast, she talked from an institutional scale on
student performance appraisals when articulating the `problems' of migrant
pupils' linguistic features, their identities, and their academic performances. The
practices of the teacher from these two scales are not contradictory or exclusive
to each other. Chapter 5 will take this issue further.

4.4 Summary

This chapter has shown the construction of mígrant identities on the scale of
metapragmatic linguisr;c practice through four examples of identity making
discourse by migrant pupils, their local Beijing counterparts, and their teachers.
The `central concepts' deployed for this chapter are ethnolinguistic identity and
speech community. It also draws on the concepts addressed in the previous
chapters, such as indexicality, scale, space and monoglot ideology. The mono-
glot language ideology in China often revolves around Putonghua, an asso-
ciation that feeds into the `one language-one culture' assumption and results in
an imagined singular, clear and stable ethnolinguistic identity. In the actual
linguistic exchanges, however, the one-to-one relationship is blurred when we
observe that multiple `languages', `dialects' or `accents' are organised as a
linguistic repertoire of migrants, that various speech communities share one
`language', and such communities are defined in relation to the sharedness of
indexical values.

The application of these concepts in the analyses of the four examples has
shed light on the metapragmatic processes of migrant identity construction. In
the first example I observed a drawing class at a Beijing primary school during
which a migrant pupil articulated a metapragmatic discourse on her own and
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her fellow-pupil's identities, and overlaid their migrant identities with a national
identity through a scale-jumping move. This self-claimed ethnolinguistic iden-
tity in the first example was questioned in the second example which
documented a group discussion of home languages and dialects among migrant
pupils. The migrant children's metapragmatic comments disqualified their
linguistic repertoires and naturalised Putonghua as the language for the social
space. A Beijing pupil, in contrast, was named to be an exemplary dialect
speaker precisely because she escaped the identities of being a native dialect
speaker and migrant child.

The `taken-for-granted' disposition takes the shape of an orientation
towards Putonghua in the first and second examples, and this is echoed in the
third and the fourth examples, both of which are metapragmatic discourses on
migrant pupils' languages and identities. Meanwhile, the blurring of migrant and
local identities in the first example was challenged in the second example and
denied in the third and the fourth examples. The third example showed the
comments of a local Beijing pupil on his migrant fellow-pupil's accent: the
accent indexed her identities of being of rural origin and a migrant to the city.
The fourth example examined a teacher's comments on her pupil's identity,
language, and performance.

Metapragmatic discourses, the second level of the general theoretical frame-
work of this study, make identity construction explicit. People articulate identity
evaluations and classify themselves as well as others into discursively con-
structed social categories. Identities claimed by oneself at the first level of the
general framework - the linguistic exchange level - are ratified, negotiated, or
challenged by others at the scale of inetapragmatic discourse. At this scale, we
also observe that the identity of being a`migrant' is often ascribed and imposed
by others; the thírd and fourth examples instantiate this observation. In short,
the identities constructed at the metapragmatic discourse scale are less fluid
compared to the linguistic communicative scale analysed in Chapter 3; although
the data were collected from very different social settings (the examples in
Chapter 3 were mainly from migrant neighbourhoods whereas the examples of
this chapter were all from a school, a scale-defining institution itsel~, we can
still see that the identity construction of this high-scale evaluation - the meta-
pragmatic discourse scale - involves the ascription and ratification of others. In
the following chapter, we shall see that identities become more rigid and
categorical when our attention moves further up to the puhlic and institutional
scale, and discourses produced on this scale often invoke general social norms
and administrative realities.
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Notes

i An earGer version of this chapter, entitled "`Isn't it enough to be a Chinese
speaker": language ideology and migrant identity construction in a public primary
school in Beijing', is published in I~rugua~e d~Communicakon.
There are eight administrative districts in central Beijing and ten on the outskirts of
the city.
mai di ren, literally `other place people', refers to anyone who comes from places
other than a speaker's locality within the country.
Urban kindergartens are often unaffordable to many migrant families because pre-
school care is not part of compulsory education and does not receive govemment
subsidy in the way that primary schools do. Kindergartens are mostly operated for
profit in Beijing.
What we call da she tou, in Chinese, Gterally `big tongue; I have come across quite a
number of Beijing children who were called da she tou because they do not dis-
tinguish n and 1 at this age (around seven and eight years old) and later adjusted
themselves.
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CHAPTER 5

Identity construction on the public and
institutional discourse scale

5.1 Introduction

This chapter extends the argument developed in the previous chapters in
exploring the discursive processes of migrant identity construction on the third
scale - the public and institutional discourse scale. This scale deals with dis-
courses produced and circulated in the public and institutional spheres, such as
media reports, online debates, government policies, institutional regulations,
and so forth. Such discourses, although being diversified in both form and
content, share a common feature: they lead us into a space in which people
invoke administrative notions and general rules of social conduct, and in this
space identity categories are rigid, static, stereotypical, and general.

We are, thus, facing forms of identity that are different in type from the
ones we híghlighted in Chapter 3 and 4. ldentities in this chapter will appear
solid, uncompromising, not negotiable and categorícal. What we observe in
identity discourses on this scale is not always a matter of choice or a creative
deployment of linguistic resources; rather, both discourse choices and identity
negotiations are constrained by normativities, i.e., the general patterns in the
dimension of social organisations. People do make a choice of linguistic
resources creatively, as shown in the street vendor case (Example 3.3), but there
is always a limit to choice (Blommaert, 2005a). On the third scale of the general
framework, we encounter vety clearly defined and strictly categorised iden-
tifications such as `asylum seekers', `economic immigrants', `EU-passport
holders', etc. in the Western European contexts (Extra, Spotti 8c Van
Avermaet, 2009). In our case of Chinese intemal migrants, the decisive line is
drawn between rural and urban residents, and although such a distinction is in
many ways diminishing and in many circumstances invisible, it is indisputably
printed in one's hukou (Section 1.2). One is either a rural hukou-holder or an
urban hukou-holder, and to a large extent, this distinction conditions what one
can get in one's daily life. Such administrative categorisations can, of course,
enter interactional events. They can be the outcome of, for instance, service
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encounters or encounters with the authorities, or they can be the input of such
interactions (Bri~s, 1997; Maryns, 2006). They are, thus, not entirely separated
from the interacr;onal dynamics discussed in tlte previous chapters. Yet it is
important to underline the specificity of the kind of identities we will discuss
here: they are not individual but categorical, and held to be dominant (i.e. of a
general validity that overrides the particularities of individual cases), and rooted
in the big structure of society. They, consequently, also operate through differ-
ent kinds of discourses: discourses in the public sphere, institutional discourses,
and administrative discourses.

In what follows, I shall first introduce the central notions of this chapter,
i.e., `abnormality', `stigma', and `modernity'. 1 will review the theorisation and
application of these notions in Western European and Northern American
contexts, and discuss the possibility of their usage in the present research. The
focus will then move to the analysis and interpretation of three examples illus-
trating the identity construction on the third scale. At the end of the chapter, I
shall offer a summary and retum to the three-scale general framework.

5.2 Central concepts: abnormality, stigma, and modernity

The central concepts for this chapter reflect their object. We are addressing
general patterns of identity attribution here, and in contrast to the more ímme-
diately operational concepts in the previous chapters, tlte concepts we shall use
here will be more general, and aimed at providing a perspective rather then an
analytical technique. The term `abnormality' has appeared a couple of times in
this book: in Chapter 3, the Sichuan pupil's accent was `an "abnormal" accent,
bespeaking an "abnormal" identity' (Example 3.1), and in Chapter 4 the home
dialects of migrant pupils were abnormalised through such descriptions as
`funny', `terrible', `foreign' (Example 4.2). The notion of `abnormal' is borrowed
from Michel Foucault's Abnormal (2003), an edition of his lectures at the
Collège de France between 1974 and 1975. Foucault's work Abnormal as well as
his other studies on power, knowledge, and the historical formation of modern
institut~ons, provides rich theoretical references for conceptualising and ana-
lysing discourse and power in society. The relevance of Abnormal for the
current research on language and migrant identity needs to be seen in the light
that Foucault's work is a`dia~nostic' analysis of contemporary French society
coupled with an understanding of how it came into being (Blommaert, 2005a).
In the current study, the `abnormal individual' is understood as `the individual
who cannot be integrated within the normative system of educauon' (F~oucault,
2003:291). The peculiarity of abnormality lies in its introduction of disorder to
and its disruption of the normative system. The norm is the rule of conduct,
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the tacit law, the principle of order and conformity, against which irregularity,
disorder, disorganisation, dysfunction, deviation are measured and disqualified
(id.:162). Essential to the present research, `abnormality' is `ab-normality',
something that deviates from `normal', producing someone who is to be
corrected.

Foucault's `abnormal individual' is a historical figure formed in correlation
with and so generated by the institutional control and surveillance of moder-
nity. In face-to-face interactions, a useful notion germane to `abnormality' can
be found in Erving Goffman's .S'tigma (1974b), in which the stigmatised indi-
vidual is defined as the one who falls short of our `normative expectations', and
a stigma is an `undesired differentness' as opposed to the `normaf (id.:2-5, italics
in original). The notion of stigma has been used in various places of the present
study, such as in the Sichuan child case and in the drawing class case (Example
4.1). In Goffman's elaboration of this notion, stigma can be a physical
deformity, a mental blemish such as imprisonment, alcoholism, the asocial and
unemployment, and a`tribal' stigrna of race, nation, religion, social class. More-
over, the adolescent, the light-skinned black people, the second generation
immigrant are stigrnatised in the sense that one is uncertain of how `we normals
will identify him and receive him' (id.:13). What is particularly relevant to the
present study is that the rural-urban migrant worker bears the physical stigma
of speaking and behaving differently from the local, the mental stigtna of
having an undesired identity, and the `tribal' stigtna (in Goffman's term) of
being of a lower social class. The three forms of stigma combine in a general
image of the `abnormal' migrant.

Furthermore, the stigmatised individual is expected to take the stance of the
normal and to normalise himself by seeing himself as `essentially' normal and
`as a fully human being like anyone else' (id.:115). He who is able to do so is
considered to have achieved a good personal adjustment, but he who is unable
to do so is associated with such features as being self-isolated, suspicious,
depressed, bewildered, hostile, in short, as being an impaired person with
inadequate inner resources. This can be instantiated by a fieldwork recording of
a migrant teacher's comments on her migrant pupils:

11~ey (the migrant pupils) are too sensitive of what Beijing people say and do, it
might be okay if we who were also migrants said the same thing, but ít would be a

problem (if that was said by a local people). They are over sensitive.
(F~ieldwork recording, 2007-06-11-V026)

According to the teacher's comments, the migrant pupils were qualified as `over
sensitive', a characteristics ranked among `being self-isolated', `depressed',
`bewildered', and so on, which was resulted from their incapacity of seeing
themselves as `essentially normal' as the local. Along this line of arguments, the
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`problem' between the local and the migrant was not generated by the attitudes
of the local toward the mi~rant, but by migrant workers' inability of achieving
adequate personal adjustment, and by their `inadequate inner resources'. Similar
to what Goffman says, `[n)ormals really mean no harm; when they do, it is
because they don't know better. They should therefore be tactfully helped to
act nicely' (id.:116). The teacher's comments seem to suggest that the migrant
pupils should `help' the normal - the local people - by being `less sensitive' and
by achieving a`good personal adjustment'.

The notion of abnormality and that of stigtna have been theorised in
different social contexts (Western Europe vs. Northern America), in relatíon to
different disciplines (psychiatty vs. sociology), and on different levels of
investigation (historical vs. interactional). The sil,mificance of both notions for
the present study, however, lies in the social construction of the normal as
opposed to the abnormal and the sti~tnatised. Both notions conceptualise
deviation from normality, and both describe the `disorderly' individual who
does not fit into the order, who displays features of `not orderly', who needs to
be mainstreamed.

`Order' is the definin~ social product of modernity, and to maintain an
orderly world is the eternal task of modernity (Bauman, 1991). An orderly
world is a world in which we know how to go on, where to find out, what we
can foresee of the future based on our knowledge and experience of the past.
Modernity (not to be confused with `modernism', cf. Bauman, 1991:4) is a
historical period in Western Europe and (later Northern America) marked by a
series of intellectual and social transformations starting in the seventeenth
century - intellectually, the Enlightenment, and socially, the rise of industrial
society and industrial capitalism. Some theorists argue that the modern era has
ended and we are now in an era of postmodernity; others believe that we are in
late-modernity, `liquid' modernity, or still in `high' modernity (see Anderson,
1998; Bauman, 1991; Giddens, 1990, 1991; Harvey, 1990). A comprehensive
review of these debates is beyond the scope of the present study. Instead, I
would su~est that the major instruments of modernity are still in place: first,
the basis of modernity - clear administratively and bureaucratically structured
modern nation-states; second, the power of modern system - the institutiona]
control and surveillance on individual rights and duties; and third, the pursuit of
order - that is, to classify, to define, and to structure the world according to
clear and ~enerally valid categories (see Blommaert, 2009c, for an example). At
the centre of modernity, argues Foucault, is the distinction between
`abnormality' and `normality'. The abnormal indívidual brings disorder into the
orderly world, the order is broken by his presence, and he is to be normaGsed
so as to fit the order.
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This chapter studies the identity making on the public and institutional scale.
As discussed in the beginning of the chapter, discourses produced on this scale
often invoke rigid general social norms and administrative categorisations. On
this scale we encounter talk from the `top', talks that are not restricted to a
single case, but is seen to have general validity, and is believed to be applicable
to every member of the social category. A phenomenon often observed on this
scale is that migrant identity is presented as an aberrant identity, an individual
that brings disorder to the urban social norms, through such discourses as `we
have too many immigrants', and `it is dangerous to enter that immigrant area'.
The category of `migrant' here has been inflated and covers features of social
class, regional background, ethnicity, language and (as we shall see) everyday
aspects of behaviour such as dress. The essential connections between the
central concepts and the public and institutional scale lie in the distinction
between normality and abnormality or stigma rigidly defined in the public and
institutional sphere discourses which are grounded in the administratively
orderly modern world. Different from the central notions introduced in the
previous chapters, the notions of this chapter are not as operational in data
analysis and interpretation, but provide us with a perspective in understanding
the identity making dynamics on the public and institutional scale.

The central notions of this chapter are theorised in dramatically different
social contexts from that of China, and are used primarily in disciplines other
than discourse analysis and sociolinguistics. Therefore this chapter is certainly
exploratory in the sense that it attempts to apply these notions in the discursive
process of identity construction in the Chinese context. In this attempt, the
notion of `abnormal' has definitely moved away from Foucault's penal psy-
chiatry analysis, but emphasised its fundamental meaning of `ab-normal',
something that does not fit into the normative system.

5.3 Abnormal identities

The data I shall discuss come from different sources and are themselves of very
different natures - some of them came from my fieldwork sites (the schools),
others from newspapers, periodicals, the Internet, policy papers, etc. Some of
the data are interviews on school regulations, and others are documentation.
The common themes that synthesise the data of this chapter, however, are the
scale on which they are produced and circulated - the public and institutional
discourse - and the particularity of identities they construct - rigid, inflexible,
stereotypical, abstract - in relation to the discourses on the communicative and
the metapragmatic scales. As said before, we now enter a world of public dis-
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courses in which general social norms and administrative realities are being
invoked, and we shall see that this space has rules of its own.

5.3.1 `Learn Putonghua before migration'
The first example (IJ'xample 5.1) we shall consider is an extract of a small article
accompanied by a cartoon (see Appendix 1 for the original text in Chinese).
The article appeared in a monthly periodical called Nongmin Keji Peixun (Science
and Technology Training for Farmers, 2005), published by a training centre of
the Ministry of Agriculture.~ This periodical has a readership of tural residents
and people who work in agriculture-related sectors. The title of this article is
fincheng mugong qian lianhao Putonghua (Practising Putonghua well before entering
the city and searching for jobs), published in the section Nomgmirr~ong Zhi Jia (A
Home for Migrant Workers). The author of this article is unnamed.

Example 5.1: ' Learning Putonghua before entering the city'

The cartoon for the article Practiriu~ Putonghua ivell before eutering the city and
.cearching forjob.r.

] ...it is extremely urgent (for migrant workers) to practice and to
achieve a good level of Putonghua proficiency before entering
cities and searching for jobs; otherwise it would be very difficult
for you even to move around in the urban areas. It is evident that

5 Putonghua is a barrier for rural redundant labourers to find jobs
in cities. If (one) speaks good Putonghua, one will not only give
a good impression (to others) in job interviews and thus increase
one's employability; one can communicate with people
effectively, express oneself clearly... so that one can find a good
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10 job and settle in the city. Ifwhat one said could not be
understood by others, even if he might be excellent in his job, he
could not communicate with those around him, others might feel
that he was not trustworthy, and this would therefore diminish
his comperitiveness. Meanwhile, the language barrier prevents

15 one from communicating with others, and hence makes him
isolated, and his emotional needs would be hardly satisfied...

95

Analysis and interpretation
This article is written for general use by the public. It is a multimodal document
combining both visual and textual signs (Kress 8t Van Leeuwen, 1)96). It
targets rural residents who have not yet migrated but intend to leave their farm-
ing land for urban employment, and it stresses the importance of Putonghua in
job hunting, in raising their chance of eventual settlement in cities, and in
enhancing their quality of life. The most striking feature of the discourse is the
visual cartoon illustration which immediately grasps the reader's attention. The
cartoon depicts a social encounter of a couple and a young man. The couple,
on the left-hand side, is in old-fashioned tops with traditional Chinese style
collar and rag shoes; they have their sleeves and trousers folded as if they are
ready to work; they carry much luggage; they have an innocent smile and an
optimistic look on their faces - all these visual cues imply that they are on the
move from their country-side home with a hope of a better life in the city. The
rural couple is on the boundary of a city - they are standing against a flat
landscape of plants, whereas the background on the side of the young man is
filled with high-rising buildings, factories, and skyscrapers. The young man,
clearly an urban character, shod in leather, dressed in a lapel jacket, is talking to
the couple while pointing toward the city. Note the different facial expression
he has as opposed to that of the migrant couple - this is a confident look,
related to a voice of authority which can tell the country couple what they
should do and where they can go, if they don't speak good Putonghua, in the
city. The reader could hence imagine that the young man speaks standard
Putonghua whereas the migrant couple does not.

This visual representation parallels the text, which reflexively formulates
Putonghua as a tool of communication and of successful employment.
Putonghua, thus, is a marker of `normality', and not speaking it is a marker of
`abnormality'. In line 1-8, it establishes the importance of acquiring Putonghua
(`it is extremely urgent', line 1 and 2), and this claim is reinforced in line 9 and
10 that migrants cannot move around in cities if they do not speak Putonghua.
The urban areas, uniformly defined as opposed to `the rural areas', are
practically guarded by Putonghua, and people who do not speak it are reduced
to be dysfunctyonal or functionless - abnormal - in cities. In terms of employ-
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ment, the text suggests, Putonghua is self-evidently a`barrier' (line 11) for
migrant workers: people who master this `tool' well can impress the potential
employer in a positive way and increase their employability (line 12-15), because
it enables them to `communicate with people effectively', and to express
themselves clearly. People who do not speak Putonghua well, however, are
negatively qualified - stigmatised - in various ways: `he could not communicate
with those around him', he is untrustworthy, he is not competitive although he
`might be excellent in his job', and finally, he may feel `isolated' in cities because
he cannot talk with others (line 16-22). Note the dense clustering of `abnormal'
character features indexed by `poor' Putonghua: untrustworthy, uncompetitive,
isolated, marginalised, in contrast to an image of the ideal urban subject -
someone who looks and sounds trustworthy, competitive, confident. As such, a
huge number of dialects and vernaculars are collectively abnormalised, and the
migrant worker with inadequate Putonghua proficiency becomes an abnormal
figure who is suspicious both in individual integrity and in employability.

This article is produced by an unnamed author of an affiliated training
centre of China's Ministty of Agriculture. Although the author's voice is not
necessarily that of the Ministry, the stance of this article is nevertheless in line
with the officially and institutionally endorsed one, that is, stressing the impor-
tance of using Putonghua as a common tool of communication and urging
those who are not yet proficient in speaking Putonghua to `improve' and to
`correct' their language for the sake of their own benefit and well-being.2 The
article is circulated in the public domain, and in the meantime it circulates an
ideal urban image of being capable, reliable, sociable, smartly dressed, mentally
healthy, physically mobile, possessíng the `normal' accent, having an optimistic
career outlook - in short, a`normal' member of the mainstream society. It
draws a neat line between this ideal urban individual and the potential migrant
worker, the reader of this article. This demarcation is portrayed in the visual
sign and is explicitly described in the text. The reader could easily perceive the
earnestness of the text in offering practical advice to young farmers who are
preparing themselves to take the step of leaving home for cities. Given the
enormous sociolinguistic diversity of China, it would be difficult for someone
who speaks only his regional vernacular to communicate with others to whom
the vernacular is unintelligible; Putonghua is thus elevated to the position of
lingua franca in its function of providing a common platform for com-
munication.

Beneath this practical layer of advice-giving, however, we could unearth a
deeper level of ineaning conveyed by the text: the potential migrant worker
speaks an abnormal accent or dialect, which invokes not only rigid admin-
istrative notions of `migrant worker' who risks disrupting the orderly modern
world, and who is therefore to be educated and mainstreamed, but also the
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general social norms of speaking the standard language which defines the
normal urban citizen and the urban space. On this scale of public and insti-
tutional discourse, the migrant identities become inflexible and stereotypical:
the migrant worker dresses like the cartoon couple, moves around with much
luggage, speaks a vernacular, is frequently in-and-out of jobs. The identity-
making discourses on this scale, such as the example just presented, are often
impressionist, for example, `we have more migrants than the local', which are
not about a specific case, but refer to migrant workers on a general level, and
the identities made in such general discourses are static and abstract.

5.3.2 `Change clothes before getting on the bus'
The public sphere discourses are tradítionally found in newspapers, magazines,
radio broadcastings, and TV programmes, such as the one we have seen in
Example 5.1. The invention and popularisation of the Internet, a remarkable
phenomenon of globalisation, increasingly provide people with an electronically
mediated platform of information exchange and communication. In addition,
the Internet has restructured the public space, notably through new genres such
as the web forum, the `Facebook' phenomenon and the blog. In all these cases
private voices become publicly available, and we get new genres of public
information exchange that defy traditional definitions of `mass media'. The
discussion of identity construction on the third scale draws rich data from this
relatively recent yet widely spread form of public discourse. Let us look at some
of these data.

The following example is an online news report about an incident between
eight migrant construction workers and a bus driver plus several passengers
that happened on 11 ~anuary 2009 in a city of the Pearl Delta Region. The news
report attracted much public attention and was soon cited by various websites,
mainly Internet forums and personal web-blogs for discussions and debates. I
shall first present the translation of the news story, and second, present the
development of the web forum debates by listing thirteen entries. The selection
of various debate entries is guided by the `key incident approach' (see Chapter
2) in order to catch the nature of the web forum debates, to show the way the
blog develops, and to give a balanced view of the debate. The discourse
analysis, however, focuses on Response (50).

Example 5.2: '...but after all it was your fault...'

1 On 11 January 2009, in a city of the Pearl Delta Region, migrant
construction worker Mr Cai and seven of his co-workers took a
bus. The bus driver and some passengers required Mr Cai and
his colleagues to change clothes, because their clothes - the
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5 overalls for construction work - were covered with wet paint
and dust. The two sides had an argument, and Mr Cai ran~ the
bus operation company to complain. I le was informed via phone
about the bus company regulation that people who wore
besmearing clothes (clothes that potentially besmear others'

10 clothes or the public environment of a bus) should not get on a
bus. Mr Cai indicated that he and his co-workers initially felt
sorry that they had to wore stained overalls on the bus; but they
felt that the way the bus driver and the passengers spoke was
discriminatin~ and insulting, which led to an arpument. The bus

15 driver said that he did not discriminate against Mr Cai and his
co-workers; the bus was very crowded and he had to act for the
sake of other passengers. He believed that the construction
workers misunderstood him and that this had led to the row.

People responded with divergent comments. In the following list of debate
entries, the most frequently voiced opinions were to stress the equality between
migrant workers and urban citizens, the right of migrant workers to use the
public transport system, and theír freedom to choose what to wear:~

Response (4): I think everyone is eyual.
Response (5): A bus is a public transport tool, every citizen has the ri~ht to use it.

F..very citizen has the freedom to wear (what he wants to)...
Response (~: It wouldn't be a problem if (the bus driver) spoke in a nice way.
Response (8): Everyone should be treated eyually.
Response (9): Agree.

Many responses show sympathy towards mi~rant workers and indicate that the
bus driver's way of treating the migrant workers is discriminating:

Response (26): Serious discrimination, outrageous.
Response (60): T'hey (migrant workers) do the most unwanted jobs and live on the

lowest wages, they have no social welfare and security (in the city),
they are far away from their homes and families, they are the
socially disadvanta~ed, you may not be sympathetic to them, but at
least don't discriminate against them, try not to insult others.

Some responses, however, blame both parties for the incident, for example:
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Response (6~: Can't (the bus driver and thc passengers) speak in a friendly way?
Attitude!! And it would be nothing if the mi~rant workers were
more conscious (about how to behave).

Response (14~: Although (people) have the right to use the public transport, (they)
also have the obligation to respect the pubGc order, and the public
hygiene standard. People who do not fulfil their obligation can not
realise their ri~ht.

People who are on the side of the bus driver and the urban passen~ers ar~ue:

Response (149): 1 don't think it is discrimination, when it rains, we should take off
wet raincoats and fold umbrellas whiling takin~ a bus, it is the same
(that people should take off their dirty work wears in bus).

Response (20): ln pubGc areas, (people) should be considerate to others... it is the
same in nature with the no-smokin~ rule in public space, if you
want a smoke, (you) have to go outside and smoke, is this a
discrimination?! ...

The following response is also on the side of the bus driver. I g,ive it additional
attention and list it separately because of its interesting visual and textual
combination. This response (Response 50) arl,rues a~ainst Response (5):

Figure 5.2: Response 50
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(The sentence in smaller font on top of Response (50) is its citation of Response (5)

l Response (50): you have the right to weaz (any) kind of clothes
and to take a bus, but you don't have the ri~ht to make others'
clothes dirty, if you do, others have the right to require you to
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clean (their clothes), in other countries they would send you their
5 dry cleaning bills, don't challenge the rights of the public with

your own so called right, whenever it is, the ultimate aim of the
law is to protect the rights of the public, you may feel unfairly
treated, but after all it was your own fault, you knew that you
had to take a bus, and you knew that your clothes were dirty,

]0 why didn't you try to clean them, or to bring other clothes with
you for change, you knew clearly that you would make others'
clothes dirty (in such a crowded bus), you still asserted that you
were discriminated, what your moral standard was, you didn't
respect others in the first place, and therefore others didn't have

15 the obligation to respect you... there is nothing you deserve, win
respect with your own effort!

In the prefinal line there is an inverted smiley with signs of contempt. The
sentence with a bigger font in the white space says `I don't agree with you!!'

The migrant workers are sometimes blamed:

Response (21): ... some people consider themselves to be the disadvantaged, to be
the target of discrimination, although people raise reasonable
reyuirements to them, these people would claim that they are
discriminated - this is no good, first, these people should not look
down upon themselves, they should adjust their own attitudes,
(they should believe that) people respect each other, everyone
should observe social moral value and social order.

Analysis and interpretation
l,et us take a close look at the news story and the responses. The news story
describes an interaction between eight migrant workers and a bus driver. The
migrant construction workers wore dirty overalls in a crowded bus. The bus
drivers and some passengers required the migrant workers to change clothes;
the migrant workers, who worked with paint, cement, and other building
materials in a construction site, felt that they were discriminated against and
complained to the bus company. The company regulation, however, stated that
passengers should not wear smearing clothes in the bus. It is unclear what was
said and how the bus driver and the passengers talked to Mr Cai and his
colleagues, but according to the news report, the incident was a`row', or trans-
lated more literally, a`minor conflict'. We could thus imagine that both the
form and the content of the interaction were not terribly pleasant. The incident
might seem accidental; however, the fact that it attracted much public attention
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and debates, (thanks to the Internet which makes private voices public),
suggests that it was hardly an isolated accident, but rather an expression of the
increasingly tense relationship between urban citizens and migrant workers.
Behind this synchronic event, we start seeing the underlying social structure and
the gradual but remarkable structural changes, among which the rise of migrant
workers as a social stratum, and the abnormalisation and stigmatisation of
migrant social identities in the urban space, here, articulated around their
physical appearance. They are (low-paid) construction worker, and they look
like that.

Did the bus driver and the passengers discriminate against the migrant
workers? Was it a moral problem of the migrant workers? Was the bus com-
pany regulation discriminating? Many Internet forums and blogs post the news
story and raise these questions for online debates. It is virtually impossible to
include all websites that offer discussions on this incident; the one I choose as
the data source, `mop.com', is one of the most widely spread online fonuns in
China. It is also difficult to include all responses; to give a balanced view of -
the debates, I organise the opinions into three groups:
- those on the side of Mr Cai and his colleagues;
- those blaming both for the incident;
- and those on the side of the bus driver and the passengers.
There are five examples of the responses in support of Mr Cai and his co-
workers. The arguments focus on the equality of people, on the migrant
workers' right of using the public transport system, and on people's funda-
mental freedom in choosing what they wear. These arguments are often brief,
such as one sentence, a few words, or just one word, yet they are frequently
featured viewpoints, and they usually appear at the beginning of an online
debate. Responses (4), (5), ('7), (8), and (9) are of this group; in fact, the first
twenty responses are dominated by this stance. These features may suggest that
this stance is straightforward, an intuitive reaction upon hearing about the
incident.

Response (26) is an example of explicitly criticising discrimination and
expressing anger toward the discriminatory behaviour. As the discussion goes
deeper, people start looking at issues behind the incident itself; for example,
Response (60) points out that migrant workers are a socially disadvantaged
group who have to leave their families behind and come to the city for those
jobs that are avoided by urban people; they live just above the urban minimal
income line; they cannot afford becoming ill in the city because their social
welfare and security is linked to their hukou locality, which means that they have
to go back to their hometown for medical treatment.4 This response calls for
sympathy towards migrant workers, and similar to Response (26), it criticises
the discriminating attitudes towards migrant workers.
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Response (6~ is an example of the opinion group that blames both sides for
the incident. It points out that the attitudes of the bus driver and the passengers
might have caused the incident, that it would not have been a problem if they
had spoken to the migrant workers in a friendly way. It also blames the migrant
workers for not being conscious and mindful of their behaviour in the public
space. Response (14~ affirms the migrant workers' right in using the public
transport system, but it seems to place more emphasis on their `obligation to
respect the public order and the public hygiene'. The term `public order' is used
here, as 1 understand it, referring to such tacit rules as queuing at the bus stand,
standing on the right-hand side while taking a escalator, pedestrians using the
pavement (not the middle of a traffic lane), talking to each other in a low voice
inside a museum, and so forth - in our case, not wearing stained work overalls
in a crowded bus. These are often norms that are tacitly taken for granted in the
urban space, and people who fail to obey these norms are Gnked with such
descriptions as `rude', `uncivilised', or `abnormal'. What is not taken into con-
sideration is that people in other spaces, such as the counttyside, organise their
life around different norms. In the urban space, structured around the urban
rules of social conducts, the nortns of the migrant workers are effectively mis-
recognised and erased, and their social conduct is abnormalised against the
social order. Response (14~ says, `[p]eople who do not fulfil their obligation
can not realise their right', that is, people who do not fit the order - dressed in
work attire that potentially makes others' clothes dirty inside a crowded bus -
should not take the bus. Although taking a relatively neutral stance and b]aming
both sides, Response (14~ seems to be more critical toward the migrant
workers than toward the bus driver.

Response (149) and Response (20) are on the side of the bus driver and
compare thís incident with two other situations: wearing wet raincoats in the
bus and smoking in public places. The no-smoking policy is a widely accepted
norm, and although putting away wet rain gear in the bus is not as widely
known, urban people nevertheless behave in accordance with this unspoken
rule. Relating to the two hypothesised situations leads to two points of ar-
gument. First, the two situations and the stained work attire case are all about
the norms that sustain modern society, and if it is not discriminating to ban
smoking and to put away wet rain gear on the bus, it is also not discriminating
to demand that stained work clothes should be taken off. Second, these rules
are applicable to urban people as well as to rural people, which implies that
urban and rural people are treated on an eyual basis. These arguments, using
the technique of analogy, place emphasis on the `normal' way of behaviour in
the urban public space - it is just normal to refrain from smoking in public
places, normal to put away wet umbrellas, and normal to take off stained work
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wear upon taking a bus; those who do not fit this order, whose behaviour is
deviated from the `normal', are to be corrected.

Response (50) shows strong emotion by using a remarkably bigger font size
and a different font type for the sentence in the white space. It argues against
the opinion of Response (5) quoted in grey colour on top of this message,
which says `A bus is a public transport tool, every citi-r.en has the right to use it.
F,very citizen has the freedom to wear (what he wants to)'. The sentence in the
white space reads `I don't agree with you!!' Being put in a much bigger size and
a different font, and located in a white space in contrast to the shallow grey
background of the rest, it is an image rather than a text. The text consumer has
to combine both visual and textual techniques in decoding this image. This
multimodal sign implies a strong feeling of the text author against the opinion
of Response (5). The use of a double exclamation mark confirms this inter-
pretation. This visual part of Response (50) can be seen as the declaration that
attracts the reader's attention to its textual part.

The textual part of Response (50), translated from line 1 through line 15, is
in the same size and font as that of other messages. It uses the second person
pronoun `you' throughout the text referring to the migrant workers Mr Cai and
his colleagues. The use of the second person pronoun, instead of the com-
monly used third person pronoun, makes the statement a direct address to the
migrant workers and adds to the message a flavour of reproach. Refuting
Response (5), this argument is also based on the relationships between rights
and obligations (`you have the right to wear (any) clothes and to take a bus~,
and between individual rights and collective rights (`you don't have the right to
make others' clothes dirty, if you do, others have the right to reyuire you to
clean (their clothes)~. The discussion of rights and obligations is not the central
theme of this book; what is striking in Response (50) is the way that `you' - the
migrant workers - and `others' - people in the urban space - are formulated as
two distinctive and contrasting groups: `your' right oF taking a bus, `your' duty
of not making `others' clothes dirty, and `others' rights of requiring `you' to
clean their clothes. In this specific case the `you' and `others' distinction is a
distinction between the migrant workers on the one hand and the bus driver
with his passengers on the other, although one can argue that it is not a dis-
tinction between the migrant and the local, or between the rural and the urban,
but a distinction between the individual and society, individual rights and
collective rights, and that these rules are equally applicable to urban citizens. ln
short, individual (transgtessive) behaviour is countered with generic normative
statements. As we examine this specific case carefully, we can not eliminate the
very visible factor that the people being reproached have an unusual and
recognizable identity - migrant workers. In this discourse of the public scale,
the migrant identity is rigidly defined against the also rigidly defined local urban
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identity, and the fluidity of identity construction on the lower linguistic ex-
change scale is replaced by abstract and general identity categorisation.

In line 5 and 6, an imperative~prohibitive expression `don't challenge the
rights of the public with your own so called right' is used to signal a command
or a prohibition. When interfering with the `public right', the migrant workers'
right to use public transport is qualified and reduced to the `so called' right, not
a`real' right. The `public right', the right of the passengers not to have their
clothes stained in an orderly modern world, is not an issue in question. It is
guarded by the law (line 6 and 7), regulations, norms, and other tools of
inst~tutional control and surveillance, such as the bus operation company's
regulation. It is the migrant workers' fault (line 8) that they were being told off,
argues Response (50), for their behaviour is a deviation from the normal
patterns of conduct. The migrant identity is thus abnormalised, and the
abnormality lies not in the `strangeness' or the `unusualness' oE migrant workers
present in cities; they are many in number and they enter into daily encounters
with urban citizens. Rather, the abnormality lies in their transgression of the
social norms and their introduction of disorder into the modern social world.
On the public and institutional scale of which this discourse is circulated,
general rules of social conduct are constandy invoked, and the administrative
notions of local vs. mil;rant are rigidly defined identity categorisations.

Sharing the stance of Response (50), Response (21) argues from a different
perspectíve. It states that `some people' - presumably the migrant workers -
believe themselves to be socially disadvantaged, and tend to interpret the
reactions they encounter as discriminatory experiences. According to Response
(21), even though the requirements of others were `reasonable', such as
changing dirty overalls in order to take a bus, the migrant workers still believed
it was a form of discrimination because of (as Response (21) implies) their
sense of inferiority. The essential cause of this incident seems to be the
attitudes of the migrant workers `... this is no good, 6rst, these people should
not look down upon themselves, they should adjust their own attitudes...'. This
argument places the blame on the migrant workers - they had, in the first place,
the wrong attitudes towards themselves and towards others, which coloured
their understanding of the reactions of the bus driver and the passengers. Their
misunderstanding, implied Response (21), generated the conflict.

This ar~ument echoes Goffman's (1974b) notion of `sti~rnatised identity' -
the stigtnatised individual is the one who falls short of our normative expec-
tations, who possesses an undesired differentness, such as a physical deformity,
an unusual mental state, a racial feature, or a trait that turns people whom he
meets away from him (Goffman, 1974b:5). In our case, Mr Cai and his co-
workers' behaviour, wearing stained overalls in a crowded bus, was undesirably
different from the normal way of urban people's behaviour, which betrayed
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their migrant identity - a stigmatz.red identity. The stigma is not only a stigma
about being `migrants', but also about being `lower social class': low-paid
workers who dress as low-paid workers. The stigmatised individuals, the mi-
grant workers, made their social encounter with the normals - the urban people
- difficult because of theír lack of `self-adjustment', according to Response (21).
By the same token, what the migrant workers should have done was what
Goffman (1974b:31) calls `normification' - the effort from the stigmatised
individual to `present himself as an ordinary person', to adjust himself to the
way of the normal, and to take the stance of the normal. The migrant workers
in this incident, however, did not `normify' themselves by behaving like the
urban, and by observing the social order of the urban space. In short, Response
(21) argues that the incident was a result of the migrant workers' stigmatised
identity.

My analysis of the Internet forum discourses in this example is not about
who was right and who was wrong; it is not relevant to decide whether the bus
driver should have used a more friendly tone or the migrant workers should
have changed their stained work attire while taking a crowded bus; it is not
even relevant to make a judgement on whether the bus driver was discrim-
inating or the migrant workers were over-reacting. What I want to show is the
abnormalisation and the stigmatisation of the migrant identity in the social
encounters between the migrant workers and the bus driver, and the emphasis
of the Internet messages on the social order and the moral values that sustain
the orderly modern urban world. The debate entries cited in the data presen-
tation, whether they are on the side of the migrant workers or on the side of the
bus driver, all illustrate the rigidity and inflexibility of identity categorisation on
the public and institutional scale, on which people invoke general social rules of
normal and abnormal, and invoke such categorical notions as social class,
ethnicity, and place of origin. In this example I also want to show that, although
people can choose what to wear, how to speak, how to behave, what identity to
claim, there is always a limit to this freedom of choice; what people choose is
constrained by the unequal and stratified resources available to them. It is
probably more revealing to consider why such resources are not available to
them - the migrant workers could have chosen taking off their stained work
attire before taking the bus, but that tacit norm was not available to them, and
their - as well as the bus driver's - choice of discursive and non-discursive
activities are conditioned by the general patterns of social inequality on a higher
level.

5.3.3 `But that would be wasted'
So far we have looked at identity making discourses produced and circulated in
the public sphere; Example 5.1 and 5.2 have shown how migrant identities are
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constructed through conventional public communication media - a periodical
article - and a new form of communícation media affecting the structure of the
public space - the Internet - respectively. In what follows, I shall present an
example of institutional discourse and analyse the construction and constraints
of the institutyonal discourses on the migtant identity making. It is an instance
of the process mentioned earlier, whereby higher-order categorisations enter
interactional events and give shape to them. The data are taken from an inter-
view that was carried out in the afternoon of 21 June 2007. The interviewee was
Miss Li, the Director of Education, Discipline and Administration (DEDA,

jiaodao ~huren) of Beili Primary School. DEDA is a managerial position in
Chinese primary and secondary schools. A DEDA usually has no teaching duty,
but is in charge of administrative affairs and student moral issues. DEDA
reports directly to the headmaster. Miss Li used to be a Chinese language
teacher; as part of her career development, she was appointed to the managerial
position a year before my fieldwork in the School. The management role gives
her an insight into the school's problems and challenges at an institutional level.
The interview is about `the merit student award' (sanhao xuesheng, literally `three-
good student~, a national award system for primary and secondary school
students. The winners of the merit student award have to be outstanding in all
three aspects of academic records, morality, and physical and mental fitness.
The system works at several levels: from the elementary level of class wide, to
school wide, district wide, city wide, province wide, and up to nation wide. At
the most elementary level of the class wide and sometimes school wide election,
pupils vote for merit students of their own classes or schools. For the higher
levels, school recommendations are essential for a candidate to become a
winner. As Miss Li points out in the interview, those who are merit students for
the final three years (grade 4, 5 and 6) of their primaty education are recom-
mended candidates by the school for the appraisal at the district and city levels.
The interview took place in the staff office, which was shared by seven
teachers, and as the interview proceeded, a teacher, Miss 'Lhao, whose desk was
next to that of Miss Li joined us (line 50) and gave her opinion on the topic.

Example 5.3: '...but that would be wasted...'

1 Miss Li: ...if the local pupils and the migrant pupils are similar, we could still
hope (for local pupils to be elected as merit students). But they are too
different.
JD: You are talking about `similar' and `different', what do you mean by being

5 `similar' and `different'? Do you mean their performance?
Miss Li: Yes, performance. (For example) in grade three the migrant pupils are
ver~ood and the local pupils are mostly underachieving, they were to elect
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four school wide merit students, the result of the election was that three were
migrant pupils and only one was a local. They (the local pupils) are not as

10 good and we couldn't do anything. Then the merit students are mostly migrant
pupils, but that (their awards) is not useful.
JD: Did you mean by `useful', for example, in their entering a middle school?
Miss Li: Yes, in finding themselves a good middle school, holding a merit
student award is an advantage for a local pupil in searching for good middle

15 school.
JD: How does it work (for middle school entrance)?
Miss Li: (It is useful if one is the merit student of a) successive three-year:
grade four, five and six.
JD: hmm...

20 Miss Li: There is nothing we could do. We only have more and more migrant

pupils. There are about 20 pupils in one class and only five or six (of them) are
local, we could hardly find qualified local candidates for the merit students
award.
JD: hmm

25 Miss Li: It happens that the merit student award is wasted. such as in a nearby
school, there is no city-wide merit student candidate this year, I asked why,
they said that there used to be two (candidates for the city-wide merit student
award), one is a migrant pupil, the other is local. The Beijing local pupil
moved to another school. The merit student award is not usefiil for a migrant

30 pupil.
JD: hmm
Miss Li: They ve u the appraisal for the city-wide merit student award, they
could send one candidate, but they had no one to send.
JD: But why?

35 Miss Li: The candidate must be district-wide merit student for all three
academic years ofgrade four, five and six.
JD: Couldn't the migrant pupil compete for city-wide merit student?
Miss Li: ~They could compete, but that would be a waste of opportunity after
all~... no matter how good he (a migrant pupil) is, he will end up with Jian

40 Qiang middle school, or if his parents are rich, they could pay high tuition for a
good middle school, then he does not need that (merit student award) at all.
JD: If a Beijing pupil, if he has that (merit student award), he could go to a
good middle school?
Miss Li: It is at least an advantage. For example, if a high tuition fee is

45 requested, he (or his parents) could ask for a discount.
JD: Then for migrant pupils, even if he has it...
Miss Li: They (middle school) don't~cceot (migrant pupils) at all. All migrant
pupils (of this district) are put into one middle school.
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JD: No matter how good he is...
50 Miss "1.hao: Currently it (local pupils' tuition fees) is all paid by the district

~overnment, the money of the district is for the children of the district.
Children oE He Bei (province), Zhe Jiang (province), they have their own
money for their own children. It shouldn't be that they (migrant children) use
up the money of Beijinl; children.

55 Miss Li: "I'hey-(miyrant children) come and share our.put)ils~money.
Miss "l.hao: Exactly.
Miss I,i: For example, if a Beijing child gets a subsidy of 80 RMB, and if we
have five Beijing pupils, then we get 400 RMB (from the govemment), but the
problem is that the money has to pav for many mi~rant children's schooGn~...

(Fieldwork rccording, 2007-OG-21-V049)

Analysis and interpretation
The content of the interview can be paraphrased and interpreted as follows.
Miss Li started the topic by stressing the difference between the migrant pupils
and the local pupils of her school (line 1-3); she went on to explain what she
meant by `too different' through an example of the grade 3 class - the migrant
pupils of that class (pupils aged about nine or ten) were satisfactory in their
performance, whereas the local Beijing pupils were almost all underachieving.
In their election of the merit students of the class, three out of the four merit
students were migrant pupils. Winning the merit student award was `not useful',
however, for the migrant students (line 11). I asked Miss Li to elaborate what
she meant by `useful'. According to her, the usefulness of the merit student
award lied in enhancing local Beijing pupils' chance of being admitted to a top
middle school (line 14-16). Miss Li explained that it would be an `advantage' for
a local Beijing pupil - a pupil of Beijing hukou-holder - in hunting for a good
middle school if he or she was a merit student, especially a merit student of the
final three successive years (grade 4, 5 and 6) of their primary schooling
(line 18-19).

Miss Li indicated that there was nothing the school could do to change the
situation. The situation was that the Beili neighbourhood saw an influx of
migrant families and the school was increasingly populatcd with migrant pupils.
lt was a small school (about 150 pupils), and at the time of fieldwork merely
one fourth of the pupils were local. Within such a small pool of local students,
the school found it hard to `find qualified local candidates for the merit
students award' (line 23 and 24). This was also what Miss Li meant by `we could
still hope' in line 1 and 2- the school could still hope for more local pupils to
be elected as merit students if the local and the migrant pupils were comparable
in performance -, and by `we couldn't do anything' in line 10 - the migrant
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pupils outperformed the local and the teachers could not do anything to have
more local pupils voted to be merit students.

Miss Li was well informed of similar situations Eaced by other schools, due
to her position as DEDA. She gave an example of a nearby primary school. Its
opportunity of recommending a yualified candidate for the city-wide merit
student award appraisal was `wasted' (line 26), because the local candidate
moved to another, probably a more prestigious, school and automatically gave
up the appraisal. `The merit student award is not useful for a migrant pupil,'
Miss Li repeated and stressed in line 30. The school gave up the opportunity,
she continued; they had a chance to recommend one pupil out of the two
candidates, but the local candidate moved elsewhere and the school was left
with no candidate. This explanation did not include the possibility of recom-
mending the migrant candidate for the appraisal; I therefore asked for further
elaboration. Miss Li's answer `[t]hey could compete, but that would be a waste
of opportunity after all' (line 38 and 39) was in a weaker voice than the rest of
her utterance, which probably signaled her hesitauon in giving the opinion.
According to Miss Li, whether the migrant candidate entered the city wide
appraisal or not, and whether he or she would win or not, the opportunity
would be `wasted', because the award would not be an advantage for a migrant
pupil in being admitted by a prestige Beijing middle school. She explained that
no matter what award a migrant pupil held, the middle school she or he could
normally end up with was Jian Qiang School, an underachieving middle school
that received a special subsidy from the district government for admitting
migrant pupils of the district, unless their parents could purchase them a place
in a prestigious middle school with a big price, in which case neither
performance nor award record would be relevant, as Miss Li indicated (line
39-41).

I asked Miss Li for an explicit comparison between the `usefulness' of the
merit student award for migrant pupils and that for local pupils. Her expla-
nation reiterated what she said earlier in the interview - the award was an
advantage for local pupils and was of no use for migrant pupils as local middle
schools simply `don't a ~ccet)t (migrant pupils) at all' (line 4~. Miss Zhao, a
Chinese language teacher who had been around for a while and must have
heard part of our conversations, interrupted us (line 50) and gave her opinion.
Her move of joining the interview might be a result of my comment in line 49
`[n]o matter how good he is...'; it was a repetition of what Miss Li said in
line 39, but the disapproval tone of the utterance was `visible' and might
function as a stimulation of Miss Zhao's utterance.

Miss Zhao emphasised that local pupils' costs of education were `all ~aid by
the district g.overnment', and that the amount of district subsidy was for `the
district's children', that is, children of the hukou-holders. Migrant pupils had
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their own shares of government subsidy at their bukou locality; according to
Miss Zhao, and being non-hukou holders in Beijing schools, they `use up the
money of Beijing; children'. This argument was agreed by Miss Li `Thev
(mi~;rant children~ come and share our pupils' money'. Miss Li gave an example
of how the government subsidy worked, and stressed that `but the problem is
that money has to pay for many migrant children's schooling' (line 50-58). In
this part of the conversation, both the teacher and the DEDA used emphases
fre9uently, which might suggest that they felt strongly about migrant pupils
who missed their home subsidy and had to share that of local Beijing pupils.
The school was therefore under financial pressure because it did not receive as
much subsidy as would fit to the number of children they educated.

What is striking in this interview is the use of the adjectives `not useful' and
`wasted' by Miss Li and Miss Zhao - becoming a merit student was `not useful'
for a migrant pupil and the advantage of being a merit student would be
`wasted' if it was granted to a migrant pupil. Both Miss Li and Miss Zhao pro-
duced these utterances in the way that it was a mere pragmatic concern to
maximise the advantage of the award by having the local pupils, not the
migrant, become merit students. I trust that they did not intentionally treat the
local and the migrant une9ually; they perhaps saw the selectiveness of award
candidates as simply a pragmatic issue. Miss Li and Miss "Lhao were both my
key informants, and as an ethnographer, 1 worked with them on a daily basis as
well as observed their approaches of dealing with their migrant pupils con-
standy. I can confidently say they were caring, encouraging, responsible, and
professional both toward the local pupils and toward the migrant ones. At the
linguistic and communicative exchange scale, what I observed were overwhelm-
ingly friendly interactions between the migrant and the local; at the meta-
pragmatic scale it was still rare to pinpoint any differenriation between the two
groups. It was only when my fieldwork approached the end of the semester,
and my gaze moved to the institutional level, that the pattern of inequality and
the constraints of the institutional differentiation started emerging.

There are two folds of the institutional constraints demonstrated by the
interview. First, the discourses of Miss Li and Miss Zhao on the link between
the merit student award and the locality of the award holders were determined
by the tacit institutional policy, the unspoken rule that favoured local pupils
over migrant pupils in selecting award candidates. Miss Li and Miss Zhao
seemed to believe that it was only natural and practical to favour local pupils,
because of how the award system worked - it only brought benefits to local
award holders, not the migrants; it would make no difference for a migrant
pupil's academic career. There was no doubt a practical layer, but behind thís
practical layer stood the fact that the `merit' student awards were not concerned
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only with `merits', but that migrant identity played a considerable role in the
performance-based student appraisal.

The second fold of the institutional constraints was the identity catego-
risations that Miss Li and Miss Ihao made by comparing and contrasting the
local and the migrant pupils in the final part of the interview (line 51-61). ln
their daily interactions with and their metapragmatic comments on migrant
pupils, Miss Li and Miss lhao performed the duties of a teacher who ought to
be supportive and fair. Speaking from an institutional level, however, they
classified the migrant and the local pupils into two rigid and static groups which
were not only defined by the administrative notions, but also contrasted in the
distribution of educational resources. Their discourse was echoed by what the
vice headmaster once described to me about a headmasters' meeting at the
district educational authority, during which a participant said `don't let our
district educate migrant pupils of the entire country (note: the district was
burdened by its very high ]evel of migrant population concentration compared
to that of the other Beijing districts)' (t~ieldnotes, 2007-05-17). One could argue
that migrant children could obtain their fair share of government subsidy if they
`chose' to attend school in their hukou locality. This argument, which was cir-
culated freyuently among teachers, migrants, as well as in the media, essentially
abnormalised migrant children's presence in urban schools - migrant children
moved into cities and brought `troubles' to the urban education system which
had been devised for local children, not for migrant. Along this line of
argument, having education back in their hometown would be the `best' (or
`normal~ choice of migrant children, which was actually many migrant children
in my fieldwork opted for; but it appeared to me that they did not `choose' to
move back, but were forced by the institutional mechanism of the education
system. The merit student award was but one example of the function of such
mechanism; more decisive concems included their chances of a promising
middle school education and their eventual opportunity for a college placement.
The abnormality underlying the discourse of Miss I,i and Miss Ïhao, as well as
that of the vice headmaster's, was that the influx of migrant children into the
neighbourhood disrupted the `normal' operation of the school and the `normal'
mechanism of educational resource distribution. This perception was
detemuned, not by the speakers' own wish, but by the way the educational
system ran, by the institutional inequality as a social construct, and by the wider
social pattern and structure.
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5.4 Summary

Chapter 5 started off by introducing the central notions of `abnormality',
`stigma', `normality', and `modernity'. Foucault's notion of `abnormal' was used
in this chapter with an emphasis on its essential meaning of `being deviated
from normal', and Goffman's notion of `stigmatised individual' was understood
in the current research as the one who falls short of our `normative expecta-
tions'. Both notions have been applied in the data analysis and interpretation to
illustrate the construction and constraints of institutional and public discourses
on the making of migrant identity.

The analytical part of this chapter includes three examples. The first
example was a periodical article advising potential migrant workers to achieve a
good level of Putonghua proficiency before moving to the urban areas. The
migrant worker was abnormalised against an image of the ideal urban youth in
the convent7onal media of public discourse, and the migrant identity was strictly
defined in comparison and contrast to the Putonghua speaking urban cirizen.
The second example was concerned with a new form of journalism - the
Internet, which has largely restructured the public space. The data analysis
focused on a long debate entcy combined with textual and visual signs. The
migrant workers were abnormalised for their behaviour being deviated from
the tacit urban norms, and stigmatised because of their incapability of
`normifying' themselves. For the third example, I included an interview of the
Director of Education, Discipline and Administration of Beili School on the
meaning of being `merit student' for the migrant pupils. The interviewees' use
of terms such as `not useful' and `wasted' caught my attention. The presence of
migrant children in the urban education system was collectively abnormalised in
the sense that they brought disorder, and hence problems and pressures, to the
urban education institurion. This example revealed the structural ineyuality that
worked against the migrant pupils.

In all three examples we observe that modernity emphasise order; it works
against categories such as migrants whose identity features are easily seen as
disruptive of the `normal' social order. We also observe, in these three ex-
amples, people invoke general social norms and administrative notions when
producing discourses from the public and institutional scale, and the identity
categories are no longer flexible and fluid, such as those instantiated in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, but are rigid, static, and general. Identities of the three
scales penetrate, collaborate, and interact with each other, and these inter-
actions will be addressed in the next chapter.
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Notes

'I'hc tablc ~~fccmtcnt ~if this periodical is a~~ailablc at:
http:~~wivrucqvip.com~qk~86404X~200501~index.html, last viewed on 15~07~2009.

Relevant regulations and policies can be found from the official website of the

National Language and Literacy Working Committee (NLLWC):
httfi:~~mtvw.china-language.gaucrr~, last viewed on 15~07~2009.
The NLLWC is part ofChina Ministry of Education.
The online forum is available at:
http:~~d~h2.mop.com~mainFramej.rp?url-bttp:~~rl~h2.mop.com~topic~read~uer 9013555 0
-O.html, last viewed on 15~07~2009.
The situation is improvin~ though; see
http:~~new.r.xinhuanet.com~politicc~2009-02~08~content 10782192.htm for recent change

in migrant workers' social welfare issue, last viewed on 15~07~2009.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and reflections

6.1 Recapitulation

This book started with a proposal of a three-scale framework in order to study
the migrant identity construction in urban Beijing. ln the introductory chapter,
1 explained why we need such a framework and what the framework was about.
In doing so, I reviewed and evaluated recent identity studies, particularly,
Conversation Analysis (CA) and Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), and argued
that although being tremendously important for the present study, both CA and
CDA approaches were insufficient in addressing the discursive processes of
identity making in the complex and stratified social reality.

What differentiates the three-scale approach from CA and CDA? This
quesrion can be answered by a re-use of the Coca-Cola can metaphor from a
slightly different angle (see Figure 6.1a, b, and c).

a c
Figure 6.1: Detailed view (a), front view (b), and distance view (c) of a Coca-Cola can

Figure 6.1 a is a view saturated with a tiny part of the Coca-Cola can; it is the
view we could obtain if we observe the can so closely that we only see a very
small part of it in great details, but lose sight of the rest. Taking some distance,
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we get the view of Figure C.1 b- a whole picture of the can, but only of the can;
observing it from farther away, as Figure ó.lc shows, we could see the can right
next to other objects such as a mobile phone, a pen, and the table on which it
stands. Figure 6.1a resembles CA which focuses on small details of language
use and identity making, but loses sights of bigger views; Figure 6.1 b can be a
metaphor of CDA which emphasises the imposition of the contexts on the
identity formation but restricts the analysis to just discourse. The three-scale
framework proposed in the present study, by contrast, is a broader approach in
that it synthesises the basic assumptions of CA, CDA, together with other
layers of discursive practice into a scalar structure, so as to offer a more com-
prehensive understanding of identity making processes and to avoid traps of
reductionism and essentialism in identity studíes. Emerged out of my fieldwork
observations of the discrepancies between CA~CDA and the actual social
practice, the thme-scale framework is a response to the essentially stratified
nature of society. To recap briefly, the three scales were:
1 Linguistic and communicative exchange scale, on which linguistic inter-

actions occur, and small features of language use, such as accents, index a
dialogical process of identity making in the social space (the communicative
scale).

2 Metapragmatic discourse scale, on which identities are commented, evalu-
ated, ratified, by oneself and by others through metapragmatic discourses
(the metapragmatic scale).

3 Public and institutional discourse scale, on which identity building dis-
courses are circulated in the public sphere, identities are defined in rigid
bureaucratic and administrative categorisations, and people's general evalu-
ative remarks invoke social norms and rules of social conducts (the public
scale).

Chapter 1 also spelt out the objectives of the current research: (1) to under-
stand the making of migrant identities on different scales, and (2) to gain an
insight into the transitional Chinese society and social structure (re-)formation
through language use and ident;ty making of migrant workers and their
children. It also listed the basic assumptions of identity and identity con-
struction: (1) identities are established in social practice; (2) identities are
multiple and stratified in relation to the unequally distributed identity-building
resources; and (3) identities are achieved as well as ascribed.

Chapter 2 outlined the social and methodological backgrounds of the study.
The chapter was divided into two parts. The first part dealt with the social
contexts of China's mass rural-urban migration, the sociolinguistic contexts of
the diversified and complex linguistic landscape of the country, and the insti-
tutional contexts of the education provision to migrant children. The second
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part of this chapter gave an account of the ethnographic approach that has
guided the research, documented the one-year fieldwork joumey in Beijing
migrant communities, and explained the choice of data collection instruments.
It argued that the ethnographic approach situated language deeply in social life
and this gave a partícular strength to the data collection instruments employed
within this approach in researching identity construction, a discursive process
precisely about the relationship between language and society. It described the
deployment of data collection methods, and the motivation of choosing
different methods at different fieldwork stages and in the different fieldwork
sites.

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 reported on the making of migrant identities at the
three scales respectively. All three chapters followed a similar structure. First,
they introduced the notions that were central to each chapter: space, socio-
linguistic scale, and monoglot language ideology for Chapter 3, ethnolinguistic
identity and speech community for Chapter 4, abnormality, stigma, and
modernity for Chapter 5. Put together, these central notions formed a
theoretical toolkit for the data analysis and interpretation in this book. All three
chapters subsequently presented and analysed key episodes and extracts
selected from the fieldwork data. Chapter 3 presented three examples of
migrant identity construction on the scale of linguistic and communicative ex-
changes. Example 3.1 was a story told by a Sichuan migrant child who attended
an urban public primary school. The story was about the experiences of her
first school day, and particularly about her use of dialect while introducing
herself to the class, which caused laughter from her fellow-pupils. Example 3.2
was about a migrant worker - a cleaner of a neighbourhood swimming pool -
being silenced by her accent, and her linguisuc competence being misrecog-
nised. Example 3.3 was a linguistic interaction between a street vendor and me,
in which the street vendor deployed various linguistic patterns and resources,
navigated language obstacles, and articulated multiple identities accordingly. All
three examples demonstrated the fluidity and flexibility of identities constructed
on this scale, and the indexical connections between the informants' accents
and their identities.

In Chapter 4, there were four examples of inetapragmatic discourses evalu-
ating the identities of migrant pupils, either by migrant pupIls themselves or by
others such as their urban counterparts and their teachers. All four examples
were from the fieldwork in one Beijing public primaty school. Example 4.1 was
about a migrant pupil's comments on the migrant identities of her own and
fellow migrant pupils during a drawing class. She notably overlaid the migrant-
local identity contrast with a homogeneous ethnolinguistic identity. Example
4.2 described evaluative remarks articulated by a group of migrant pupils,
particularly by a Jiangxi pupil, on their home dialects during a class break.
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Example 4.3 was a local Beijing pupil's comments on his migrant classmate's
language, identity, and performance, and Example 4.4 was a teacher's appraisal
on a migrant pupil's language, identity, and performance. The four examples
instantiated how metapragmatic discourses made identity construction explicit
in which people produced identity evaluations, and categorised themselves as
well as others into social categories. Identities claimed by oneself at the linguis-
tic and communicative scale were ratified, negotiated, imposed or challenged by
others at the metapragmatic scale.

Chapter 5 comprised of three examples of identity making discourses
produced and circulated on the public and institutional scale. Example 5.1 was
a periodical article urging potential migrant worker to learn Putonghua before
moving to cities. Example 5.2 detailed Internet discussions around a recent
news report of a row between an urban bus driver and several migrant workers
because the former one required the latter ones to change clothes before taking
the bus. Example 5.3 discussed a school staffls naturalisation of an unequal
appraisal practice and the education system in general that was discriminatory
against migrant pupils. The three examples together illustrated the abnor-
malisation and stigmatisation of the urban others - the migrants - who intro-
duced disorder to the social norms in the modern urban space.

Each of the three chapters ended with a summary of their respective
findings which fed back to the scale-level it addressed. On the linguistic and
communicative scale, identities were often self-subscribed, enacted by small
linguistic features, performed in local interactions, ever-changing as the speaker
shifted footing and alignment On the metapragmatic scale, subscribed íden-
tities were confirmed or challenged through evaluative remarks of others. C1n
the public and institutional scale, identity making processes were often defined
by rigid ascriptive categorisation which invoked general social norms and
administrative realities.

In short, this book has structured an alternative theoretical framework of
researching discursive processes of identity construction, and has reported on
an ethnographic fieldwork to demonstrate this framework. It has fulfilled the
first objective of the research, i.e. to study migrant identity making at three
scales. This conclusive chapter will be organised around the theoretical, empir-
ical, and methodological reflections of the research through a second look at
some of the data presented in the previous chapters. In doing so, I shall move
to consider the fast-changing Chinese society and social structure (re-)forma-
tion, an insight gained from my fieldwork observation of migrant workers as an
emerging social stratum. This will fulfil the second objective of the book.
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6.2 Theoretical reflections

The argument I built in this book revolved around an image of social reality as
scalar, as structured into different scales. Each scale has features of its own:

there are rules and conventions that operate at the different scale levels, and
these rules and conventions make certain things possible and others impossible.
A multifaceted analysis of social phenomena requires attention to the various
scales and their features; not paying attention to the scalar nature of social
phenomena would risk homogenising social phenomena in a reductionist move
which assumes that a single set of rules and conventions dominate them. Given
that ethnography has as its traditional ambition to be comprehensive in

description and analysis, my ethnographic study tried to be just that by at-
tending to the different scales at which we see social phenomena being played
out.

Having said that, and reiterating what I said at the outset, we must of course
be aware that the three scale levels I identified in this book also operate to-
gether in one spatiotemporally bound event. We can observe social phenomena
only in their synchronic deployment, while we must realise that what we see is
`synchronised' (Blommaert, 2005a), that it is an interplay of features from
different scale levels in one situated event. Thus, social phenomena appear as
bound, unique and relatively simple, while they hide various layers whose
interplay produces the social event as we observe it. This duality, between an
observational level of social phenomena (in which these phenomena appear as
bound, unique and simple) and an analytical one (in which they appear as lay-
ered, structured into scale levels) was the core of my methodological argument.

The three-scale framework spelt out at the beginning has been the
structuring element of the analytical part of this book. Each analytical chapter
has addressed a scale-level by presenting and analysing data from the ethno-
graphic fieldwork. At the end of this book, I shall bring the three scales
together and demonstrate that, instead of being separated, distinct processes,
they are different dimensions of one social reality, different perspectives of one
observation, different aspects of one identity building process. I shall formulate
this argument in two steps: first, identities made on the three scales overlap,
interact with, and are connected to each other, and the nexus poínt is
indexicality; second, they are of one `synchronised' social reality perceived from
a language ideology level.

In what follows, I will deal with the interactions between different scales
through a further analysis of the examples from Chapters 3, 4, and 5. I will
discuss (1) the interactions between the communicative scale and the meta-
pragmatic scale, (2) the interactions between the communicative scale and the
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public scale, and (3) the interactions between the metapragmatic scale and the
public scale respectively.

Interactions between the communicative scale and the metapragmatic
scale
The interactíons between the communicative scale and the metapragmatic scale
can be demonstrated by a second look at the street vendor example (Example
3.3). In this case, Xiao Xu creatively deployed his repertoire of linguistic
resources in relation to the sociolinguistic spaces of the conversations, and
systematically shifted accents which indexed the shifts of his identity claims.
Recall that he spoke with a near-Beijing local accent at the beginning of the
commercial talk between him and me - his local customer - which signalled his
identity of being a Beijing suburban breakfast seller; he shifted to a slightly
southern accent while talking about his home town, which indexed a migrant
identity; he then shifted to Putonghua and claimed identities of being well-
educated, highly mobile, successfully relocated, and yuasi-local. This brief
outline of the indexical links between his accent shifts and identity claims
demonstrated the situatedness and fluidity of the identities performed on the
linguistic and communicative scale. In this less-than-three-minute episode of
linguistic interaction, however, we could find a subsection of inetapragmatic
discourse in which, first, the both interlocutors commented on Xiao Xu's
Putonghua `your Putonghua is really good' (line 15-19), and then Xiao Xu
evaluated the accents of other migrants who `talk in their dialects' (line 31-36).
Note in line 31 my question was `Do you understand what people speak here in
Beijing'; what I intended to find out were his comments on the Beijing accents,
on whether Beijing accents were fast or slow, loud or yuiet, clear or unclear,
and so on. Instead of evaluating the Beijing accents, Xiao Xu started talking
about migrant people who spoke dialects in Beijing. This misunderstanding of
my yuestion implied that the Beijing accents were the default language of the
space. Because Putonghua was similar to and was often equalled with the
Beijing dialects, it was not a question whether one understood the Beijing
accents or not - everyone who entered this space rhould understand it. This
misunderstanding pointed to the hegemonic domination of Putonghua and its
devaluing of dialects. The flow of conversations led the two interlocutors to
articulate evaluative remarks which overlapped with the identity discussion on
the metapragmatic scale.

Furthermore, the self-claimed identities of both interlocutors had to be
ratified on the metapragmatic scale. In the transcribed episode, Xiao Xu
reversed the yuestion-answer seyuence and raised an explicit identity enyuiry to
me, and I had to subseyuently defend my local identity both by an explicit
metapragmatic discourse `I am from here', and by a stress on the Beijing accent
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instead of my usual language choice of Putonghua. If we look beyond the
interaction event, for example, if we treat the discussions of the street vendor
example in this book as a metapragmatic discourse, it becomes clear that the
breakfast seller's identities have a longer `life' than the here-and-now inter-
action. Although Xiao Xu claimed a near-local identity in the encounters, and
although I did not challenge this identity claim on the spot, this self-claimed
identity is evaluated throughout my analysis, and in a sense denied, as I basically
classify him as one of the migrant workers on whom this book is written. His
near-local identity, together with my metapragmatic comments in the analysis,
will be continuously evaluated by the reader of this book.

The interplays between the two scales do not stop here. They are not
confined to the observation that the linguistic and communicative scale is
conditioned by the metapragmatic scale. Local language features and linguistic
exchanges also index identity-making on the metapragmatic scale. For instance,
in Example 4.3, Jun produced a metapragmatic discourse on Xing's language
use and identities. Jun's marked Beijing accent, in the mean time, brought the
linguistic and communicative scale into meta-level identity construction and
played an important role in justifying his position of evaluating his migrant
classmate's language. As we have seen in the analysis of this case, Jun spoke
with a marked Beijing accent. I have used the term a`Beijing accent' in various
places of this book; I now have the opportunity to problematise this ternz.
Beijing accent is not a singular entity. It has quite a few varieties, of which
subtle differences often index the speaker's social class, place of origin, and
sometimes family history. These indexical values have to do with the recent
history (of at least a hundred and fifty years) of Beijing and the demographic
makeup of its population. To put it very briefly, the lower and working class
has a more remarkable accent than the middle and upper class; inhabitants of
the central Beijing city, particularly those who Gve in the small lanes (huton~ of
central Beijing city such as the neighbourhood of Beili School described in
Chapter 4, have a`purer' Beijing accent than people from the suburban
districts, and the accents of suburban Beijing people are sometimes hybrids of
Beijing Mandarin and the dialects of its nearby Hebei province; people whose
family have been Beijing inhabitants for generations (!ao Beijing, literally `old-
Beijing' people) have a more marked central Beijing accent than the immigrants
of the last fifty years which witnessed an influx of people due to the changes of
political domination in this capital city of the country.

Jun's accent, to my ear, was that of working class and of central Beijing
inhabitants; it might also suggest that he was from a family of Beijing inhab-
itants for generations. Whereas it is now impossible for me to check the last
point, it was confirmed by his teacher that Jun was from a working class family
of the neighbourhood. Throughout the interview, Jun's linguistic features, a
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marked Beijing accent, indexed a local identity, which in tum guaranteed his
`authority', together with his explicitly claimed local identity, in judging Xing's
language and identity. This case was primarily a metapragmatic discourse
produced by Jun; his linguistic features, however, indexed the social factors that
were crucial for the identity making processes on the metapragmatic scale.

Interactions between the communicative scale and the public scale
The two cases we have looked at so far illustrate the interactions between the
communicative and the metapragmatic scales. The communicative scale further
interacts with the public scale. Rigid and general identity categorisations on the
higher scale, i.e. on the public and institutional scale, often constrain identity
making on the lower, i.e. communicative scale, and the flexibility of identity
claims at the communicative scale tend to disappear in the public scale. Take
the Sichuan child case of Chapter 3 for example. The Sichuan child started her
urban primary schooling with a marked Sichuan accent which labelled her as a
migrant child, and she ended the narration by being content with her
Putonghua proficiency and with her newly achieved urban identity. Seeing from
the public and institutional scale, the Sichuan child's story, which was also a
public discourse - a newspaper article, invoked a general social rule which
distinguished the `good' social behaviour, the behaviour that fitted into the
social order, e.g. speak Putonghua, from the `bad' behaviour, the behaviour that
broke the social norms, e.g. speak with an accent in school. A second looking at
this example from the public scale, we could say that the flexibility of the
Sichuan child's identity construction on the lower scale was constrained by
general rules of social conducts, and her changing identity claims were replaced
by rigid and static administrative notions of identity categorisation. In other
words, as soon as our gaze moved upward to the public and institutional
discourse scale, the fluid and ever-changing identities that people performed,
enacted, and claimed in relation to their Gnguistic features at the lower linguistic
and communicative scale were replaced by an abstract social normality, and by
general identity classifications of urban vs. migrant, standard Putonghua vs.
vernacular, and so on.

On the other side of the interaction, the linguistic features at the lower
linguistic scale also index the discursive identity-making on the public and
insututional scale. Such an example can be found in the `Changing clothes' case
of Example 5.2. This case described a social encounter between seven migrant
workers and an urban bus driver, illustrating the public discourses on the
general social norms and rules that demarcated the normal orderly social behav-
iour from the `abnormal' behaviour, and demarcated normal urban identity
from `abnormal' migrant identity. This case has a dimension of the linguistic
and communicative scale - the linguistic exchanges between the migrant
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workers and the bus driver (on whose side a few passengers). The news report
did not describe the language spoken by the bus driver, or that of the migrant
workers, but the Internet debate itself was a communicative and interactional
event. The news report mentioned the content of the exchanges between the
urban bus driver and the migrant workers - the bus driver required the migrant
workers to change clothes, the migrant workers refused, and subsequently
phoned the bus operation company to raise a complaint. The news report also
described the encounter as a`row' which gave us an image of how the language
exchanges were like - a probably minor verbal conflict with such details as
raising voices and using provocative words. We could also imagine, although it
was not reported in the news, that the accents of the migrant workers, together
with other features such as the ways they dressed and behaved, indexed their
migrant identity and social class, which in turn fed into the identity making on
the public and institutional scale.

Interactions between the metapragmatic scale and the public scale
We have seen the interactions between the communicative and the meta-
pragmatic scales, and between the communicative and public scales; let us now
turn to the interactions between the metapragmatic and the public scales. In the
drawing class example (Example 4.1), the pupil who drew me articulated a clear
identity discourse, which overlaid the distinction between the urban and the
migrant identities with a national identity, or, a homogeneous ethnolinguistic
identity. As I have shown in the analysis of this example in Chapter 4, the two
identity categories, a migrant identity and a national ethnolinguistic identity,
were neither contradictory nor exclusive to each other; rather, they functioned
at different scale-levels - the scale of rural-urban migration and the scale of
collective membership of an ethnolinguistic community. Here I would like to
argue that from the perspective of the three-scale theoretical framework, the
pupil's claim of an ethnolinguistic identity involved general social norms on the
public and institutional scale: the norms that avoided explicitly talking about the
social distance between the rich and the poor, the urban and the rural, the
higher and the lower classes, but stressed on the egalitarian notion of all being
Chinese. The pupil's discourse could be seen as a jump across scales from a
metapragmatic evaluation of her own and her fellow-pupil's identities to a
general public and administrative discourse that invoked the `one language, one
culture, one nation' ideology, which stuck a static and abstract identity label -
the ethnolinguistic identity - to her and her classmate. As we have seen in
Chapter 5, when people articulate identity-making discourses in a general way,
using categories such as native vs. immigrant, or urban vs. rural, the cate-
gorisations become rigid and abstract. In this drawing class example, we
observe the emergence of a stable ethnolinguistic identity out of the public and
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institutional scale which intemvined with the identities claimed and negotiated
on the metapragtnatic scale. It demonstrates the involvement of the public scale
in the identity making on the metapra~tnatic scale.

A final example is to show the impacts of the metapragmatic scale on the
identity making of the public and institutional scale. Example 5.3 was an
institutional discourse that revealed the structural inequality working against the
migrant pupils from a higher scale. On this scale, we saw the rigidly defined
administrative identity categorisations disqualified migrant pupils from being
awarded as a`merit student' on an equal basis. This discourse, meanwhile, was
also a metapragtnatic evaluation of a school staff on the pupils' identities and
performance. In these evaluaáve remarks, the mig,rant pupils were contrasted
with the local pupils in terms of their academic performance, the outlook of
their academic career, and their chances of being awarded with `merit students'.
These contrasts were based on a taken-for-granted administrative identity cate-
gorisation defined in the migrant pupils' hukou record and in the institutional
discourse of school registry. As we have seen in this example, the content of
this interview was the administratively defined identity categorisation, but here
we see that this content was wrapped in the form of inetapragrnatic discourse,
whích was again conditioned by the public and institutional scale.

In short, the three scales interact in complex and multiple ways; they are
connected with each other through indexicality in the sense that small linguistic
features point to and invoke `big,~er' social meanings and processes. The re-
analysis and re-interpretation of the examples from Chapter 3, 4, and 5 has
revealed the connections, interaction, and co-development of identities on
different scales. In what follows I shall argue that the scales are various
dimensions of one social reality if we look at them from a language ideology
perspective.

A language ideological perspective
The tetm `language ideolo~y' has frequently appeared in this book; in
Chapter l, I argued that the political and ideological contexts were often
privileged ín identity studies that follow a CDA approach. Chapter 2 described
the rise of Putonghua as the centre of a monoglot language ideolop,y. In
Chapter 3, `monoglot language ideology' was one of the key concepts.
Throughout the three examples of Chapter 3, we have seen the work of a
monoglot ideology that valued Putongua as the `correct' langctage and mis-
recol,mised the non-standard lin~uistic resources and practice on the linguistic
and communicative scale. In Chapter 4, the central notion of `speech com-
munity' was conceptualised within the language ideology tradition. The not~on
of `monoglot ideology' was again a key theoretical tool in this chapter. All four
examples of Chapter 4 were from a school - a state institution that was
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dominated by and meanwhile reproduces such language ideologies. On the
metapragmatic scale, we observed that the informants explicitly articulated a
monoglot language ideology through metapragmatic comments, evaluations,
and activities. In Chapter 5, the public and institutional discourses functioned in
producing and circulating the dominant language ideology on a massive scale.
We could trace these ideological constraints in each example: in the periodical
article, potential migrant workers were urged to learn Putonghua prior to their
migration in order to fit the urban social order; in the Internet discussions on
whether migrant workers should follow the urban norms, the ideologies of the
dominant social groups were ideological, whereas the ideologies of the
dominated were by definition non-ideological; and in the interview of the
DFDA on the inequality of the urban schooling system, the interviewee's
taken-for-granted position of the unequal awarding mechanism appeared under
the mask of being practical in making the most of the awards. All three
examples were telling in terms of the production and reproduction of the
domínant ideologies.

In this concluding chapter, I shall discuss what language ideology means for
the three-scale structure identity making of the present study. Rather than an
extensive discussion on language ideology (interested readers are referred to
Silverstein, 1998 and Blommaert, 2006b), I shall briefly trace the scholarly
evolvement of language ideology, state my position in the understanding of this
notion, and argue for its presence in the theorisation of the three-scale frame-
work.

The conceptualisation of ideology evolves along two visible strands: the
Marxist tradition of class-bound ideology and the Durkheimian tradition of
neutrally defined underlying layers that classify people into communities,
cultures, and societies. Linguistics came relatively late in the ideology debates. A
notable exception is Michael Silverstein's work on indexicality and ideology
(Silverstein, 1979, 1981, 1996), which grew out of the domain of linguistic
anthropology. The notion of indexicality, as explained in Chapter 1, is the key
for conceptualising language ideology. In his early work on language ideology,
Silverstein (1979:193) defines language ideology as `sets of beliefs about lan-
guage articulated by users as a rationalization of justification of perceived
language structure and use'. This definition suggests, however, that the language
user explicitly articulates language ideology (which is subsequently com-
plemented by his work on `the limits of awareness'; Silverstein, 1981). The
understanding of language ideology remains somewhat vague in Schieffelin,
Woolard and Kroskrity (1998), a book that brought language ideology to the
front of scholarly debates. In Kroskrity (2000), a landmark book following
closely on the previous one, we start getting a clearer picture of this concept.
Paul Kroskrity summarises language ideologies in four points: first, language
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ideologies are perceptions of language in the interest of a specific social group;
second, language ideologies are multiple due to the multiplicity of ineaningful
social divisions; third, people have various levels of awareness and con-
sciousness of language ideologies; and fourth, language ideologies bridge lan-
guage users' linguistic resources and their sociocultural experience (Kroskrity,
2000:8-21).

My position, following this tradition and sharing its basic preoccupations,
can be summarised in three main points: first, language ideologies are more
often than not taken for granted by the language users, and typically appear in
the forms of unspoken assumptions, or tacit niles of social and linguistic
practice. A remarkable work of language ideologies is to naturalise the
hegemonic domination of one language or language variety as merely the
`correct' linguistic form, against which other languages or language varieties are
measured and evaluated. Second, and related to the first point, language
ideologíes are the ideologies of the dominant social groups; language ideologies
of subordinate groups are non-ideological. Although often being portrayed as
the `universal truth', language ideologies notably `distort' the social reality
through the lens of the dominant social groups. Third, language ideologies are
articulated and circulated at various scale levels, i.e. the linguistic and com-
municative scale, the metapragmatic discourse scale, and the public and
institutional scale, as society is by nature layered and stratified.

In the remaining part of this section, I shall illustrate these understandings
of language ideologies through a re-analysis of the Jiangxi pupil case (Example
4.2), and argue that the three identity making scales are different dimensions of
one social reality, perceived from a language ideology angle. Recall the episode
that happened in the Grade 4 classroom during a class break. I asked the pupils
to show me their home dialects. A Jiangxi pupil was hesitant in speaking her
dialect, and commented that it sounded `terrible', `not good', `like a foreign
language'; a Zhejiang child said that she was born and grew up in Beijing and
`of course' she spoke Putonghua; a Henan pupil said that she spoke dialect with
her parents at home; a boy referred me to a Beijing pupil for dialect knowledge.
It was primarily a metapragmatic discourse in which the migrant pupils evalu-
ated their home dialects and commented on their language choice in different
social settings. On this metapragmatic scale, we could see the work of mono-
glot language ideology in the migrant pupils' evaluative remarks which ridiculed
and abnormalised their home dialects.

This episode was, at the same time, a social encounter between the migrant
pupils and me, seen from the linguistic and communicative scale. We could
detect such linguistic features and styles from the fieldnotes as `with a pro-
longed and emphasised "nothing" indicating reluctance and shyness' when the
Jiangxi pupil explaining why she did not want to show me her dialect; `laughter
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from the children' triggered by the Jiang~ci pupil's utterance; the Jiangxi pupil
`said something in her dialect, laughing' at herself. From these style descrip-
tions, we could see that the Jiang~ci pupil was ashamed of her dialect, which
triggered laughter both from her fellow-pupils and from herself. The shyness,
the hesitation, the laughter, all pointed to the same ideological process with that
of the metapragmatic scale: the dialect was measured against Putonghua and
was disqualified. This language ideology was internalised and inscribed in the
pupils' linguistic habitus through such linguistic and communicative events, and
was reproduced in their metapragmatic discourses. The two scales, perceived
from this angle, are two facets of one ideological process.

In addition to the Jiangxi pupil's linguisric features and styles, we could dis-
tinguish a general shift of the pupils' eagerness in participating the discussion: at
the beginning of the conversations, `they were cheerful and loud, raising their
voices and competing with each other for my attention' because they were
warm in nature and they were curious, whereas later on `most of the pupils had
left me'. This remarkable attitude shift was telling in that they came to me with
a hope of talking about something interesting, such as where I came from, why
I sat in their classroom, for how long I would be there; but the topic I raised
did not interest them. They might find that talking about their home dialects
was a dty and sterile topic, there was little to say, because the language they
spoke was Putonghua, full stop. They might even find the topic embarrassing,
as the dialect triggered laughter, indexed unwanted identities, and was out of
tune with the dominant monoglot language ideology. The language ideology is
like the air people live in but rarely give a thought. The native Beijing people I
came across and talked to almost unexceptionally reported that accents and
dialects were acceptable as long as people could communicate and understand
each other. Beneath this pragmatic view, however, accents were measured, and
were related to identities through an ideological process which was mosdy
unspoken, and in many occasions probably unaware, as this book has shown.
What was striking to me in this case, and in the examples throughout this book,
was the observed phenomenon that migrants, the subordinated groups of the
society, almost all accepted the dominant hegemony of Putonghua and took the
monoglot language ideology for granted. This is perhaps what we have seen in
the first example of Chapter 4 that `even the most dísadvantaged, tend to
perceive the world as natural and to find it much more acceptable than one
might imagine', because `habitus' converted the hegemonic ideology into
normal thoughts and practices (Bourdieu, 1987:520).

We have seen that there was a dimension of identity making on the
linguistic and communicative scale that functioned simultaneously on the same
agents with that of the metapragmatic scale; we shall see in the following that
the public and institutional scale was also present in this case. The Jiang~ci
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pupil's metapragmatic comments `it doesn't sound good... [i]t sounds terrible,
it sounds like a foreign language...' were at the same time a discourse func-
tioning on the public and institutional scale, which were concerned with general
social norms of being `good' vs. being `bad', `right' vs. `wrong', `native' vs.
`migrant'. As we have seen in Chapter 5, discourses produced on the public and
institutional scale typically reduce the identity making process to rigid cate-
gorisation, and complex and subtle identity construction gives way to abstract
and straightforward demarcation such as `we have too many migrants', which
demarcates migrants from local residents, or `that accent sounds funny', which
demarcate one language variety - the standard language - from other varieties
in the same ideological process with what we have just observed on the com-
municative and metapragmatic scales. The Jiangxi pupil's public discourse was
wrapped in her metapragmatic comments, which triggered rigid categorisation
of being a migrant pupil, and invoked the general social norm of speaking
Putonghua in school. This public scale discourse formed another facet of the
monoglot language ideology, an abstract and demarcating facet.

This brief re-analysis of the Jiangxi pupil case demonstrates the work of all
three scales in one case, on the same people, at the same time. It offers evi-
dence for the argument that the three identity making scales are not separated
or distinct; rather, they are different facets of one process. The clue that
brought us to this insight was the presence of a monoglot language ideology in
the identity construction processes of each scale - an ideology which is
articulated and circulated on all three scales. The theoretical reflections have
been concerned with the essential oneness of the scales in actual social events,
which has been testified in two steps - the scales interact with each other, and
the scales are different dimensions of one social reality at a language ideological
level. The theoretical findings of the present study lead to new insights into the
different ways in which identiries are constructed through discursive practices.

6.3 Empirical reflections

To a western reader, this book may be read in a negative way. It is possible that
the stories it tells would be generalised to the whole of China, which is based
on an imagined homogeneity and uniformity of the country. This book is
critical, yet it makes no attempt in arguing that migrant life is solely concerned
with discrimination, that little effort has been made to improve the equality
between the local and the migrant, and that accents and dialects of migrants are
misrecognised in every social encounter. For ethnographic research such as
this, there are issues we can connect to wider contexts, and issues we can not. I
will first address those issues that we must connect and compare with those in
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wider social and geographical contexts, and second, I shall turn to the factors
that force us to be cautious in taking a static and homogeneous view of the
present research. In the final part of this section, I shall argue that identity
making is more than a discursive process; an ethnographer has to observe and
to take on board discursive practices as well as non-discursive, behavioural,
social, psychological, and contextual processes.

The migration I have sketched is not an entirely novel phenomenon. Its
novelty lies in the potential of witnessing the social changes of China from a
planned economy to a market-oriented one, from tightly controlled population
movements to free and massive migrations, from an idealistic `classless'
proletarian society to a society divided by various classes and class fractions.
The line of research on the Chinese rural-urban migration is far from being
exhausted, and the scholarly attention it deserves cannot be matched by the
relatively small volume of available research. It is, however, an essentially
similar phenomenon with regard to the economic immigrations in the West. In
the Western European and Northern American countries, we witness the cross-
border influx of economic labour from less affluent societies, in which language
and identity travel across spaces as well as across scales. The complexity of
linguistic exchanges brought by population movements is carefully documented
in Rampton (2005), an interactional analysis of spontaneous speech among
urban youth in the UK. The hegemonic domination of standard language in
school can be widely observed in, for instance, Bezemer and Kroon (2006)
which reports an episode of `you don't need to know the Turkish word'
articulated by a teacher during a language lesson in the Netherlands. Another
example of such hegemonic domination is Silverstein's (1996) study on
monoglot Standard English in the US. The discriminatoty moments docu-
mented in this book, such as being required to change clothes in order to take a
bus, can be found throughout the ample examples of Goffman (1974b) in the
Northern American contexts. In this sense, the phenomena we have observed
are neither uniquely Chinese, nor worse than elsewhere in the world. They are
outcomes of the same processes, i.e. population movements within the contexts
of globalisation, in which people from different communities, people who
speak different languages or language varieties, and people who organise their
lives in line with different social norms, enter into communicative interactions
or other types of social encounters. Differences are rarely neutral; more often
than not, they are converted into inequality. It is safe to say that we live in a
world of inequality, and hardly anywhere could be an exception.

What are the issues we should be cautious about? For researching Chinese
rural-urban migration, at least two factors merit some attention: the scale of the
country, and the speed at which social situations could change. The country is
huge in scale. Everyone would agree. But what does that mean? lt means diver-
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síty, it means that one social phenomenon would have a very different look in
another place of the country, and it means we can not easily say `China is so
and so'. The data I analysed here essentially document the situation in Beijing,
and they cannot be extrapolated to the whole of China just like that. Through-
out this book I have argued against an imagined homogeneity in language and
identíty. In understanding a society, homogeneity is often on the opposite of
social reality as well. At a micro level, this can be instantiated by Example 4.3.
In this case, Jun's evaluative comments of Xing's accent, her identity, and her
academic performance might give the reader an impression that Jun was
seriously discriminatory; however, as my finial remarks in that example have
shown, 1 also observed (and this is the advantage of ethnographic observation)
that he was, on many occasions, friendly and spontaneous to Xing and to his
other migrant fellow-pupils in their everyday interactions. At this ground level
of observation, an ethnographer is compelled to take a non-uniform approach
toward obtaining a balanced understanding of people, which is always com-
plicated, non-black-and-white, non-uniform.

At a macro level, the stories of migrant workers in the urban areas have
appeared in very diverse forms. For example, it was reported that three migrant
workers were elected to be deputies to the National People's Congress (quanguo
renda daibiao), the highest legislation institution of the country, and more
deputies on the regional level of the People's Congress in 2008,t which means
they were policy makers who were able to raise bills and to pass laws which
would favour migrant workers. Furthermore, the public discourses mostly
emphasise the social progresses in protecting migrants' rights and in helping
their `integration' into the urban mainstream society. For instance, the Peoplef
Daily reported that the All-China Federation of Trade Unions has made `ten
progresses' ín protecting migrant workers' rights and interest by March 2008.z
Another example is that the Chongqing~ city announced that the first Sunday of
every November to be the Migrant Workers' Day, in order to raise the public
awareness of migrant workers' contribution to the city, and to express urban
citizens' gratitude to the contribution of migrant workers.4 This book is,
however, an attempt to balance this over-optimistic view and to unveil the
`non-ideological' ineyuality whích is often invisible in an egalitarian ideology
that `the workers are the most honoured and most proud people (laodong ~ui
guan~ron~' inherited from the era prior the 1980's economic and social reform
in China.

The second factor that we have to take into account is the changes in the
pattern of China's rural-urban migration. Migration is not a static phenomenon;
rather, it responds sensitively to national as well as global socioeconomic
situations. The major part of my fieldwork was carried out during the economic
boom between 2006 and 2008. Since late 2008, we have witnessed a global
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recession, and a new type of migration has emerged - some 20 million migtant
workers who have spent years in cities started returning to their home villages.
The new challenges brought by the recession are to enlarge rural employment
for a better intake of redundant labourers and to re-train the returnees for
higher employability. This is not to say that what has been researched is of the
past, as there are hundreds of millions migrant workers who remain in cities,
and as the retumees are ready to `return' to cities when the socioeconomic
situations are improved. But this is a change that cannot be neglected, because
it makes the rural-urban migration more complex, because the migrant workers
have built a richer linguistic repertoire which will further complicate the
linguistic landscapes of their hometown, and because their newly subscribed
identities will collectively bring a new look to their villages. This point could be
illustrated by a story told by a migrant who worked as a nanny in Beijing for
three years. What I knew about this informant before this conversation was
restricted to some basic information, such as that she was in her forties, she
was from Sichuan province, and she had two sons who worked as construction
workers with their father - her husband - in Chengdu, the provincial capital of
Sichuan. By the time of data collection, I knew her as a nanny for about a
month. The fragment was recorded in a fieldnote.

Extract 6.1: '...I will retum to Beijing whenever I can...'

She will quit the job and leave for home by the end of this week. She started talking
about her family this evening, and told me that she left home for Beijing, because
she found that her husband had an affair in Chengdu and he had lied about it for
quite a while. She would have a depression if she had stayed at home after knowing
the truth. She decided to leave for Beijing to have a new life. When she just arrived,
she had nothing, and could not even speak Putonghua, `I couldn't even speak' she
said, but later on she got trained to be a nanny, and now she made more money
than her husband did. She rarely went back to her hometown in the last three years,
not even for last Chinese New Year. She spent her leisure time with friends who
were also nannies, and she liked this lifestyle. But now she had to retum, because
her oldest son was about to have his wedding in their village, and their house had to
be rebuilt after the 5.12 Sichuan Wenchuan earth9uake of which the epicentre was
not very far from her village. `I will insist on a divorce', she said, which was
something she was afraid of before the migration, `and I will retum to Beijing
whenever I can'.
(Fieldnotes, 2009-01-14)

Another reason she did not mention in this episode was the recession, due to
which the average wage of domestic workers in Beijing had dropped by one
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tenth in January 2009, and by one fifth in April 2009.5 In this brief account of a
long migration journey, the nanny arrived in Beijing with little command of the
local language and limited vocational training. She first managed to acquire the
language, Putonghua, which enhanced her chance of settling. She then obtained
the training and became a professional nanny, a relatively well paid job com-
pared to other types of domestic service work (such as cleaning, cooking, taking
care of old people and patients, walking dogs, etc.). The success in an upscale
geographical and social move opened a door for her to a bigger world and to a
freer life style, through which she subscribed a new, urban, and successful
migrant identity. When various factors forced her to return, to make a move
from a higher scale to a lower one, she was confident in controlling her own
life and in making such decisions as whether the marriage would continue and
where she would spend her life. This confidence came from her access to the
resources of a higher scale: the language, the training, the work experience, the
social netwotk she had built in the city. Although she was a migrant worker, a
working class woman with a rural bukou, she had lifted herself (partially and
temporarily) from being a farmer, one of the perhaps lowest social classes in
nowadays China. In her account, we saw a richer language repertoire, a new
identity, and an empowered person.

In the return to her home village, both the new language and the new
identity would play a role in her interactions with family members, fellow
villagers, and friends. The linguistic competence of speaking Putonghua might
not be present constandy, but her initial Beijing story of not being able to talk
and of managing Putonghua in a short time might become a drive for the
younger generation to learn the standard language which often pointed to a
better education and better life opportunities. There might be occasional shifts
between the local vernacular and Putonghua, which would index the nanny's
newly achieved identity of having lived and worked in Beijing. The shifts to
Putonghua míght be seen by some as a mark of urban high life, but it was also
possible that such shifts would trigger disfavour from others who did not have
access to such a linguistic competence and who had never been away from the
local community.

Her identity of successfully emigrating to a metropolis such as Beijing would
make an impact on the power relations between her and her family members.
For one thing, she used to fear that her husband would leave her, but now she
insisted on a divorce and believed that her Life would be better without him. It
would be irrelevant to foresee whether the marriage could move on; the nanny
had gained the power to resist the life that she disliked because she was
financially independent, because she knew her way of escape, because she had
acquired a different identity. On the one hand, this new urban identity might
become a source of inspiration for those villagers who had a`city dream'. On
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the other hand, the new language, the new identity, and the decent income
compared to what she could make from tilling the fields, might introduce inter-
naption to the local social order and norms of social conducts, and might make
her `abnormal' in a rural social context. It might take the nanny some time and
efforts to fit back into the rural society that she came from, she might discover
that fanvliar phenomena became strange and unnatural, and she would possibly
find herself to be a stranger at home, someone from elsewhere. In short, she
had an identity `in between': in Beijing she was a migrant worker from Sichuan,
whereas in her home village she again became an outsider, a person of another
place.

There was little chance that she would work in the fields as a farmer again
when she returned home. It is reported that less than 2.5 percent migrant
returnees resume farming.~ She wou]d most probably return to Beijing or go to
other cities for employment, as it is reported that 90 percent of the returned
migrant workers had left for cities again by April 2009. To what degree the new
language and identity of the nanny would become involved in her linguistic
exchanges and social encounters with her fellow villagers needs further
investigation; but one thing was sure, that she had been changed, the urban
experience had become part of her babitu.r and travelled downscale with her to
the village. In these scale-jumping processes, the nanny's lanl;uages and iden-
tities were not static entities; rather, the bigger patterns of migration between
rural and urban China at a macro level were collapsed in the individual case at
the ground level.

So far we have made connections between China's rural-urban migration
and the cross-boarder immig,rations in the Western European and Northern
American contexts. Moreover, this section has warned against the possible mis-
reading of the present study by stressing the diversity of the country and the
dynamics of the mig,ration. Next, 1 shall position the making of migrant iden-
tities within the dimension of social class formation, and argue that identity
making is more than a discursive process. In doing so, this chapter will fulfil the
second aim of the research, i.e. to understand the transitional Chinese society
and social structure (re-)formation.

Throughout the examples of the three analytical chapters, we can distinguish
the mark of lower social class on most informants - the Sichuan child who was
laughed at, the street vendor who had to stay outdoor whole day, the rural
hairstyle in the conversations of the two migrant pupils during a drawing class,
the way the rural couple dressed in the cartoon, etc. Social class is a contested
concept in China. The established view was that the state was born out of a
proletarian revolution in the first half of the twentieth century, in which the
proletariat seized the public power and founded the nation on the basis of the
scientific socialism ideal of the Marxist tradition. During the thirty years or so
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planned economy era (more or less between 1949 and 1979), the class structure
was rather neatly defined: a peasant class and an industrial working class which
included a class fraction of intellectuals. Both classes were of the proletariat,
and the means of production was turned into state property. The economic and
social reform of the 1980's has posed theoretical as well as practical challenges
to this class categorisation. Theoretically, a social group which emerged out of
pnvatisation and which thus had the control over the capital and over the
means of production could hardly fit into either class. Practically, we have
witnessed reshuffles of classes and class fractions at least in three respects.
First, the rapjdly polarised distribut~on of socjal wealth has given birth to such
groups as `new rich', `middle class', `petit bourgeoisie' (.~iao~r); second, the glory
of the working class who used to be emblematic of the advanced and revolu-
tionary social force has gradually faded out, and in this process being an urban
industrial worker was downscaled from a prestige to an unwanted identity;
third, the transitional period has created a special class fraction - rural-urban
migrant workers - who are neither peasants because they are employed in
urban industrial and service sectors, nor urban working class because they
mostly have non-urban hukou and thus are legally and inst~tutional peasants.
Their capacity of being a witness of the transitional Chinese society lies in their
position of leaving farming land and thus leaving their peasant identity in
response to the increase of labour demand from the urban industry as a result
of the economic reform; they work as industrial workers but they are not
identified as urban working class because of their peasant identities. Statistics
show that among one hunderd occupations and occupation-related identities,
`migrant worker' is ranked ninety-four, and the bottom ten occupation catego-
ries are all typically occupied by migrant workers. The statistic result is inter-
preted that migrant workers are a group of lower class (Li Sc Tang, 2002), a
class fraction lower than urban working class.

The identity making of the migrant workers and mil,n-ant children studied in
the present research is lodged in this bottom stratum of the urban society. The
discursive process of identity construction is the focal point of this book, and
language is undoubtedly central in recent identity studies (De Fina, Schiffrin tk
Bamberg, 200C). The ident~ty making is, however, more than a linguistic
process. 1~urther, it is my conviction that sociolinguistics is better served by
engal,~ing in conversation with, and by being able to contribute to wider social
scientific discussions. In the present study, the way people dress, the way they
move, the house they live in, their jobs, their leisure time activities, their taste
(cf. Bourdieu, 1984), all function alongside language use in expressing, per-
forming, negotiating, and categorising migrant ideni~ties. Underneath these
identity expression and negotiation, we can distinguish an embodied social
structure in the individual, or what Bourdieu calls `habitus', an internalised
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scheme that has been formed in the course of collective and individual
histories, that was inscribed in the body of the individual, and that was
expressed through socia] practice (Bourdieu, 1984:46~. Discursive practice is a
crucial product of habitus, but it alwa}'s interacts with non-discursive practices.
Several examples of the analytical chapters can elaborate this argument. First, in
the drawing class example (Example 4.1), a migrant pupil drew me with an
imagined rural hairstyle, a perhaps familiar hairstyle to her, judged from her
conversations with another migrant pupiL In the fields of developmental
psychology and educational research, there are theories and research around
children's drawing of imagined objects (e.g. Cox, 1992, 1993). The immediate
relevance to this case is that the imagined hairstyle that was perceived as `rural'
was an emblem of the migrant pupil's early year experiences as a rural child, and
this early individual history had been incorporated, or is in a process of
incorporation, into her habitus. Although being very young, the migrant pupil's
individual habitus was structured with the collective history of the country - the
rural-urban divide as a result of the collective history over last five decades or
so. As such, non-discursive elements such as hairstyle intertwined with the
pupils' discursive practice in the negotiation and construction of the migrant
identities.

Another telling example is the `changing clothes on the bus' case (Example
5.2). In the reported row between migrant workers and an urban bus driver, the
migrant constructíon workers were low-paid migrants who dressed and be-
haved in line with the stereotypes of low-paid migrants. The stigma they had
was a stigma of being migrant workers, but also a stigma of being lower social
class. The social structure was embodied in the migrant workers' socialised
bodies and expressed through their lifestyle, their clothes, and their encounters
with others in the urban social space. Although the incident was instantaneous,
it pointed to the migrant workers' individual history of being peasants and
migrants, to the collective history of the rural-urban divide, to the migrant
workers' individua] history of being peasants and migrants, and to the current
social class reformation at a macro level. The non-discursive elements observed
in this case, as well as in the other examples of this book, are a crucial
dimension of identity construction if we position them within in a wider
context of social stratification, and through nuanced analysis of these identity
making incidents we begin to gain an understanding of the transitional Chinese
society at a macro level.
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6.4 Methodological reflections

In this sectíon, I shall reflect on the selection of data and the motivation of
their choice, and on the researcher's position. The data selection of this
research can be summarised by the `key incident approach' (Kroon 8c Sturm,
200~. As introduced in Chapter 2, `key incidents' are episodes or events that
re-occur in the fieldwork and that have sustaining impacts on the researched
people, community, or society. An incident can be counted as `key' because it
represents conerete events which reflect the work of abstract principles of
social organisation and social norms of practice. The selection of `key incidents'
involves pulling out recurrent events and events which have sustaining
influence from the data pool, relating it to other incidents, events, phenomena,
and theories.

In what follows, I will zoom in on one example (Example 4.4) and reflect
on the use of the key incident approach in the data selection. In this meta-
pragmatic discourse of a teacher on a migrant pupil's language and identities,
Miss Zhang pointed out that the language `problem' of Hong, a migrant pupil,
was that she did not distinguish [n] and [ I] in pronunciation. During the course
of the ínterview, another teacher joined the conversation and gave her example
of making mistakes due to this linguistic feature when she travelled to Sichuan.
This type of inetapragmatic discourses on migrant pupils' linguistic features
recurred frequently throughout my fieldwork. Similar linguistic features include
the lack of distinctions between the dental sibilants ~[ts], c[ts'], s[s], and the
retroflexes ~h [chr], cb [ch'r], .rh [shr] in some dialects, and the use of vernacular
lexicon such as `~a' instead of standard `~enme' (meaning `what~ and `an' instead
of `lvo' (meaning `I~. Such metapragmatic discourses articulated by teachers
were always related to migrant pupils' place of origin and family background,
and as shown in Chapter 4, had an impact on the pupils' identity construction
as well as on their academic development. Example 4.4 was an instance of the
working of the school's institutional principles on normalising the standard
language and on inscribing the hegemonic domination of Putonghua into the
linguistic habitus of the pupils. This incident was positioned on the metaprag-
matic scale of the three-scale framework, and it was linked to the incidents of
the other two scales through the notion of indexicality. Together with other
examples, it pointed to social practice of identity making as a layered discursive
process, of which linguistic features, metapragmatic evaluations, and public
discourses functioned at different levels, and interacted and intertwined with
each other as well.

The second part of this methodological reflection is concerned with the
researcher's position in the fieldwork and in the data analysis. The researcher
assumed different roles in different stage of the fieldwork and different roles
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when deploying different research instruments. For non-participant observa-
tion, I was an observer sitting in the corner watching the pupils and the
teachers, and for participant observation, my role was an English teacher. In

group and individual interviews, I was a listener and a speaker engaged in a
conversation. At the early stage of the fieldwork, I was a stranger to the pupils
and the teachers, whereas I became a friend to some of them when spending
longer time in the fieldwork sites. Throughout the fieldwork, I had been a
document collector who was interested in all textual and visual documents. My
role of a document collector continues, as Beijing is a huge fieldwork site and
my role of a fieldworker never ends.

As an ethnographer, I was not detached from the researched people and
communities. In Example 3.3, I was an interested customer who had a chat
with the street vendor on his business, as well as on his language and identities;

in Example 4.1, I was involved in the heated debates between the two migrant
pupils, while observing their drawing acrivities; in Example 5.3, I had a con-

versation with the school staff and problematised their pragmatic attitudes
toward the school award system. Since the very beginning of the fieldwork, my

role had been a tool of the ethnographic research. In observation, I was the
research tool that was watching, listening, making sense of what I saw and
heard, and noting down strange or interesting moments. During interviews, I
was part of the conversations, an interlocutor who was interested in the
migrants' language and life. In these conversation-like interviews, most inter-
viewees were relaxed and free to give as rich information as possible. It is worth
noting that, although I did my utmost in limiting my influence on the inter-
viewees, it was inevitable that my role as a researcher, my accent, my identity of
being a local, would creep into the interviews and have an impact on the
responses of the interviewees. It would be unwise for any researcher, I believe,

to pretend that the interviews she conducted were free from her own impacts.
What a researcher could do is to minimise such impacts and to reflect on such
occasions adequately in data analysis, such as the reflexive remarks in the
analysis of Example 4.3 in Chapter 4.

To sum up, the methodologica] reflections have been centred on two issues:
the motivation of the data selection and the researcher's roles. The researcher's
position in the present ethnographic study was to act as a tool of data
collection. It is thus crucial to be reflexive on the observer's effect she or he
brings to the fieldwork sites, and to be reflexive on the impacts she or he has
on the interviewees.

This research leads me into the world of migrant workers and their children
in Beijing, a community which is present in every corner of our life yet is often

invisible, living in the fringe of the city as well as of the society. From their life,
their language use, and their identity making practices, we start obtaining an
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insight of the position of migrant workers in the stratified society, and their
contestin~ identities in the remaking of social structure during the transitional
period of the economic and social reformation.

Notes

, Source: bttfi:~~um~tunpc.goucn~ttpc~ximven~rdlt~rdjs~2008-02~27~content 1400091.htm,
the official website of the National People's Cons~.ress, last viewed on 15~07~2009.
Source: http:~~~nvw.goucn~jr.~g~2008-03~13~content 918514.htm, last viewed on
15~07~2009.
About the All-China Federation of Trade Unions see:
http:~~engk:rh.acftu.or~temjilate~10002~filéjsfi?cid-63d~aid-156, last viewed on
15~07~2009.
One of the four centrally administered cities.
Source: http:~~unvrv.taoyuandj.ctt~amc~.rannonpjingji~200710~11308.htm, last viewed on
15~07~2009.
Firgvre source: personal communication with a human resource a~ent.
Firgure source: http:~~u~unv.gmm.cn~0lgmrb~2009-04~09~conteut-906955.htm, last
viewed on 15~07.2009.
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Overview of data collection
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As the following table will show, this research took me to a variety of fieldwork
sites, and it yielded a complex set of diverse data. The main fieldwork period
ran from 2006 to 2008, and it yielded (apart from a huge volume of fieldnotes)
upwards of fony hours of audio-recorded material, hundreds of photos, and a
huge collection of documents includin~ vfficial documents, students' written
texts and drawings, etc.
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APPENDIX 2

Chinese texts and Pinyin transcripts of examples

Example 3.1

~~ ~~~1J-~~~~~~~
T~~~Bc 10A31 q

1~~ : ~~~~1~~~~~~J~~ ~~~}

155

~~~~F , ~P~Sc~1~~~Q9Jll~~l~í~t~`~á~t~4~ir~ T~o a~JLt~h-
~J~~~~l~r~ : ~~~1~t~~~~~ , ~~i~~t~~~~~ , ~.~~~1ág~i~I~To
~{r~o , í~t-~J~t~~~,~~à~R~á~ , ~~1~~-~4i,~J~ , -"I~zt~~?xo

~í~~~fi~~~~;~7-P7r~~o~~á';-3E , ~~D~J~3i~~J7~r~~o " ~ i
" ~~~~3ZJ~~ ! ~t~h~~ff;~-i~~ï~~R~~dg~z~ltJ~o 1~~-Q~1r1:~~~
i~ , ~í~~[~l , ~J~~r ! 1~~t~i~tl~~~~n1''F-~t~~li'~o ~~~t~~, : " t~~~
b~~)~7~ , ~~G.fÍ'~~~C,3~?„ ~iÁ~~~~~7,~ : " ~~~C~J1~a~~L~~~l~.(~ál~

~~~Tr~o " J~~1~utut~~3f. : " ~~1~} , ~;~3i~~P~11lAg~~ , l.~llÁ~......" ~
~~í~ , ~~~~E~~~ , ~~~" u~" i~~fI~J1~~ , ~S~1JLB~~~.~J~ , ~9~1~
~~~ti~~~~t~~T1J~~~ , i7~~~1~~~~~~ ! i~tF~~3~~J~~JJi14~~~

: " í~~it~.J~~á4 ? ~~ít~7~~J~áyP~Jll~u~o
~IÁ , ~~~J~~~~E~ : „ 1-RJ~~~~~~ , ~~l9f~hh~~~~F~IÁá~~~. ~~~

31~i~iCt~J~~ , ~F~~~i?„
.. ,~ ~ „ ~J~~i~J~.tJ~3ko
" ~~r~~~~?„ ~~1~ip~o 1~~3~~0
~~~1~~~~~~-~~r~drt~h~~~í : " í~~~~~~1~ , ~~~~~f)1J~~ ,

~it2.~~t1~31~~fiJJ~o "
~~i3~~J~~~á~~~ , JJi~~~~~t~,~ : -~~~~~i~~J~ , ~~~~i;~~l~

A4-1;~É~~?~a
~fr;~ , ~~-~~3~~lól~i~a~1 , ~z~~i~;~b~ , JAfti~~J~~ , ~~f~Q , ~c~i~

~~ï~u~~o ~~af~~f~~~~ , :~~~it~~l~t~?~JL~~~~t~~~o ~~~ ,
aFr~~FG~u~~cÍJ~~~~~~~t3~t~~l~o J~~~i~ph~~1~t~]~n~J~ , ~~~~~~
;~R~o v~Í~~~~~1~771~~fi~~ , FI~fi~J~J2n~~~i~~~~ft~~i . - í.~n~~ir
~~ÍJJz~~J~~1~ : " ~i~~l~J~ , ~~t-i Jt~~~o " J~-~t-~~ii~ï~i~rflbfiJ~
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Example 3.3

Pinyin Transcript

{traffic noise, people talk unintelligibly}
1 Xiao Xu: ni ~~`shen me [shranz ma] de (baozi)~`? {weak and slow voice,

noticeably trying to pronounce in local Beijing accent}
JD: ni zhe er dou you shen me de ya?
Xiao Xu: you...

5... {conversations about the kinds of steamed dumplings he offers}
JD: nimen zhe er de shengyi tinghao de, zheme duo ren dou mai nimen de baozi.
Xiao Xu: {laughing voice}~`jiushi~` zaoshang hao, daole xiawu jiu mei ren chi
baozi le {still making efforts to speak in Beijing accent}.
JD: zaoshang shengyi hao jiu xingle. Neige xia de ni fang jin qu le ma?

10 Xiao Xu: { nod with smile } nei tinghao de - women cong laTiia dailai de.
JD: zhende?! Shi na er ya?
Xiao Xu: {proud, smile} women de xia doushi changjiang li de xia... tebie
haochi [t'a4 xoj k'e~] {noticeably higher and faster, with clearer accent}.
... {conversations about how they brought the shrimps from their hometown}

15 JD: ni Putonghua shuo de ting hao de, zai xuexiao li xuede {smile}?
Xiao Xu: ~`hai xing ba~. You de (gu ke) ye buzhidao wo shuo shentne {end
with laughing voice, indicating this is a humble response}
JD: wo juede ni de Putonghua zhen tinghao de, wo tingde ting qingchu de ya.
Xiao Xu: en, zai xuexiao li xuede. Wo du dao gao zhong [kau~ chraq~] ne

20 {switches from noticeable southern accent to near-Putonghua}.
~`Ni jiu shi~ [ni3 chyiu4 shri4] Beijing ren? {smile, and switch to certain
characteristics of Beijing accent}
JD: ai. Wo jiushi zhe er de.
Xiao Xu: ~jiushi zhe er de~ [chyiu4 shri4 chrer~ de] {low voice, Beijing accern}

25 JD: nimen zai xuexiao c~uan yong Putonghua?
Xiao Xu: women xue (Putonghua), ye shuo nei zhong fangyan.
JD: na ni zenme lian de ya {smile}?
Xiao Xu: wo... wo zai zhe er dai guo [tai~ kua] {switch to Beijing accent,
higher, long, jolly voice, indicating he was pleased by my comment on his

30 Putonghua, and was proud that he was not a stranger to the city of Beijing}
JD: na ni dou ting de dong zhe er ren shuo hua ma?
Xiao Xu: ting de dong, jiu shi hie ren shuo fangyan [fnq~ ien2] wo ting bu
dong {switches back to Putonghua}.
JD: - nashi. Bie ren shuo fangyan wo ye ting bu dong.
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35 Xiao Xu: - youde shuo fan~an, wo bantian buzhidao shenme ne {end with
laughing voice, amused}
Jll: jiu shi; erqie zhe di er ba, na er de ren dou you, suoyi na er de fangyan dou
you...
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Example 5.2

The online news report on the `changing clothes incident'

RKQ) ~IiM~~ 3áC1 ~tci~ SAQ) r FWiQF1
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The debate entries of online forums
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Responses 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
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~ ~F(261:,~~~, ~.~~

- xiayuren ~` ~~ ~ [5~~i~C~~~~~]

Response 26

1t~iP7.~~~~

À71.J1~ rJ'I~
~1`~SU~~~

~~ ~J~ ~ ~A~J~) l,!!-~

Responses sympathetic to the migrant workers

~ [67} :.R~~~G~~t'~~, ~~~ ~

~Y~~, 7~~1~~f~Á;~17e

The making of migant identities in Beijing

i3àUa~):~tk~~t~é~5~R1yJ, f~;~~~i~~'a`?~~.11:, bie~~~~. ~th.~i}?éhSC~. rk~~~lk~~á~R~1

-- e~ssio f~~ i~ I C31~t~{~:t~~~~7~1

Responses 67 and 147 that blame both sides
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Responses 149 and 20 that are on the bus driver's side
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~~~~~
~fá t~, í~4~f7.'~..~G~i. ;~~~

Response 21 that bfames the migrant workers



SAMENVATTING

De vorming van migrantenidentiteiten in Beijing:
schaal, discourse en diversiteit

Dit boek is een emografische studie over idenáteit. Het gaat over identiteit als
een uit vele lagen bestaand sociaal construct, dat wordt gepresenteerd, bepaald,
via onderhandeling tot stand gebracht, opgelegd, geraáficeerd, op de proef
gesteld of ontkend in de discursieve prakájken van alledag. De onderzochte
idenáteitsvormingsprocessen spelen zich af in een zeer specifieke populaáe -
de ruraal-urbane arbeidsmigranten die in China van hun dorpen naar de stad
trekken. De ruraal-urbane migraáe resulteert in zeer complexe sociolinguïs-
ásche omgevingen waaán regionale accenten en dialecten in het oog spángendc
markeerders van idenáteit worden, verwijzend naar preságe en kansen of naar
ságmatisering en sociale ongelijkheid. De idenáteitsvormingsprocessen van
Chinese binnenlandse migranten worden in dit onderzoek bestudeerd met
behulp van een theoreásch kader dat dáe schalen onderscheidt die verwijzen
naar uiteenlopende discursieve prakájken en de structuur van dit boek bepalen.

Hoofdstuk 1 bevat een kritische beschouwing over ConverratzonalAnalysi.r en
Critical Dircourre Analy.ris op basis waarvan het drieschalige model wordt voor-
gesteld en theoreásch gemoáveerd. De eerste schaal is de linguïsásche en
communicaáeve schaal waarop triviale alledaagse talige uitwisselingen plaats-
vinden. Idenáteiten die op deze schaal worden geconstrueerd, worden vaak
gekenmerkt door het feit dat ze fluïde, fleacibel en zeer veranderlijk zijn. Op
deze schaal verwijzen kleine linguïsásche kenmerken naar grote sociale kwesáes
zoals sociale klasse, sekse en etniciteit. De tweede schaal is de metapragma-
ásche discourse schaal waarop mensen commentaren, evaluatieve opmerkingen,
discoursen en reflecáes tot uitdrukking brengen over hun cigen en andermans
talige kenmerken en taalgedrag. Metapragmatische discoursen maken idená-
teitsvormingsprocessen expliciet doordat mensen commentaren produceren
over idenáteit, en zichzelf en anderen categoriseren als behorend tot bepaalde
sociale groepen. De derde schaal is de schaal van het insátuáonele en publieke
discourse. Op deze schaal funcáoneren teksten in de media, wettelijke status,
beleidsteksten en andere publieke discoursen om idenáteit te construeren of te
beperken. Dit soort discoursen vindt plaats in een numte waaán mensen zich
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beroepen op administratieve noties en algemene sociale gedragsregels en waarin
identiteitscategorieën rigide, statisch, stereotype en algemeen r.ijn. Het eerste
hoofdstuk geeft ook een overzicht van de doelstellingen van dit onderzoek: (1)
komen tot een beter begrip van de vorming van migrantenidentiteiten op de
drie onderscheiden schalen en (2) inzicht verwerven in de transitieprocessen en
in de (her)vorming van de sociale structuur die zich in de Chinese samenleving
voltrekken.

Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een overzicht van de sociale en methodologische achter-
gronden van de studie. Het hoofdstuk bestaat uit twee delen. Het eerste deel
handelt over de sociale contexten van de Chinese massamigratie van het
platteland naar de stad, de sociolinguïstische contexten van het gediversifieerde
en complexe talige landschap van het land en de institutionele contexten van de
onderwijsvoorzieningen voor migrantenkinderen. 1-Iet tweede deel van het
hoofdstuk geeft een overzicht van de etnografische benadering die richting-
gevend is voor het onderzoek, beschrijft de veldwerkperiode van cen jaar in
nugrantengemeenschappen in Beijing en licht de keuze van de gebruikte ínstru-
menten voor dataverzameling toe. Het brengt naar voren dat de etnografische
benadering taal beschouwt als diep geworteld in het sociale leven en dat
daardoor de instrumenten die binnen deze benadering gebruikt worden voor
het onderzoek van identiteitsvorming een bijzondere kracht krijgen - het gaat
immers om het onderzoek van de discursieve processen die nu juist gaan over
de verhouding tussen taal en samenleving. Het hoofdstuk beschrijft tot slot het
gebruik hoe de verschillende methodes van dataverzameling ingezet zijn en wat
de overwegingen waren om te kiezen voor het gebruik van verschillende
methodes in verschillende veldwerkperiodes en veldwerklocaties.

Hoofdstuk 3 illustreert de vorming van migrantenidentiteiten op de linguïs-
tische en communicatieve schaaL Het introduceert drie analytische concepten -
ruimte, schaal en monoglot taalidcologie - die wordcn gebruikt in de analysc
van drie voorbeelden die de linguïstische processen van identiteitsvorming op
de eerste schaal van het algemene theoretische kader illustreren. Het eerste
voorbeeld is een verhaal van een migrantenkind uit Sichuan dat naar een
openbare basisschool in de stad gaat. Het verhaal gaat over haar ervaring van de
eerste schooldag en vooral over het feit dat ze dialect gebruikt als -r.e zich aan de
klas voorstelt met als gevolg dat ze door haar klasgenoten wordt uitgelachen.
Het tweede voorbceld gaat over een arbeidsmigrant - een schoonmaakster van
een zwembad in de wijk - die nauwelijks durft te spreken vanwege haar accent
en wier talige competentie bijgevolg niet juist wordt ingeschat en erkend. Het
derde voorbeeld is een talige interactie tussen een straarverkoper en de
onderzoeker waarin de verkoper van uiteenlopende linguïstische patronen en
bronnen gebruik maakt, talige obstakels omzeilt en zodoende meervoudige
identiteiten articulecrt. Deze drie voorbeelden laten de fluïditeit en flexibiliteit
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zien van de identiteiten die op deze schaal worden geconstrueerd en de
indexicale verbindingen tussen de accenten van de informanten en hun
identiteiten.

Hoofdstuk 4 geeft een beeld van de constructie van migrantenidentiteiten
op de schaal van de metapragmatische Gnguïstische praktijk in vier voorbeelden
van identiteitsvormende discoursen door migrantenkinderen, hun lokale klas-
genootjes uit Beijing en hun leerkrachten. De theoretische concepten die in dit
hoofdstuk worden gebruikt zijn `etnolinguïstische identiteit' en `taalgemeen-
schap'. Het eerste voorbeeld is een observatie van een tekenles op een basis-
school in Beijing waarin een migrantenleerling een metapragmatisch discourse
ten beste geeft over haar eigen identiteit en die van haar klasgenootjes en over
hun migrantenidentiteit heen een nationale identiteitslaag aanbrengt door van
schaal te verspringen. Deze door de leerling zelf geclaimde etnolinguïstische
identiteit in het eerste voorbeeld wordt ter discussie gesteld in het tweede
voorbeeld dat een groepsdiscussie over thuistalen en dialecten van migranten-
leerlingen laat zien. Het derde voorbeeld toont het commentaar van een lokale
leerling uit Beijing op het accent en de identiteit van zijn migrantenklasge-
nootjes. Het vierde voorbeeld onderzoekt het commentaar van een leerkracht
uit Beijing op de identiteit, taal en prestaties van een van haar migranten-
leerlingen. Deze vier voorbeelden zijn metapragmatische discoursen waarin
mensen evaluaties van identiteiten tot uitdrukking brengen en henzelf en
anderen classificeren in discursief geconstrueerde sociale categorieën.

Hoofdstuk 5 laat de vorming van migrantenidentiteiten op de institutionele
en publieke discourse schaal zien. Het begint met een introductie van de con-
cepten `abnormaliteit', `stigma', `normaliteit' en `moderniteit'. Het analytische
deel van dit hoofdstuk bevat drie voorbeelden. Het eerste voorbeeld is een
artikel in een tijdschrift dat potentiële arbeidsmigranten adviseert een goede
beheersing van het Putonghua te verwerven voordat ze verhuizen naar de
stedelijke gebieden. Het tweede voorbeeld behandelt een online verslag over de
`abnormale' aanwezigheid van arbeidsmigranten in de stedelijke publieke
numte. Het derde voorbeeld betreft een interview met een staflid van een
school over wat het voor migrantenleerlingen betekent een `topleerling' te zijn
waaruit blijkt hoezeer vormen van structurele en institutionele ongelijkheid
nadelig uitwerken voor migrantenleerlingen. In alle drie de voorbeelden zien we
dat mensen zich in hun discoursen op de publieke en institutionele schaal
beroepen op sociale normen en administratieve noties en dat de gebruikte
identiteitscategorieën niet langer flexibel en fluïde zijn maar rigide, statisch en
algemeen.

Hoofdstuk C vat het boek samen en brengt de drie onderscheiden schalen
bij elkaar door middel van theoretische, empirische en methodologische
reflecties. In de theoretische reflecties wordt beargumenteerd dat de drie
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schalen in plaats van gescheiden en verschillende processen, verschillende
dimensies zijn van eenzelfde sociale realiteit, verschillende perspectieven van
eenzelfde observatie, verschillende aspecten van eenzelfde identiteitsvormin~s-
proces. De formulering van deze stelling verloopt via twee stappen: op de
eerste plaats is het zo dat de identiteiten die op de drie schalen worden ge-
construeerd elkaar overlappen, met elkaar interageren en met elkaar verbonden
zijn met als kernpunt indexicaliteit; op de tweede plaats maken deze identiteiten
vanuit taalídeolo~isch perspectief deel uit van eenzelfde `gesynchroniseerde'
sociale realiteit. In de empirische reflecties wordt eerst de Chinese migratie van
het platteland naar de stad verbonden met I,rrensoverschrijdende migratie in
West-F,uropese en Noord-Amerikaanse contexten. Daarbij wordt gewaar-
schuwd voor ecn mol;elijke misinterpretatie van deze studic door te wijzen op
de diversiteit van het land en de dynamiek van de migratie. Vervolgens wordt
de vorminl; van mi~rantenidentiteiten geplaatst binnen de dimensie van de
vorming van sociale klassen en wordt beargutnenteerd dat identiteitsvorming
meer is dan een discursief proces. Daarmee wordt de tweede doelstelling van
dit onderzoek bereikt, te weten het begrijpen van de transitionele Chinese
samenlevin~ en de (her)vorming van haar sociale structuur. In de methodo-
lo~ische reflecties wordt teru~ekeken op de selectie van de data en de over-
wegingen om juist deze data te kiezen en op de positie van de onderzoeker. De
methode van dataselectie volgt de `key incidend benadering; deze kiest uit de
verzamelde data steeds terugkerende gebeurtenissen en gebeurtenissen met een
zekere duurzame invloed en verbindt deze met andere gebeurtenissen, feno-
menen en theorieën. Met betrekking tot dc onderzoeker geldt dat deze in de
verschillende fasen van het veldwerk en bij het toepassen van verschillende
onderzoeksinstrumenten verschillende rollen speelt. De onderzoeker moet het
hele onderzoek door fungeren als een middel om data te verzamelen.
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